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Foreword

These case studies of dance education programs in four American public schools
represent a product of the research program of the University of Illinois Site of the
Nat ional Arts Education Rcscarch Center. The Center wls funded by the National
Endowment for the Arts and the United States Department of Education for a
perkx1 of three years, 1987 to 1990. Patricia Knowles served as Dance Project
Director.

These case studies establish clearly that the development of viable dance educa-
tion programs in American public schools is eminently feasible and that dance
education is alive and well in the schools described here. All four have what is
absolutely essential dance educators who are skilled, knowledgeable and dedi-
cated.

Several notable items appear in the appendices. They include course outhnes,
tests and a highly developed sequential K-12 curriculum that is being implemented
in the public schools of Columbus, Ohio.

It is our hope that this publication will motivate and inspire dance educators to
enhance the quality of existing dance programs and to initiate programs in schools
that currently lack a sequential program of dance education.

Charles I ,conhard
Director of Research

Jack McKenzie
Director for Management



National Arts Education Research Center
Case Study Project Report

Introduction, Overview

In the fall of 1987, the Dance Component of the NAERC began a long process
of identification and selection of model schools with established curricular-based
K-12 dance education programs. Our objective was to visit the schools and to write
case study reports whith might serve as a guide for new program implementation
and the continued development of existing programs.

Initially, a survey was developed with a two-pronged purpose: to gain a national
perspective on the status of dance in K-12 education and to identify schmls for
selection for the case study reports. Tne survey was sent to 201 schools in 43 states
and Washington, DC. These schools were identified by state boards of education
and dance specialists in each state as having established programs in dance. Survey
consultants included representatives of the National Association of Schools of
Dance (NASD), the National Dance Association (NDA), and dance specialists
working in the schools. Of the 201 surveys distributed, 110 were completed. Thir-
ty-four of these responses were from schools with some combination of K-8; the
remaining 76 responses provided information on grades 9-12 (Appendix A).

Fourteen schools were initially selected from those responding to the survey.
Final selection of four schools was made in consultation with dance educators and
directors of teacher education programs in dance including representatives from
NASD's Working Group on Danct. Education and the NDA. The following criteria
were used as the basis for selection of the model schools:

1. A clear understanding of mission reflected in program content.

2. A curricular-based, sequentially-developed program of dance studies.

3. A comprehensive dance curriculum with movement experiences at the
core.

4. Administrative support for the program and its continued development.

5. Resources and personnel sufficient to the needs ol the program.

6. Program established for a minimum of three years.

7. Outstanding or unique attributes or innovations which could serve as a
model to other programs.



8. Collectively, the four schools selected would include:

a. K-I2 representation

b. Diverse configurations including Arts IMPACI; Arts Magnet and
Performing Arts

e. At least one school with a iarge minority population and a curriculum
relevant to the needs and interests of those students

Li. Broad geographic representation.

The schools selected for the project were Fillmore Arts Center, Washington,
DC; Buffalo Academy for the Visual and Performing Arts, Buffalo, NY; Duxherry
Park Arts IMPACT School, Columbus, Oil; and Jefferson I hgh School for the
Performing Arts, Portland, OR.

A six-part Dance I:Aucation Inventiwy was developed (Appendix II) in consult-
ation with arts education specialists at NAFRC, representatives from the NASD
Working Group and t he N DA for use in the case study review process. Its function
was to serve as a comprehensive "check-hst" to aid in the observation proems and
the collection of data from each school. The insights gained from its use, however,
were perhaps more valuahle than the instrument itself. The Inventory delineated
predetermined "model" program characteristics as prescribed by its aut hors, en-
couraging a siandardized goal-oriented ohserva'. )n approach. It hecanw obvious
early in t he review process t hat a systematic completion of t he Inventory form would
he impossible, given t he unique nature ()leach school's dance program. In the end,
the case study report for each school was written in an appropriately individualized
format. The inventory served a wcondary function.- -that of ensuring that all
components of the program were considered and that relevant data were collected
from each school.

I'Ach school was visited by two individuals: a primary reviewer who visaed all
four schools and a site reviewer with experience as a dance specialist in K 12
education. Fach of t he four site reviewers was selected on the basis ol comparahle
experience in relation to the school visaed (Appendix ( ). lioth reviewers visaed a
the same time, hem een January and March. 19911, for a three-day period, Classes,
rehearsak and perkwmances were observed; faculty, students and administraiors
were interviewed. l'he case studies were written by the primary reviewer in consult-
anon with the site reviewer. The original reports have been condensed and edited
for this document.

2 Case Study Project Wiwi



Case Studies

Buffalo Academy for the Visual and Performing Arts
Mr-

The Buffalo Academy for the Visual and Performing Arts, established in 1977,
encompasses grades 5-; 2 and serves a student population of around 800. The Arts
Academy is ethracit Ki lanced; at the present time, approximately 43 percent of
t he students arc from ttL: Black community, 5 percent from the Hispanic, 1 percent
from the Native Amer;can populations and 1 percent from the Asian or Pacific
Islander groups. The remainder of the students are White. The ethnic makeup of
the student body enrolled in dance is slightly different: 56 percent are White, 38
percent Black, 3 percent I lispanic, 2 percent Asian or Pacific Islander and 1 percent
Native American. The permanent dance faculty is 33 percent Black and 66 percent
White.

'Ibe mission ol the school, to provide professional arts education and excellence
in academic areas, is reflected in the initial and ongoing growth and development of
this school. Planning for the school involved parents in the community, teachers,
administrators and artists from the Buffalo area. The school offers in-depth pro-
grams in art, drama, dance, music and radio/television. Interestingly enough,
dance, as a separate entity, was not one of the art forms originally proposed for the
school. Fortunaiely, the Curriculum Specialist appointed to the planning commit-
tee recognived the importance of the art form, and when parents and others also
expressed concern that it was not to be included, she became its advocate and
successfully championed the cause so that dance was added as a distinct arts
discipline. Her individual contributions to the department were vital to the devel-
opment of the program. She was appointed Dance Supervisor, and as such, re-
searched the facility needs, spearheaded the development of the curriculum and
formulated the documents for a dance credential. The importance ot having this
support in the central administration cannot he overemphasived.

'Pie important role of parents in education was established early in the develop-
ment of the Academy. A statement in one of the initial recruitment documents is
revealing:

The underlying philosophical belief of the school is that students will
hest achieve the refinement and development of their inherent talents
and skills in a school designed for learning and performing these ahilities,
Further, the school helieves that these accomplishments may best he
attained when students/parents/educators are committed to the same
goals of achieving excellence in the field of the arts, while maintaining
sound academie standards. Thus the Buffalo Academy for Visual and
PertOrming Arts anticipates that the home atmosphere and student
attitude will support this philosophy and will supplement the specific
school program with motivation and recognition.

Buttalo Academy tor the Visual and Performn Arts
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Parents are urged to he actively involved. They are invited to clas.ses, demon-
strations and performances; they receive newsletters from the school, as well as
communications from the departments. Ongoing support from the community
remains important in terms of the overall success of these programs.

The Arts Academy is part of an liducational Park complex which includes a
Montessori School and thc Academie Challenge Center. It is housed in a rather
imposing structure which has been suitably divided to serve the arts and the
academic disciplines. The halls arc lined with photographs of students who excel in
sports, in student government and in academies. Alongside these photographs are
posters and i..etion photographs of the various performances which have come out
of t he work at the school. It is an impressive array of pictures, and acknowledgment
of and pride in the accomplishments of the students are apparent.

Students at the Academy have several choices of curricular patterns they may
follow in order to graduate from the school. They may pursue courses leading to a

Regents Diploma with a focus in one or anothei- of the art forms or they may
graduate with an Arts Academy Diploma. The former includes special examina-
tions, as well as Regents level course worki, in academie subjects, and requires a

minimum of live credits for a single sequence in the major arts area, The Arts
Academy Diploma is awarded only if the full sequence of courses in the arts area
(including history of the art form) has been completed. More credits must he
earned for graduation with an Arts Academy Diploma.

The school provides the opportunity for students to select electives from the
related arts (a drama major may take a donee course geared toward non-majors,
for example), aid there is the opportunity to select general electives which go
beyond those required to fulfill the New York State Requirements in I riglish, social
studies, mathematics, science, health and physical education: All students take
daily studio classes in their art major.

The Dance Department

Students audition into the dance program. Poteltial ability is assessed, as well
as actual ability, and opportunity is given to children who have tnnate talent but may

have had prior training. Students are interviewed as part of the audition/asses.s-
ment process and the dance faculty make recommendations to the prin'mal in
terms of a student's admittance to the arts area. In addition to the audition/inter-
view, student records are also reviewed, and grade point average, attendance and
medical records are taken into account when decisions are made. There arc cur-
rently 113 dance majors at the Arts Academy, although there are 145 students
participating in the program. Students seek entry at the 5th through 9th grade
levels; students starting at 5th grade have the opportunity to have eight years of
professionally oriented training in dance.

'Regents level courses are [mire advanced and more demanding than cieneral or non-
Regents courses.

'Dance majors arc permitted to take dance couises to tulitli pail ol their physical
education requirements.

4
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ibis long-term relationship leads to special responsibikties for the aris faculties.
The current head of the dance program states:

You may he the most constant adult factor in their lives since you see
them for eight years...including the difficult adolescent period. You
can't tv a parent, but you must be there to take an interest in what they
have to say...

The dance faculty members take this responsibility seriously and are careful to listen
to students without impinging on parental territory.

Although the potential for continuity of training over an eight-year period is
excellent in this program, there are problems associated with the early decision-
making process. Some students elect to major in dance without knowing what is
involved, liking the idea of dance but having little previous dance experience. "they
might have chosen to attend the arts magnet school because it was a better
alternative than other neighborhomi schools. Some lose interest along the way but
do not have the skill to transfer into another arts discipline. Some discover theyare
not really interested in performance.

Over time, the dance faculty realized that they must teach three different
imputations of dance majors: (a) the dedicated student who intends to continue to
pursue dance as a career, (b) the major who enjoys dance but does not consider it
a serious part of his/her life, and (c) the students who are no longer interested in
dance but do not want to leave the school. The dance faculty appeared to he
extremely successful in dealing with these problems, despite the frustrations that
they might have felt either individually or collectively. 'their ability to kx:us on the
needs of the students a5 individuals, to maintain flexibility without los.% ofstandards.
and their determination to honor the art tom allowed them to uphold the integrity
of the v.ork throughout.

The Faculty

The faculty consists tilthree full-time tenured (eachers, all ()I-whom have teacher
certification in dance. New Y )rk State does not offer dance teacher certification:
these teachers are certified by Buffalo certification, which is recogniied hy the New
York State kducation Department. For tenure in this system, they must possess zi
master's degree and have successfully taught in the public high school system lor
three years.

There is a designated faculty menther in charge of the dance program at the
Academy and ample opportunity for communication among the dance faculty
members. The three permanent dance faculty work together tin curriculum devel-
opment, production and teaching. 'I here is mutual respect for one another's work,
and this respect is reflected in the posit atmosphere which permeates the depart-
ment. There is a common belief in the core curriculum as it has been estaNished,
which as.sures sustained quality within the program is long as these three individuals
(or others with a similar aesthetic) remain at the school.

I3u tfalo Awdemy tor the Visual and Pt:donning Arts
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curriculum and Approach to Teaching

Faculty in the dance department are united in terms of their philosophy of dance
education. They are dedicated to training young dancers in technique and in
creative work, but they perceive their mission as being broader in scope than just
training performers. They are clearly committed to making links between the arts

and academic subjccts ar;d in encouraging students to recognize the interrelatel-
ness of the various art forms. lb this end, they formulated an excellent and well
rounded sequentially developed dance curriculum to meet their stated goals; and
they approached their teaching in a manner consistent with their philosophical
beliefs.

The core of tile program is the study of ballet, modern dance and Afro-Carib-
bean technique. The daily studio classes are planned so that there is an alternation
of two technical styles each term. Improvisation and composition are also studied,
both as segments within appropriate technique classes at the early levIls and as
'pecial courses later or, in the developmental pattern. Additionally, there are
courses in dance history, dance production, pointe, and an elective course in related

arts. There arc also innovative independent study or "internship" type courses
available in areas such as performance, teaching, or dance criticism.

One internship collise which exists at the school is based on "apprenticing" a
student to a dance company and granting independent study credit through the

Academy. The student is expected to write a paper about the experience, keep a
journal, etc. The student then receives a grade based upon the written work as well
as the actual rehearsal/performance work. The latter would have been discussed

with the company director.

Anothcr example of independent study work is that which was arranged for a
student who exhibited strong writing skills. The student was apprenticed to a local
professional dance critic. In this instance, she attmied concerts with the critic and
then honed her writing skills by writing reviews.

Since the Montessori School is in close proximity to the Arts Academy, it offers
an ideal situation for an internship program in teaching. Innovative projects in this

area are common to the dance major program housed within the Buffalo Academy
and such projects, akmg with the others mentioned, broaden the stu&nts' knowl-
edge about various types of careers in the arts through "hands on" experiences.

Performance classes are a regular part of the schedule, and guest artists supple-
ment the program by teaching repertory to the students. Occasionally, guest artists
are brought in to teach other dance styles such as jazz or folk.

There is integrity in the curricular plan. The core curriculum is based on a sound
foundation and body of knowledge with supplemental styles being offered as
needed. At the fifth and sixth grade levels the focus is on creative movement and
dance technique. Pmphasis is on developing concentration and sclf-discipline. At
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grade levels, classes are grouped by technical ability.
Studcnts study ballet/pointe, modern/improvisation, modern/Dunham and com-
position. Performances are mostly within the format of open classes and lecture

Case Study Project Report
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demonstrations. Reading and writing about dance as an art form are fostered
within this grouping. Students arc shown films and/or videos and attend concerts.
Examples of thc excellent guidelines presented to these studcnts are attached as
part of Appendix Dl. (Outlines for a course in dance history appear in Appendix
D2.)

At the tenth, eleventh and twelfth grade levels, more advanced work is given in
the courses described above, and additional courses are offered. Composition,
repertory, production workshop and dance history courses are taught, and it is this
group of tudents who visit colleges and learn more about potential careers in
dance. It is also at this level that the independent study courses described earlier
are offered. Careers in dance are addressed within courses, and informally with
guest lecturers who visit the school.

Students within this program are encouraged to develop their own individual
style of dance, and a fundamental txxly intelligence is fostered. The philosophy of
the faculty is reflected in action; problem-solving strategics are integrated into
classes so that cognitive skills as well as physical skills arc developed. Students at
the Arts Academy work hard and well, responding to the challenges offered. The
Mudents feel affirmed and valued by the faculty. Interviews with students reveal a
joy in donee, respect for their teachers, pleasure in camaraderie with peers, and the
stated knowledge that they are learning discipline through dance:

They care about you here... they will take the time... if you have trouble,
they teach you the steps... (fifth-grade student)

If you make a mistake, they don't yell at you. They try to help you .sec
what your problem is... but if you don't try, they are going to push you
harder; it makes everybody want to try just a little bit more. (tenth-grade
student)

The teacher always has a "happy face" and she makes funny faces and
makes me get it right even if I think I can't. (fifth-grade student)

It was clear through these interviews that the students loved coming to the
school and loved their dance classes. They were particularly enthusiastic about the
special Holocaust project in which they were insolved (p. 8), and they staled that
they were willing to work harder in their academic subjects in order to he allowed
to take part in extra dance activities. Thc positive attitude that these .students
exuded was exceptional.

Work with guest artists is a vital part of the dance department program. There
are generally two or three guest residencies each year which provide the opportunity
for intensive work, including the learning of repertory. Residencies are one to two
weeks in length. Collaborations with professional groups in the area and with
colleges are another aspect of the program which adds to its excellence. Field trips
to arts programs deepen the iirtistie experiences given to the students.

Classes at the 13u Milo Arts Academy are 38 minutes long, hut for grades 7-12
dance classes are held over two periods, so that a longer time span is available for

Ilutralo Academy tor the Visual and Performing Arts



class work. The exception is the elective class for nonmajors, which romains a
single-period class. After-school rehearsals are approximately two hours long.
léchnique or repertory classes for grades 10-12 are at the end of the school day so
that they can readily bc continued into the after-school rehearsal period when a
production is scheduled.

A major performance is scheduled every year; students are selected by audition.
The culmination of the dance composition course is also an informal performance.
In addition, students perform their own work or work of the faculty on lecture
demonstration rograms. They occasionally tour and perform outside of the
school.

Scheduling problems are minimal since students schedule their major classes
before selecting their academic classes. The latter are scheduled throughout the
day, and an extra perkxi is scheduled at the end of the day to allow for flexibility.
Since rehearsals are conducted after school or during the students' regular dance
classes, the only time classes are misscd is when there arc technical rehearsals prior
to performance week or during actual performances. When the performance is
completed, students are excused from dance classes for one week in order to attend
make-up classes or to study and/or complete homework which was neglected during
the performance period.

Evaluation of student work is achieved both through written examinations and
performance (jury) examinations. Examples of these examinations appear in Ap-
pendix 1)3. It should he noted that the quality of the dance students' written work
that was made available to the reviewers during the site visit was exceptionally high
and that their verbalization skills, developed within the dance classes, were equally
impressive. This was true from the earliest to the most advanced levels.

The non-dance teachers interviewed during the site visit were extremely positive
about the dance department program. They admitted that there were sometimes
problems when students had to miss classes for the sake of performance, but stated
that such problems were minimal. They appreciated the fact that the dance faculty
released students from studio classes after any such performances in order to assure
that they had the opportunity to make up awdernic work which might have been
missed.

Special Project

A project which took place throughout the academic year 1989-1990 provides
a clear and specific example of the sort of interdisciplinary work which can he
fostered in a school of this type. It illustrates what can be accomplished with vision,
imagination and administrative support.

The project was called the I lolocaust Project. The ballet, "light from a Dark
Canvas: A llolocaust Ballet," was conceived hy the I lead of the Dance Depart-
ment to he an interdisciplinary venture within the school and to involve a segment
of the community, the llolocaust Resource Center of Buffalo, Inc. A special study
center was organized at the 1 ihrary Media Center which became the comdinating
agent.), for academic subject matter related to the project and served as an on-site
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resource center for students and faculty. Students were introduced to the subject
within their classrooms and then given special workshops and lectures by staffmembers of the I Iolocaust Resource Center of Buffalo. These sessions presentedthe background materiai (at the appropriate learning level) to the students, so that'.hey might understand the events that took place and relate the concepts to
contemporary society and to similar events in our own history.

Dance, drama, music and the spoken word as well as the historical and sociologi-cal aspects of the project were integrated as the year progremed, and students wereclearly learning to think broadly. The following excerpt from a student journal
reveals how all encompassing the project was in terms of stimulating ideas which
went beyond the subject itself:

..,I had a thought today._ What a test it would be being in the
lolocaust. It would, I think, bring out the real you. You would find

out if you were (are) gcxxl and kind_or if you're evil arid selfish ...What
would I do? What if I'm actually a horrible person, but just in a
circumstance that doesn't let my horribleness show?

There were 40 students in thc cast of the ballet, but the project extended beyondthose students since the whole school was involved through various aspects ofacademic work. .1udience memhers from the school were actually given specialinsights to help them relate to the ballet through the background studies, through
communication with performers and through their teachers. They had been given
a ncw perspective from which to view the art of dance.

Administration and Finances

The principal at Buffalo Academy for Visual and Performing Arts is committedto high academic standards. I le has initiated an incentives program to keep thestudents in attendance and has dealt effectively with the scheduling conflicts whichoften plague schools of this nature. Awards arc given to students for perfect
attendance, and they are not permitted to participate in special field trips or inperformances which might conflict with their academic classes unless their gradesare maintained.

The principal values the arts programs and expects them to he visible and carriedout with a high degree of proficiency. Ile stated that "community perceptions ofthe arts programs are vital to the continuation of a high quality program," Ile alsorespects the integrity of the dance faculty and has confidence in their abilities todevelop their program appropriately. Ile is supportive and apportions the budgetfairly among the arts areas.

The Dance Department iF allocated funding through the school's supply budgetfor both library acquisitions and production supplies. Funding is also available tosupplement salaries for WM performed after school hours. Only limited fundingis available for professional development programs, hut release time is given tofaculty members for such events (with substitutes paid by the Board of Education)whenever possible.

Buffalo Academy for the Visual and Performing Arts



Additional funding to support special departmental projects, guest artists, and

independently hired designers and accompanists for performances is secured

through grants procured by the Board of Education's Curriculum Department, the

Dance Supervisor, the principal or thc dancc faculty.

Although the school administrator does not have a background in the arts, he is

able to call upon the services of the Dance Supervisor referred to earlier in this

report. The current Dance Supervisor does have direct experience in the arts. She

is the chairperson of a university dance department and directs a dance company,

as well.

Dancc faculty members are observed and evaluated by both the Dance Super-

visor for Buffalo Public Schools and by the principal. Written reports on the

observations are submitted to the Assistant Superintendent of Secondary Educa-

tion.

School-wide faculty meetings, production meetings, and department meetings

assure commuMcation between the administration and the faculty. There are also

informal conferences to deal with individual problems needing discussion.

FacilitieslEquipmentanstructional Materials

Three dance studios arc allocated to dance. Each is equipped with a record

player and/or a cassette player; a VCR and monitor are provided for the exclusive

use of the department. A theatre with a thrust stage and a black box theatre are

available for performances. The latter is used for more informal showings. Dress-

ing rooms arc provided (two for girls and one for boys), and there is a storage facility

for costumes. Additionally, professional performance spaccs in the city are utilized

by the school.

The library is a central part of the Buffalo Arts Academy. Although the dance

collection is limited, efforts have recently been made to strengthen the dance

holdings. The reference library includes a one-volume dance encyclopedia, several

histories of world dance and two guides to famous ballets. The circulating library

collection includes books focusing on various dance genre and regional dance types

as well as biographies of famous dancers. The school subscribes to Dance Magazine

and Design for the Arts in Education. Additional material is available through an

inter-library loan system.

Films and video tapes are available, covering a broad spectrum of dance perfor-

mances and/or history. The collection is fairly impressive for a high school and is

well utilized in the classes. Additionally, there is a collection of slides which is used

extensively in the Dance History class.

Program Goals

The dance faculty plan to continue their effort to find better ways to deal with

the "three population" teaching problem described on page 5. They would like to

have live accompaniment for classes and lengthen class periods. They believe in the
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cross-over between departments and are supportive of even more interdisciplinary
work occurring at the school.

The long- and short-term goals expressed by the principal concerned a strength-
ening of academic standards, recruitment ofacademically stronger students, facility
improvement, and further development of the Friends of the Arts Academy or-
ganiziition as a fundraising unit. Increased recognition of the school by the com-
munity is another strong priority.

Special Features of the Program

A strong attribute of the program is found in the commitment and integrity of
the faculty and of the curriculum itself. 'Me sequential patterning of the courscs,
the integrity of the basic core curriculum, and the courscs which augment that core
demonstrate the fact that dance as an art form is the focus of the program. The
teaching methodology demonstrates an integration of the art form with "languag-
ing" and with academics.

While there is a clear acknowledgement and incorporation of the cognitive
aspects of dance within the classes, the faculty are equally committed to the physical
and expressive dimensions of dance and keep them central and primary.

The dance curriculum at Buffalo Academy for the Visual and Perfwming Arts
demonstrates the principle of cultural democracy in the best sense of the term. The
historical and cultural roots and the aesthetic of a variety of dance forms are
explored as they arc taught, and all dance students, regardless of their ethnic
background, are given experience in each form.

There is significant cooperative learning evident in the classes. There is a clear
sense of collaboration between teachers and studentsand among students themsel-
ves. Criticism is positive but firm and the atmosphere is one of caring for the
individual.

The three permanent dance faculty members work easily together, share the
same philosophy, and exponentially add to the learning experiences of the students.

There are ample performing opportunities for the dance students, and they are
given a diversity of repertory. Their performance venues are appropriate to the
material being prese»ted and for the level of the performers. The strong guest
artist program enriches the curriculum, and the networking with nearby colleges
and universities is also a program strength.

The Dance Supervisor serves as administrative liaison to the principal and the
faculty is consulted regarding decisions which would impact upon the Dance Pro-
gram, such as hiring and curricular matters,

'the principal is aware of the needs of the arts disciplines, seeks to find means to
satisfy these needs and is committed to the continued development of the school.

Buffalo Academy for the Visual and Performing Arts
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Duxberry Park Arts IMPACT School

Duxberry Park Arts IMPACT3 Alternative Elementary School was established

in Columbus, Ohio, in 1982. The school offers dance, drama, music and visual arts

to students from kindergarten through fifth grade as an integral part of the aca-

demic curriculum. The main thrust of the Duxbcrry Park approach to teach-

ing/learning is to provide opportunity for the arts to impact upon the learning of

traditionally academic subject matter (Appendix El). The objective of the ap-
proach is to stimullte a student's learning of those academic subjects by making

them more exciting, relevant and personal. At the same time, the art forms arc
recognized as being discrete bodies of knowledge and as important a part of the

student's education as any other subject. Additionally, the goal of demonstrating

the interrelatedness of the art forms is an important feature of the program. In the

dance program it is the former aspect, the way in which the arts and academics are

integrated, which provides an especially unique model for arts education

It is the former aspect of aas teaching (the impact of the arts upon traditionally
academic subject matter) which will be the focus of this case study, however, since

this aspect appeared to be thc motivating force behind the majority of dance classes

observed at the Duxberry Park school during the period of the visitation. More-

over, by focusing on the intricate process by which the arts can be infused with

academics to facilitate learning, an especially unique model of arts education will

have been documented for the research project.

Located in downtown Columbus, Duxberry Park Arts IMPACT Elementary

School is an inner city school. Students are admitted by lottery to ensure that there

is an equal racial balance and there is always a waiting list of students anxious to fill

any opening that might occur. The lottery for fall admission is held in March; at that

time any inequities which might have occurred within the year because of gradua-

tion or attrition arc balanced.

Currently, there arc 387 students enrolled at the Duxberry Park school: 51

percent are Black, 2 percent arc Peruvian and 47 percent are White. Since all
students take dance, the numbers are the same within the dance program. There

are 22 full-time teachers and 6 part-time teachers at the school. Of these, 82
percent are White, 16 percent are Black and 2 percent are from the Asian or Pacific

Islander groups. There is one full-time, tenured dance teacher who is White, and

currently there is a !3lack student teacher in th dance area.

Special Features of the School

The arts work is integrated with the learning experiences occurring within a

variety of classnms. There are 16 K-5 self-contained classrooms and an art rom,

drama room, music room, dance studio, and gymnasium. For such a curricular

structure to function sucussfully, careful planning and organization are essential.

'IMPACT is an acronym for Interdisciplinary Model Program in the Arts tor Children

and leachers.
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Planning is one of the most intriguing thingsabout thc Duxberry Park School. The
fine tuning and flexibility built into the schedule and into the curricular patterning
make this teaching/learning approach operate effectively.

The Arts Team (visual art, dancc, drama and music teachers) meets on a weekly
basis to plan instruction based on specific arts integration ideas: large group, small
group, or whole school events; Artists-in-Schools programs; and festivals. Budget-
ing and the planning for rehearsal and/or performance times are also determined at
these meetings; everything that needs to be considered can be taken into account
whcn the actual schedule is made for the forthcoming period. Thc flexible schedule
also takes into account such things as D.A.R.E. (Drug Awareness Resistance
Education), instrumental music lessons, physical education classes, and school trips.

Approximately every four weeks, the Arts 'km meets with thc classroom
teachers at each individual grade level to plan the curriculum for the following
four-week unit of study. Substitute teachers are provided by the principal in order
to facilitate the joint decision-making process between the classroom teachers and
the arts teachers. The classroom teachers submit information to the arts team
regarding their academic subject areas on an ongoing basis.

The scheduling of arts is flexible and relates to the plans to be realized. Instead
of insisting, for example, that the fifth grade class have dance every week in
February, it might be that they only meet twicc because a music residency is being
planned. Those classes missed, however, will hc made up within a different unit,
probably when there is a dance residency or performance planned. Flow charts are
maintained to ensure that there is an even distribution of class time within the arts.

Another aspect of flexibility which accommodates scheduling is the concept of
Arts Open Centers. These Open Centers are special timcs set aside weekly for
individuals and/or small groups of students to practice, rehearse or create two and
three dimensional work about a particular topic of interest. The ideas are student-
generated, promoting independent decision making and independent work, a key
concept in the philosophy of the school. On occasion, the Open Centers become
timcs which may be used to complete a creative assignment begun in an arts class.

"lbaming" is an another important concept for the IMPACT School. There is
a deliberate effort to encourage a cooperative atmosphere between the teacher and
the student and between/among students of different grade levels as well as the peer
group work which would normally exist within each class level. One aspect of
"teaming" is the buddy system which is used at thc school to encourage inter-grade
relationships. A first grader might be paired with a fourth grade buddy for ex-
periences such as writing poetry and making a dance. This example would typically
come about whcn both fourth and first grade classes are studying poetry. Students
from these two classes would be asked to cooperate and help each other write
poems, and thcn they would compose original dance studies related to the poems.
'The performers in such a project would be both the first and fourth graders (mixed).

The "teaming concept" is also behind the many multi-arts projects encouraged
which interrelate two or more of the arts disciplines with various academic subjects.
The culminating performance of one such project was seen by the site visitors on a

Duxbcny Park Ans IMPACT School
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videotape. This project, "Hall of Ideas," involved the concept of inventions and

inventors. Dance, music, and drama were each involved, and thc project was

initiated and written by fourth-grade students. This kind of project is an important

component of thc school's philosophy, and classes look forward to the time whcn

they have the opportunity to produce the full school "sharing" project.

Students arc evaluated in the arts areas primarily on the basis of their participa-

tion. The grades used are P (participation), EP (extra participation), and MP

(minimum participation). Parents also receive a statement by the arts teacher

explaining what arts concepts have been learned during the marking period, and

how the work integrates with the classroom curriculum.

Administration and Finances

Tile principal at Duxbcrry Park Elementary School has a background in the arts,

is supportive and understanding of the dance program and is an excellent

spokesperson for the school. lie maintains an open door Nliey tald communicates

wit h the faculty through a daily news bulletin, meetings and individual conferences.

There is no specific school operating budget, and though budgeted tax funds pay

for salaries and for major expenditures on a request basis, it is necessary to raise

funds for other aspects of the program. Some funding is available through grants

(Ohio Arts Cm ncii, (ireater Columbus Arts Council, for example), hut these are

not guaranteed sources of funds. The members of the active PTA group associated

with the school are unusually appreciative of the school and the teachers and arc

energetic fundraisem

Staff development programs at Duxberry Park provide faculty with funding for

professional development and release time to attend conferences, present papers

or attend work.shops.

The Dance Program

The excellent dance facilities, recently designed, demonstrate the support given

the program. There is a beautiful, large, and bright studio with ample windows,

sprung wtxxlen floors, and acoustical tile in one wing of the building. It has been

fitted with blackboards, bulletin boards and audio equipment. Funding is not

available for livc accompaniment. Connected to the studio is a cozy room used as

a tutoring centr:r or as a dance clamroom, reading, or video room. There is plenty

of space in each of these rooms to display some of the impremive resource materials

collected by the dance instructor which consist of hooks, videas, records, Nsters,

etc.; there are bright exhibits in every availahle corner to stimulate the students'

thinking. An office and shower for the dance instructor are adjacent to the swdio.

Classroom teachers accompany their students to dance clam and physically

participate in the classes, as well. Since dance will be used to enrich the academic

subject matter, to help make it come alive or to reinforce a lesson or theme, it is

important that the classroom teacher be present. 1 k/she then has threct knowledge

of what has been taught and can reinforce and build on the arts lesson when
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returning to the classroom. Each aspect of education thus nourishes the other,and
learning is fostered at every juncture. Participation of the classroom teacher in the
dance class also serves as an example of the "teaming" concept explained earlier. It
changes the relationship between the student and that teacher and makes for morc
direct and personal contact.

In an Arts IMPACT School, thc dance teacher is expected to be a resource
person, and as such must have a broad knowledge of classroom subjects as well as
a dance background in order to function effectively and inspire students. An
extensive background particularly in dance making, history, and technique in a
variety of dance forms is essential. This type of program requires many different
weekly class preparations. During the time of the site review, the dance classes
focused on ivory, writing, anatomy (study of bones and joints), andhistory (West-
ward Expansion in the United States in the ISO)s). The dance connections were
made in various ways. For example, for the poetry section, the dance classes
focused on original dance compositions using student-created poetry. The dance
instructor had also designed a chart wnich demonstrated similarities between some
basic processes of writing and choreographing, and had maps, a skeleton with
identifying terms, and a motif mover picture displayed on bulletin boards in thc
dance studio. Specific 19th century social dances (contra dances, reels, square
dances) were taught in relation to the history lesson. In this setting, students are
learning through dance, rather than experiencing dance as an end in itself.

One specific example of the interaction between an academie subject and dance
was the lesson demonstrating the similarities between the writing process and the
process of dance composition. In this instance the review team was able to observe
a sequence of classes which made it possible to gain more insight into the develop-
mental nature of thc assignment. 'the cliss observed was a fourth-grade dance
class. On the first day, a number of poen i were read, and discussion ensued in
regard to the content of the poems, including such concepts as action words,
adverbs and adjectives. There was also the beginning of a discussion of the com-
parison between writing and choreographing through a clever graph devised by the
instructor to illustrate her points. At the end of the class, students improvised on a
few of the action words contained in the poems.

In the second hour, st udents again improvised on words, and then discussed how
those words might become a dance phrase, and what one would want to see in the
completed work. Me answers demonstrated that these children were already
familiar with some basic choreographic principles:

'the dance should have a beginning, middle and end ... The dance should
make sense (comnlunicate through movement)... We should cooperate
and participate in making the dance... We should rehearse a lot...

he lesson was taken further when the instructor continued the comparison
betweci. the process of writing and that of composing dances which had begun in
the previous lesson. Students were then divided into groups, received a written
copy of an excerpt from one or another of the poems and asked to compose a dance
study. At the end of the hour there was more discussion. ibis time, it was an
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evaluative process, and students were asked to identify such things as "What was
working?" and "What might be done to make the dance better?"

The structure described above was fairly typical of the type of classes observed
at Duxbcrry Park Elementary School. Dance was used as an expressive tool to
encourage learning, and as such served effectively to provide enrichment of aca-
dcmic subject matter. Excellent as th,s model is in terms of integrating the arts with
academics, the potential danger in this type of structure is that the art form could
become subsumed under an academic focus.

This danger was recognrzed at Duxberry, fortunately, and the problem is al-
leviated by an extensive guest artist program. Here, presumably, the artists working
with the students concentrate on dance itself; they are not expected to integrate
their work with what is being done in thc academic classroom. Instead, the students
enter into the artist's world and view dance from that vantage point.

An impressive number of master classes are taught by guest artists and/or
occasionally by a parent with specialized dance skills, such as African dance. The
school was also fortunate in having a profemional dance company in residence. The
company used the studio as rehearsal space, worked with a core group of students
on a daily basis, and taught master classes to all gradc levels. Additionally, they
performed for the students and teachers and encouraged the students to observe
rehearsals.

Duxberry's provision of company rehearsal space after school hours is an excep-
tional community outreach project which benefits the student directly as well.
Another valuable enrichment project that occurs at the school is the auditioning of
professional dancers for Artists-in-the-Schools programs. Since the auditions are
scheduled at Duxberry, these public school students have the opportunity to par-
ticipate in the audition classes or performances. Students also attend dance con-
certs in the community and are informed about the company, the type of dance to
be performed, and other aspects of the program which might be relevant.

Duxberty Park Elementary School and The Ohio State University have evolved
a working relationship. Student teachers from the University observe and practice
teach at the schml. Another example of this relationship between the elementary
school children and the University dance program includes a sharing of creative
work. The dance instructor at Duxberry Park also teaches within the dance educa-
tion program in the Department of Dance at the University.

The projected stages of development within the Arts IMPACT program are
described by means of a Developmental Pyramid Chart. The chart includes time
allotted for classes and open centers, the appropriate types of perfog mances and the
stages for thc development of class clubs. Since the schtvl is process-oriented. the
stages of "sharings" arc Nrticularly immtant, beginning with classroom sharing at
the kindergarten level and growing to possible public performances by the fifth
grade. Dances resulting from club work as well as works set by guest artists or
worts prmluced through class work arc all available for "sharings" or public perfor-
mances in the Fall and Spring.
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Despite thc unusual opportunities for integrated learning experiences which
grow out of the IMPi.CT approach to arts education, such a program is not without
its own unique problems. Because arts tcachcrs work with all of the classes cach
week, thcre is thc dangcr of burn out. The dance teacher, for example, had 17
weekly preparations. More mcctings arc expected of "arts team" faculty members
than is thc norm in traditional schools, and an enormous amount of resource
material must be collected if thc program is to function at its highcst Ntential. At
Duxberry, thc arts teachers were clearly willing to take that extra step; if they had
not been, the program could not have been Ps effective.

Furthcrmorc, it takes a special kind of classroom tcachcr to work in such a
program. Those who have had some interest in onc or another of the arts will
usually be tac most successful in such a system. Because thc approach if, SO
dependent upon thc integration of the areas, it is especially important that the
teachers hired are excited about working in this manner.

The dance thculty member at Duxberry Park has actively built thc program. She
would like to augment the current dance program by allowing the studio to be used
by additional professional dance empanies in exchange for master classes. This
plan would serve the student bmly and contribute to the community as well. In
1988 she instituted a dance "Works in Progress" program within thc Columbus
Public Schools, bringing 12 dance programs (K- i 2) together for a district-wide
"sharing."

Other long-term goals include the further development and the implementation
Of a K-5 Course of Study in Dance (as part of the K-12 comprehensive ("ourse of
Study for the Columbus Public Schools)4 and the development of an assessment
tool for the program. Another goal is to have live accompaniment for classes.

'Ibe program at Duxberry Park serves its primary purpose well. The arts enrich
the academic program and are viewed as an integral and normal part of everyday
life. Education is organized into large units: what happened in dance, in history, in
art, in music, in philosophy during major epochs becomes the focus for a unit of
study, and the interrelationship of these events is the basis for developing :Afield of
reference or "breadth of knowledge." This is an important model for study. The
place of arts education in such a model is of major significance.

4111 MO, a conuilittee Of dance educators. chaired tw I .oren 1,. Biwa, completed a draft
of a sequential K-12 dance curriculum for the Columbus Public Schools. After revision in
the summer of 1991. it was submitted to the Columbus School 13..,rd for adoption in the fall
of 1991 (See Appendix F2).
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Fillmore Arts Center

Fillmore represents an example of the "cluster schools" concept of arts educa-
tion. Located just north of Georgetown in the northwest area of Washington, DC,
thc school serves approximately 950 Kindergarten through 8t h-grade public school
students each week from five District of Columbia public schools in the immediate
arca.

The Center is part of what is referred to in DC as the Six School Complex.
Established in 1974, it was born out of necessity and nurtured and developed
through the ingenuity and resourcefulness of teachers, parents, and administrators
who had a vested interest in preserving neighborhood schools threatened with
closure.

There were many reasons for the outflow of students from the public schools:
lack of resources, desegregation issues, movement of families to the suburbs, the
trend toward smaller families, private school competition, etc. The duster concept
was investigated because it had the potential to make better use of resources.

The Six School Complex plan5 made use of all of the existing facilities, gave each
oschol a unique mis.sion°, and provided for interaction between schools. The school

at the hub of this interaction was Fillmore, which was originally designated a
resource center and ultimately refined as a center for the arts and physical educa-
tion. Fillmore in its present configuration is described in this case study.

Fillmore Arts Center is housed in a small but charming turreted brick building
which looks a httle like a tiny castle front the exterior. On the facade is a munil
drawn by the students which immediately hints that this is no ordinary school.

Upon entering the building, one is immediately struck by an atmosphere of
excitement and creativity. The first sight is of the artwork which adorns the stairwell

a black and white drawing emphasizing three dimensional design and a shaded
drawing of shapes which already contains the words of a poem with movement
implications. 'these examples of visual art serve as constant reminders that the
building is designated as an arts center.

5A detailed study of the restructuring ot the six schools can be found in Sir School
Complex: A Successful Inn:walion Iiiivhingon, DCs Public Schools by Judith Denton
Jones. (.7( pies of the Mudy may he ordered by sending $10 per copy (check of numey order
payable to "Six Sdiools. Inc.") to the Six School Council, c/o !Amore Arts Center. 35th and
S Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20(X)7. The [look outhnes the phases, problems and solu-
tions of the restructuring process.

School Designations:1 lardy is a middle school for grades 5-8; 1 lyde. a bilingual elemen.
tary schixil; Key, an elenwntary school which emphasins environmental science; Mann, an
elementary school with a strong general science emphasis; and Stoddert is a Model Primary
School. Fillmore was designated as a resource center which would serve all of the schools.
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Each weekday, students from one of the tive nearby schools arrive at Fillmore
(on buses supphed by the District of Columbia school system) for a half day of study
in two of thc art forms offered at the school: dance, drama, music, visual arts or
creative writine, During the Fail 1939 term, 153 of these students were enrdled in
dance courses.

lhe student body is rary mixed as is the faculty. At the time of the site visit,
thc ethnic makeup of the (lance student population was 11 percent Asian, 25
percent Black, 25 percent Hispanic, and 39 percent White. Dance faculty members
represented Black, East Indian/Jamaican and Whitegroups.

During the earliest years (K-2) the selection of courses is mandated by the
school. Students arc rotated through four arts courses: dance, drama, music and
visual art, taking two each term. A child who begins the program in kindergarten
will take at least two dance courses during those three years. There is no distinction
between levels in the dance classes offered for thisage group.

From grade three onward, however, students select their own classes from an
augmented list of courses in the four artsareas and creative writing. An attempt is
made to see that two different areas (preferably one in a performing art and one in
visual arts or creative writing) ure studied each term. It is it this point, in dance,
that t differentiation is made in terms of placing students in classes in accordance
with their experience and/or skill level.

There is latitude in defining the levels, however, and many variables ire con-
sidered when class amignmems are made: enroHnwnt balance, personality concerns.
conflicts with the second selected art form, etc. Generally, two levels of instruction
per dance course are offered to accommodate the students at each school. Stu-
dents with learning dkibilities arc successfully integrated into regular clam semions
and are tun treated as a "special population."

Within this defined format, it is possible for a student to continue to alternate
course fiekis or to pursue one art arca (e.g., dance) in more depth by selecting one
dance course each term during tenure at the school. 'the school year is divided into
two terms of approximately 17 weeks durat kin; this means that by the end of eiich
year students will have experienced 68 hours of arts instruction.

Dance Curriculum and Approach to Thaching

At the core ol Fillmore's philosophy is a belief that lillchildren should receive a
skill-based quality zirts education. There arc no auditions in dance since the pro-
gram N open tt) all mudents. There is a deliberate effort to balance the arts process
with performance at the school, hut the focus is based on the former. he rationale
for this approach is that performance willcome out of procem, though performance
is not a goal as such.

1'111111%1re ;OM+ pros:Ides a physical education instructor who travels to the live schotits
teach physical education.

Fillmore Arts Center
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The school curriculum is child-centered and structured in accordance with the

goals of the Washington, DC Competency-Based Curriculum. Instruction in the
history and aesthetics of the art form is integrated into the class sessions along with

the acquisition of skills. Classes are small, and there is a strong mentoring system

in place. A student with ceret.gal palsy who was enrolled in a dance class demon-

strated remarkable achievement. Individualized instruction allowed for such
teaching without a depreciation in the standards expected for the class.

Faculty are aware of the students' backgrounds, strengths and weaknesses

(emotional as well as intellectual and physical) and usc that knowledge to help each

child achieve hisTher potential. Dance faculty members repeatedly emphasized that

their main purpose in teaching was to develop the students' ability to think for
themselves, to learn to express themselves through movement and through lan-

guage, and to develop a sense of self. They were not approaching classes with the

idea of training students to be :'ancers, though they encourage talented students to

pursue additional studio work outside of school.

The basis for the Fillmore approach to teaching is clearly stated in the catalog:

Study in the arts at Fillmore is based on a theory of cognition which holds

that all mental operations including thinking, feeling, int uition, creativity

arc operations of the mind which cannot be separated from the senses.

Problem solving (creative work), evaluation (aesthetic perception), group work
and sharing were evident in the classes observed, as well as physical (technical) work,

which was presented in a more formal manner. Students were encouraged to take

risks in their improvisational work in some classes, though in other classes the

creative work was seen more as rearrangement of existing step patterns. Various

styles of dance were taught including ballet, modern dance, jaz2., theatriii dancc

and African dance.

Flexibility within curricular guidelines at Fillmore allows for the introduction of
special courses such as Poetry and Dance, Yoga Dance, Video Dance and Aerobic

Dance to be added to the curriculum. Ikvice each year, faculty members meet with

the director to plan the courses to bc offered each term. Syllabi are submitted and

the course value is deliberated in light of the strengths of the faculty members

involved and consideration of the total curricular structure.

Course content and/or focus can change every semester in courses regularly

taught, depending upon the abilities and experience of the instructor. Dance

teachers arc committed to "introducing the students to the intellectual, emotional,

historical and aesthetic benefits of dance, not just the physical aspects"8 within any

course structure. There is a set vocabulary to be learned, papers to be written and

journals to be kept in many of the classes.

From A C'urriculton Guideline, Kindergarten through Eigluh Grade, compiled and edited

especially for this study by Margaret T Meenehan with contributions from dance faculty

members Sandra Fortune-fireen, Karen Daniels, Lucilda Dassardo Cooper.
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Evaluation of achievement includes self evaluation, written tests and perfor-
mance tests. Instructors give both verbal and written progress reports to the
students each term, and parents receive progress reports which include a brief
description of course content.

Since the arts are centered in one place in the "cluster concept," it is relatively
easy to encourage inter-arts projects, and the faculty at Fillmore speak positively
about their joint ventures. Rachers and students from other arts disciplines also
observe in-class performances or view visual art exhibits.

At the end of each semester, a performance is planned by the dance area. Each
class is expected to participate, though participation is not mandatory. Usually a
short piece developed through the class process is presented on the program. On
occasion, students have the opportunity to perform pieces created outside of class.
Some faculty members and some students felt pressured by the performance
expectation, but most acknowledged the benefits of performance and most students
(especially the young ones) looked forward to performing.

Classroom teachers accompanying students from their home school are en-
couraged to observe their students at Fillmore. Those who do often reinforce the
teaching at Fillmore by relating that work to the traditional academic curriculum
which, in turn, enhances the work in the academic classes. Conversely, the arts
teachers visit the academic classes and contribute to the projects initiated there.
This interaction is encouraged by the school administration.

The classroom teachers interviewed were enthusiastic about the Fillmore pro-
gram. They appreciated the fact that some of their students with diagnosed learn-
ing disabilities were able to perform well at the arts center, and they also valued the
creative outlet that participation in an art form gave to the students. They believed
that the ability of the children to concentrate was intensified through their studies
at Fillmore.

Fillmore also offers an after-school program in the arts and a summer camp.
These programs are under a different administration, but some of the same faculty
are involved as teachers.

Faculty

The majority of the faculty are part-time instructors in keeping with the idea that
the school be staffed by artist/teachers active in their profession. Currently there
are approximately 15 part-time (the numbers vary slightly each term) and two
full-time appointees. The dance area currently has four part-time faculty members,
with the cumulative total of their appointment percentages adding up to ap-
proximately one full-time faculty member.

Since faculty members are paid at an hourly rate for their work (teaching or
other school-related projects), there is no tenure system operating at Fillmore;
however, faculty are expected to be certified.
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The concept of hiring artist/teachers on a part-time basis was adopted both for
philosophical reasons (artist/teachers would bring inspiration and direct experience
into the classroom) and financial considerations. Part-time teachers would not
need to be paid benefits, which would save the school system funds.

Originally this was a satisfactory arrangement on all sides. It was advantageous
to teachers who only wanted to teach part-time and to continue to pursue their work
as professional artists. The down side of the plan appears to be that a number of
the artist/teachers have found that they must teach more than half-time in order to
support themselves and, as a result, they have had to teach at several venues in order
to cam a living and to receive health and retirement benefits.

ibis employment practice has recently become an important issue at Fillmore,
and it has the potential to impact upon the quality of the program in the areas of
sequential curricular design and continuity in teaching.

This teaching situation did affect the curricular structure of the dance program
at Fillmore during the time of the visit. As a result, the program was not seen in its
usual pattern of course offerings, and sequential learning was harder to discern than
would normally have been the case.

Administration and Finances

There is a director rather than a principal in charge of the Fillmore Arts Center.
In this instance, the (Brea is practically a one-person show. Administering the
program, counseling students, observing and evaluating faculty, guiding the cur-
riculum, producing a newsletter and fundraising arc only part of her duties. She
also hires faculty and staff and alloca'es the budget for the school.

The director holds two faculty meetings each year to discuss general curricular
planning or any anticipated special projects. She observes classes regularly, and is
able to problem solve on an ad hoc basis because of her familiarity with the full
program. Although thc director of the school does not ha. a professional back-
ground in the arts, she is clearly committed to the arts process, and is highly regarded
by the faculty for her ability to bc objective in dealing with the individual art forms.
She is supportive of the staff and their continued professional development.

Conferences between the director and individual faculty members are of prime
importance at thc Center. There arc at least two such meetings each year. At that
time, the dance faculty member is expected to submit syllabi for prospective
courses, present class vocabulary lists (learning to use the appropriate terms for
movement is an important component of each class), and discuss any plans to
increase the students' reading about and talking about the art form. Ideas for
increasing the students' knowledge of career options and grading/evaluating mat-
ters are also discussed at the conference.

The administrative structure within the dance arca itself is not formally defined,
hut traditionally, the senior member of the department (senior by virtue of length
of service) serves as the coordinator of the area. Dance faculty members do,
however, report to thc director in tcrrns of most curricular matters.
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Funding for the Center is multi-faceted, The District of Columbia pays staff
salaries and funds building maintenance. Funding for supplies is obtained from a
percentage of each of the Six Schools' consumable supply budget and through
parental contributions of $15 per child ($7.50 for pre-kindergarten students).
Additional funding for operating expenses comes from monies earned from the
summer program operated by the school. Contributions made to the Fillmore
Center by individuals and/or foundations comprise the remainder of the budget.

FacilitieslEquipmentanstructional Materials

Central to the activiiy of Fillmore is a large office/lunchroom/conference room.
At noon, there is a buzz of activity in that room as teachers eat their lunches, confer
with other teachers regarding students and/or discuss projects important to the
school. During other hours, the room serves as a study space for the homeroom
teachers who accompany students to the Center, since for them, the hours at the
school are regarded as their preparation time.

Each of the arts has assigned spacc. The dance program has one studio of
modest size but with a pleasant ambiance. The building's turret opens into the
studio providing a little alcove which is well utilized, either as part of the studio itself
or as an intimate tutoring space when needed. The studio is not sufficiently large
to serve performances adequately. Occasionally the students perform at the per-
forming arts high school nearby or at other schools in the area.

The dancc studio has a very good audio system (there is not enough budget to
hirc accompanists for dance classes) and access to video machines, cameras and a
projector. There is a limited number of video tapes in the library, but videos and
films are available to the school through the public library.

At one time, the School received a grant of $12,000 to start a basic performing
arts library. The collection is primarily for faculty to use as a resource, and there is
a small budget to add to the collection each year. Additions to the library have
recently been made in conjunction with the "Artist of the Month" program. For
example, when Paul laylor was "Artist of the Month," books about bylor and his
work could appropriately be requested as additions to the library. Perkxlicals
subscribed to for the dance area arc Dance Magazine and Dance 7'eacher Now.

Program Goals

One major goal expressed by the director is the intensification of the program of
interrelating the arts with academics. Another goal concerns providing additional
levels of instruction for each art form, to provide greater challenge for the advanced
students. There is a recognized need for an improved and augmented facility
(including an appropriate perfot mance space), and one of the goals is to find a way
to meet that need.

A major priority for the school is the achievement of greater recognition within
the city. Although Fillmore has been recognized nationally, support has not been
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as evident at the local level. Thc ultimate goal cxprcsscd by the director would be
the replication of the Fillmore model throughout the District.

Special Features of the Program

Students experience all of the art forms in an ongoing pattern from kindergarten
through eighth grade. There is the potential for a student to have experienced 32
courses in the arts before entering high school.

All of the arts arc housed in one building, facilitating interaction among the arts
and cnsuring appropriate facilities for the practice of each art form. There is ample
opportunity for arts faculty to work togethcr on interdisciplinary projects.

Students arc sent to a specific place (school) to experience art, much as onc
would go to a special place to view art (concert hall, museum, etc.). Even though
thc philosophy of the school is bascd on the assumption that art is part of one's
normal life process and can be found all around us, the specific attention to and
concentration of art in one place reinforces its importance.

Classroom tcachcrs have the opportunity to obseive thcir students in the arts
classes, sincc thcy are not teaching while their students are at Fillmore. Those who
do observe classes gain insights into the needs of the children and frequently
intcgratc thc mncepts learned through the arts into thc academic classroom.
Similarly, thc arts teachers makc connections between the content of the academic
classes and thc experiences in the arts classes.

Since a specified part of every week is designated as Fillmore Day at each school,
there is no problem with schedule conflicts or pulling students out of classes for
extra or unexpected work.

Because the school serves different neighborhoods, the particularly broad social,
racial and cthnic combination of students provides for diverse viewpoints to stimu-
late thought and promote cultural understanding and sensitivity. Although the
population of DC is primarily African Ame:ican, it is a city which has an infusion of
people from all over the world because of its unique position within the United
States.

The parents and neighbortuxxl community arc supportive of the school. Par-
ents arc represented along with faculty and administrators on a Six School Council
to confer on matters of concern to thc five homc-schools. The Six School Council
Complex is located in a child-oriented neighborhood and parents are especially
willing to be involved in school matters.
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Jefferson High School1 aMIN

This inner city school located in Portland, Oregon was designated a magnet high
school offering a specialized performing arts program in 1974. In addition to its
role as a Performing Arts Magnet High School, it is a neighborhood school which
has specialized programs in many areas including a unique Legal Secretarial/Word
Processing magnet program. The school is known throughout the city; and the
dance program is known throughout the state and beyond due in large part to its
active student touring company, The Jefferson Dancers.

The impetus for establishing the school as a magnet was precipitated by enroll-
ment and integration considerations. In this instance, however, the Black com-
munity which surrounds the school did not particularly want it to be an arts magnet
school. Parents were afraid that the school would not be as reputable if it became
an arts school; there would be a stigma which implied that Black students could be
performers but could not achieve high academic standards. The school has proved
itself to be both academically sound and artistically superior. It became a school
which draws students from all ethnic groups and from all parts of the city because
of the respectable and respected arts programs.

The complex structure of Jefferson High School provides many options to
students. They can attend full-time or part-time, the latter as part of a co-op system
whereby the student attends his/her neighborhood school for academics and is then
bused to Jefferson for the magnet program. Additionally, the school accepts mid-
dle-school aged children for advanced placement and permits students from nearby
Portland Community College to enroll in classes through a concurrent enrollment
system.

Another unique feature with respect to the configuration of this school is the fact
that the arts program serves 17 middle schools in Portland. A majority of the arts
instructors teach in both the middle schools and the high school. This arrangement
is not only advantageous for the middle schools, but there is also the potential for
those schools to serve as feeder schools for the Jefferson arts programs, with the
result that students enter the high school programs with a predisposition towards
the arts.

There are approximately 1200 students enrolled at the high school. The ethnic
mix of the student population is 54 percent Black, 2 percent Hispanic, 5 perccnt
Asian or Pacific Islander, 2 percent Native American and 37 percent White. Infor-
mation as to the ethnic makeup of the 120 full-time and 24 part-time faculty
members was not available. The ethnic makeup of the dance faculty includes 76
perccnt White, 18 perccnt Black, and 6 perccnt Ilispanic. The dance student
population is 51 percent White, 39 perccnt Black, 5 percent Native American, 3
percent Asian or Pacific Islander, and 2 percent Hispanic.

The performing arts available to students are dance, music, television and
theatre. There arc technically no "dance majors" as such since the school is both
an arts magnet and a neighbortxxx.1 school with various options, but dedicated
students who enroll in the dance program have the possibility of a full curriculum
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of dance studies. ibis is possible in part because of the fact that unit credit in dance
satisfies required credits in physical education and fine arts and because all elective
units can be taken in dance. The practical solution of scheduling two extra periods
in the day when dance can be offered after academic classes arc over makes it
relatively e.asy for students to take two dance classes per day without a scheduling
problem. 'There are currently 116 students in the "major" program9, but the total
number of Audems at the high school participating in the dance program is 276.
Additionally, 30 students from Portland Community College are enrolled in dance
classes.

The Dance Department

The development of the dance department is a success story in itself. The
current department chair started the dance program over twenty years ago: she
was hired at Jefferson to teach drill-team (the school had a strong reputation in the
field of sports at the time), and she accepted the job with the provision that she be
allowed to teach one dance class. Gradually, this visionary leader initiated more and
more courses, formalized a curriculum and ultimately formed a student performing
company. (Between 1980-19F8 program development was continued by another
very capable individuai to allow the current chair to devote additional time to the
Jefferson Dancers.)

The dancc area also initiated the Middle School Arts Program (1978). That
program began with two instructors teaching daily dance classes at four middle
schools. The program gained immediate visibility since students performed for
parent groups, at school concerts and for civic groups. The success of the program
was so great that parents and principals at the other schools wanted to have a dancc
program in their schools as well, and the program was launched. Now there are
over 50 courses taught in the areas of dance, theatre, and television in the 17 middle
schools. Initially, Jefferson offered those classes on a co-operative pay basis, but
oncc tile program was established and valued, the middle schools provided the
teaching positions necessary to retain the program.

Currently there are 11 full-time and 6 part-time faculty members working in the
dance department as well as a substantial number of support staff. Three perform-
ing groups highlight the focus of the program, which is performance. Major Amer-
ican choreographers have contributed to the repertory for the main company, the
Jefferson Dancers, and the company has a touring schedule which could easily
match that of many professional dance companies.

The dance faculty believe that all forms of dance technique should be taught,
and, in keeping with this philosophy, offer modern, jazz, ballet (including pointe),
tap, and ethnic styles. The thrust of the program is on performance. It is the belief
of the faculty that technique can be acquired through learning and performing
dances. All students enrolled in the program perform in the recitals held twice each

9For the purposes of this report, students who arc advised and are fulfilling courses which
arc considered part of the structured magnet dance c;irricuium will be referred to as "dance
majors."
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year. Advanced students perform even more through tours with the Demo Dan-
cers or, at the highest level, with the Jefferson Dancers.

Performance is also an integral part of the middle school program with the goal
of "getting students turned on to dance." Part of the method of achieving that goal
is to allow the children to experience performance and reap the satisfaction and
accolades that accompany it. Students learn dances right from the start; through
the dances, they work on proper execution of steps, get an introduction to dance
vocabulary, etc. Most importantly, they experience the joy of dancing.

The evaluation process within the classes, even at the middle school level,
emphasizes skill testing through performance exams. The tests actually become the
introduction to public performances for students. The performance exam ob-
served by the reviewers at one of these schools was administered sensitively and
positively, and the feedback to students was immediate. Peer support was evident
as each group of children performed the sequence of jazz movement they had
learned.

At the high school level, with the exception of an introductory course "Exploring
Dance," and the entry level courses in the Dance Sequence, students audition for
placement in classes or are recommended by their instructors. Students attend
classes according to their skill level rather than their grade level, and one might be
in an advanced level in one technique and an elementary level in another. Advising
is animportant part of the program, and student progress is carefully monitored.

Evaluation of work at the high school level is again based on skills tests (perfor-
mance exams); in some classes, however, there are also written tests, particularly in
classes where faculty have given reading assignments. "Risk taking" is one of the
major criteria in a performance evaluation, according to the director of the pro-
gram. Students confer with faculty regarding grades, which, in some cases, deter-
mine advancement to the next Icvel.

The most sequential technique offerings (Levels I-IV) are in tap and ballet.
Modern and jazz are combined at the elementary stages (i,s Dance I & II) and are
taught as discrete styles by Level III. There is a course in African dance which is
open to all students regardless of background training, and thcre have been residen-
cies with artists from a variety of ethnic groups. One of the most impressive things
about the program at Jefferson is that all of the classes (including those at the
middle schools) have live and very effective accompaniment. The importance of
good music is recognized within the department and by the administration, and
musicians capable of playing in a variety of st.yles are available for classes.

Dance in its historical and cultural contexts is taught within technique classes at
levels III and IV. A separate course in Improvisation/Composition is offered to
students who are in the third year of the program. There is also a specific course in

rhe Dance Sequence is the structured curriculum followed by the students referred to
in this report as "Dance Majors." Non-majon can takr these courses as well if they are
qualified. Courses in the sequence are double-period classes.
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the curriculum which deals with careers in dance, audition techniques, resumes, etc.
and introduces information on college dance programs.

Performing Classes and Performance Groups

Three performance classes (and associated performance groups) are central to
the dance curriculum. These courses have an audition prerequisite. Modern
Dance Laboratory is an experimental class which gives students more opportunity
to work on choreographic projects and introduces performance elements. Stu-
dents in this class meet twice a week and are often enrolled in the Demo Dancers
class which also meets twice weekly. The latter group works primarily in jazz and
musical theatre styles, performing at athletic events and community functions.

The site reviewers observed thc Demo Dancers perform at a school rally and
watched them rehearse for an upcoming lecture demonstration tc be performed off
campus. These young students were clearly learning the skills necessary for perfor-
mance, were being made responsible for themselves as performers on tour and were
almost groomed for the responsibilities they might have if they became members of
The Jcffcrson Dancers.

The Jefferson Dancers are considered the primary performance vehicle for the
department. They rehearse on a daily basis (with course credit) and perform
regularly both locally and on tour. Each spring, thcrc is an audition to select the
dancers for thc following year. These company members arc expected to have
developed their skills in all styles of dance since the repertory contains works in tap,
ballet, modern, kin, ethnic and musical theatre dance styles. The company reper-
toire includes over 50 choreographic work.s, with new pieces being added every year
through the department's guest artist program. Artists such as Donald McKayle,
Shirley Riric, Lowell Smith (formerly Dance Theatre of Harlem), Sean Greene
(formerly Bella I.cwitzky Dance Company), Joan Woodbury, Chuck Davis and
Brenda Bufalino have mounted works for the company, and Jefferson faculty
members (professional choreographers) have also set works.

These pieces arc kept in repertory, reconstructed from video (students are
trained in how to do this) and rehearsed by the company director.11 Usually,
between 10 and 20 works arc prepared cach ycar for performances at various
venues including the Portland Civic Auditorium (a 3,(XX) scat house), an inter-
mediate-siz.e theatre (900 seats) at Jefferson High School itself, the I lu lt Center in
Eugene, and on extensive tours. Approximately 24,(XX) people see The Jefferson
Dancers each year. (See Appendix V2 for a typical season's repertory and tour
schedule.)

The company, a multi-ethnic group, numbers between 18 and 20 dancers.
Some of the dancers arc gradu,ites of Jefferson who enroll through Portland
Community College (and get college credit). If the department believes that these
students can mil! growartistically through the experience, they are allowed to remain

11ln
this instance, the Director of The Jefferson Dancers is also the Chair of the

Department.
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in the company if their presence is appropriate.12 The student company is per-
mitted to be away from school a maximum of 15 days per year for performances,
but thc director attempts to minimize schedule conflicts as much as possible. She
deliberately does not schedule performances at the end of a quarter, for example,
when exams are being held. When on tour, the student danccrs are expected to
keep abreast of their academic work, and the director serves as tutor. Students are
not permitted to go on tour unless their work in academic classes is being main-
tained at a satisfactory level.

Part of the learning experience for the studcnt dancers is the rcgime of touring.
They are expected to collect and rcturn thur dance costumes, budget their per diem
allowance for food, prepare to make changes within a work or to change repertory
unexpectedly at a moment's notice, and to behave congenially and as part of a unit.
The reviewers had an opportunity to observe touring preparations, and were
impressed with the maturity and capabilities of thc student dancers.

These students work in an entirely professional manncr. In thc rehearsals
observed, they wcrc disciplined and confident. Whcn asked (unexpectedly) to show
a work, thcy immediately took thcir places and within seconds had adjusted the
chorcography to camouflage thc fact that there wcre a couple of dancers missing.
They jumped from onc style of dance to another with complete ease, and wcrc able
to switch from performanee mode to rehearsal mode without a flicker. Their
performing skills were impressive.

It was clear that the dance students who were involved in The Jefferson Dancers
wcrc satisfied with thcir work at the school, and it appeared that dance students, in
general, were pleased with thc department. They wcrc working well in all of the
classes observed, and, particularly in tap classes, had achieved a high level of skill.
In thc fcw interviews held with students at the school, the only negative statements
made were in relationship to the discontinuance of thc I lonors Program (special
academic program) beyond thc second year of high school.

Many of the dance studcnts had been in the I lonors Program, and they believed
that their academic classes wcrc not as rigorous or challenging after they finished
the two-year program. The school principal stated that it was impractical to con-
tinue thc program beyond two years for a multitude of reasons.

Faculty and Support Staff

Faculty in dance either have a teaching credential or a Certificate of Accomphsh-
ment. The latter is in lieu of a credential and is approved by the state as an
acknowledgement that profemional work is an appropriate background for teaching
in an arts mapet situation. This latitude in certification requirements is unique,
and the majority of professional faculty members observed teaching at kffersor,

12AI various points, it has been especially valuable to have the option to use these MX'
dancers; particularly in years when there have not been enough qualified men at the high
school who are ready to go into the company.
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were extremely strong teachers who had gained their experience in studios or
through company work.

Faculty arc eligible for tenure after three years of satisfactory teaching in the
district. Dance faculty are evaluated by district administrators, who sometimestake
the advice of the department chair but are not obligated to do so.

The department boasts a secretary, a head costumer and two assistants; the
costumer is a designer as well as craftsperson, and the costume collection is awe-
some. Since the department is so performance oriented, there is a tremendous
need for such support. The costume department provides approximately 3,600
costume pieces per year for the 17 middle school performances (twice a year), the
two high school recitals and the costumes for The Jefferson Danccrs concats. The
costumer also tours with the latter group.

Similarly, there is excellent technical support for the program. The department
has a full-time audio engineer who serves as a resource person and who travels to
the middle schools with Jefferson equipment" for all performances. He alsooper-
ates the audio equipment for all the Jefferson High School on-site performances
and accompanies the Jefferson Dancers when they are on tour. Additionally, there
is a lighting designer/technical director who travels with the group.

There are nine part-time musicians working in the dance department, andsome
of thcsc musicians also play for classes at the middle schools. The musician (a
drummer) who works with the faculty member who teaches the African dance class
at a middle school is especially effective and has his own following of students who
come to Jefferson with a highly developed sense of rhythm.

Facilities

Jefferson High School, built in 1910, is Portland's largest public school. The
building has many add-on segments and becomes a maze as one travels between thc
four dance studios located on three different floors. The studios, though small,
have go(xl floors, harres and mirrors. Audio equipment is available in each studio.
The studios are in constant use.

he dance department has an enormous central office which facilitates faculty
communication. 'Ihe department secretary (essential for such a complex enter-
prise) works out of this office, and the chair has a special alcove which provides a
little privacy There are multiple desks in the room for the faculty and storage
places for the department's extensive video collection and the small collection of
dance books.

13Th
ere is a special facility available to the audio specialist which is fully equipped for

taping. editing etc. Dance faculty ;Iry able to have their performance tapes made through
this on-site resource. department has three full sets of audio equipment stored and
constantly ready for performance requirements at the middle schools and for Jefferson tours.
There is also a 'IV Camcorder under the control of this highly trained audio specialist.
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The costume facilities are outstanding. They consist of a sewing room, cutting
and fitting room,storage rooms, a laundty room, areas for the storage of fabrics and
more. They are extremely well organized, as they would have to bc for such an
extensive costume operation.

In addition to the audio studio, there is an extraordinary TV studio facility which
should be mentioned. Although the extensive TV magnet program is not part of
this report, opportunities for interaction between the departments of TV and dance
are being considered.

Special Features of the Program

One of the unique features is the scope of the performance program and thc
resources allocated to the department for its support. The direct relationship of the
high school with middle schools and with Portland Commur.ity College is another
aspect of the program which is unique and mutually beneficial.

The excellent guest artist program and the extensive repertory are other features
of the program worthy of note. The fact that there is live music available for every
class is impressive, and the compatibility of the large faculty (all with common goals)
is also a distinguishing feature of the program.

In addition to thc resources mentioned in other sections of this case study, the
department has the services of two excellent public relations staff members to help
with their design work. Posters and other publicity materials produced by the
design staff arc exceptional and serve the department well. There is also a Friends
of the Jefferson Performing Arts I'rogram group who work to raise money for
scholarships to help support other aspects of thc arts program.

Short- and Long-Term Goals

One of the most important and immediate goals for the department and for the
school concerns the safety of students, faculty, and visitors who come to the school
to see performances. Recently there have been problems with gang fights in the
arca around Jefferson High School. According to the faculty and the students, the
problem has been exaggerated by the media, but it exists, nonetheless. Discussions
have begun regarding ways of making the parking lot safe, assuring security within
and without the building, etc., but as of the time of this report, no concrete action
has been taken. This security problem is impacting upon enrollment, and action
must be taken quickly if the school is to maintain its reputation.

Goals within the department include a reinstatement of the jai:" class for men
next year and a plan to integrate that class with an African dance class in an attempt
to encourage more men to become part of the program.

Although the existing studkks me adequate, the department needs to upgrade
faciiities and eventually to secure more studios since the curriculum is hampered by
lack of studio space.
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Ultimately the department plans to divide modern dance and jaiz technique at
the first and second levels so that each of those classes may be developed more
in-depth. A fifth level of technique is also planned because students coming to the
school from the middle school programs can often by-pas.s the entry level courses,
and they need to be challenged by a higher technique level.

The teaching of dance history and theory as two separate courses as well as the
teaching of a course in pedagogy is also a high priority. Additionally, the depart-
ment would like to develop a close relationship with the IV department.

The department chair is a creative administrator, with visionary ideas that
strengthen the program and keep it in the forefront of arts education in the public
school system. She has the full support of her faculty. Her abilities and commit-
ment, coupled with strong faculty support, bode well for the continued development
of the Jefferson Dance Program.
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Closing Statement

Comprehensive curricular-based dance education programs are a phenomenon
of the past twenty-five years, and the diversity in the nature of the programs in these
four schools is fairly typical. Because there were no existing models, the individuals
who built these programs worked from their personal strengths and beliefs and
often were educating themselves about the larger national issues at the same time.

The unique characteristics of each of the schools observed stem from a combina-
tion of several factors: regional demographics, school mission, state and/or district
legislation regarding teaching qualifications, the vision of the dance director, and the
dcgree of administrative continuity within the program. Although all four schools
are magnet schools (specialized schools within their districts), the distinct mission of
each is reflected in the individual approaches to both class content and the role of
performance in the over-all structure of the program.

Jefferson High School is a clear ease in point. 'Ibis inncr city school with a large
Black population, has a mission which includes excellence in both the arts and
academics. The School's commitment to community outreach is evidem M its
varied program options (including credit for students at the local community
college) and its extensive support of the dance touring program, as well. 'I he strong
performance focus is supported by three dance companies and the offering of a
variety of technical styles including jazz, tap, and ethnic dance. The repertory of the
Jefferson Dancers, a multi-racial company, contains a broad variety of styles and
includes the works of major Black choreographers, such as McDonald McKaylc.
The chair of the dance program has a deep belief in the power of performance to
train dancers and to educate audiences, as well. She has developed the program
over a twenty-year period, building a faculty of 11 full-time and 6 part-time mem-
bers with strong professional credentials. In heu of a teaching credential, dance
faculty can be granted a "Certificate of Accomplishment," approved by the State of
Washington, acknowledging professional work as an appropriate background Ibr
teaching in an arts magnet situation. Ibis latitude in teacher certification require-
ments is unique and serves the mission of the dance program at Jefferson exceed-
ingly well.

Regardless of the particular mission, the sehools observed shared several com-
mon characteristics:

1. strong parental/communay support and involvement;

2. muival respect among dance faculty and a uMlied program philosophy;

3. frequent communication and a positive working atmosphere;

4. a belief in integration within coment areas and in interdisciplinary work;

5. a curriculum that excites students;

6. adminiMrative confidence and support.

Additional observations based on this very small sampling are as follows:
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I. Each of the schools observed sought increased visibility and recognition. The
extent of visibility appeared to be directly related to the quality and quantity
of performance. The school with maximum visibility, Jefferson, is known
throughout the state because of its extensive touring program and the quality

of its repertoire, performances, and production support.

2. Gantinuity of full-time faculty provided program coherence and stability and

was vital to the success of a program. In instances where there were several
part-time faculty and faculty substitutes, sequential course development was

affected.

3. The more autonomy given the dance program and the dance administrator,
the more focused the program appeared to be.

4. When dance program directors were given the opportunity to meet needs and

solve problems, they were creative and resourceful.

5. A principal with an arts background is important, but it is not vital if the
administrator permits the dance program director to participate in the deci-
sion-making process.

6. The teaching observed ranged in quality from excellent to poor. The irony

was that the good teacher could have made any situation workable, while the
good situation did not improve the teaching effectiveness of the poor teacher.

There is no doubt that all of the above considerations contribute collectively to

a viable dance program. The one essential ingredient, however, is the inspiring
teacherone who has fully experienced the power of the art and can transmit that
experience to others on many different levels. With the increasing consciousness of
the vaice of dance education as an integral and unique component of the total
educational process, there is an increasingly critical need for excellent teachers.
Our teacher education programs must actively recruit talented individuals with an

aptitude for teaching and prepare them with intensive experiences in the content
area and an understanding of the most effective ways to reach and excite students.
Furthermore, the re-examination of existing certification requirements to provide

some latitude for working professionals who are experienced and effective teachers
must be addressed. Attention to both of these areas is essential to insure the
continued development of K-12 dance education.
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Appendix A
Summary Dance Instructors Survey

General Information

The Dance Instructors Survey was directed to 201 schools in 43 states and
Washington, D. C. which were identified as having established dance programs.
'I he survey was developed in consultationwith the National Association of Schools
of Dance and dance education specialists throughout the country, for the purpose
of determining the status of dance in K-12 education.

Of the 201 surveys distributed, 110 were returned. Thirty-four of these respon-
ses concerned the elementary level, grades K-8 for the purpose of this summary;
the remaining 76 responses were concerned with the secondary level, grades 9-12.

The information in this summary is divided into two categories according to the
responses: the Elementary Summary and the Secondary Summary. All percent-
ages quoted are based on the number of respondents in each division, i.e., 34 at the
elementary level, and 76 at the secondary level. Figures cited arc accurate ± 1%.

The Elementary Summary

School Information

1. Enrollment per grade ranged from 12 to 659 students, with an average
enrollment of 335 students per grade.

2. The number of teachers employed at each school responding to the survey
ranged from 6 to 120 full-time teachers and from 0 to 10 part-time teachers.

Average: full-time 63
part-time

3-5. The average number of hours in each school day was 6.5 hours, with each day
being divided into an average of 7.5 periods. The length of class periods
ranged from 25-55 minutes, with an average length of 40 minutes.

6. The ethnic makeup of the students varied greatly from school to school. The
average of the percentages listed by the respondents is shown in the table
below.
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Background Range in % Average

Caucasian 0-99 52%

African American 0-95 39%

Latin American 0-40 10%

American Indian 0-5 1%

Asian/Pacific Islander 0-10 3%

Dance Program

7. Of the 34 schools responding, 44% stated that their state's Board of Educa-

tion required teacher certification for full-time dance instructors; 41% re-

sponded that teacher certification was not required, and 15% expressed no

knowledge of teacher certification requirements for full-time dance teachers.

In replying to the same question regarding part-time dance instructors, 24%

stated that their state's Board of Education did require teacher certification;

47%, that their states did not require certification; 24% were not sure; and

5% of the schools made no response.

Of those responding to thc survey, 26% stated that their state offered teacher

certification in dance; 59%, that their state did not certify teachers in dance;

and 15% were unsure.

Of the 59% responding that their state did not have teacher certification in

dance at this time, 5% anticipated the possibility of teacher certification within

the next two years, and 50% anticipated its development within thc ncxt five

years.

Note: States with teacher certification in dance as of October, 1989:

Arizona Secondary

Georgia K-12
Idaho Secondary

Illinois K-12
Maryland K-12
Massachusetts KI2
Michigan K-12
North Carolina K-12
Ohio K-12
Rhode Island K-12
'lbws Secondary

Utah K-12

Vermont K-12
Wisconsin K-12

8-9. The total number of males enrolled in elective dance classes was far less than

the enrollment of females in the same classes.

10. Dance programs were usually incor[vrated into schools as a part of thc

physical education program or as a sequentially-developed curriculum. The
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following table shows the frequency with which dance was included in each
of the listed ways (more than one answer was circled per survey received):

As a component of the Physical Education Program 68%

As a sequentially-developed curriculum 65%

As a part of other curricular disciplines such as
geography, history, social studies 44%

As an extra-curricular activity 29%

As a gifted/talented program 21%

Other 21%

11. Of the schools responding, 56% offered a related/integrated arts course. The
arts included in these courses in order of most frequent appearance were
music, visual art, drama/theatre, media studies, and architecture.

12. Courses in fine arts are required in 29% of the schools responding, with 60%
of these being a result of a state mandate. A slight majority of the schools
require two semesters of fine arts credit which may be fulfilled in the following
categories (in order of most frequent appearance): music, visual art,
drama/theatre, dance related arts, practical arts.

13. Creative movement and folk and square dance were the forms most often
offered as part of the dance curricula. Dance experiences were frequently
combined in modern dance technique, music, physical education, social
studies, science, and language arts classes. Classroom work was often used
as a stimulus for dance experiences.

The following table illustrates the frequency of the dance forms and experien-
ces offered:

Creative Movement 65%

Folk and Square 50%

Improvisation 44%

Modern Dance Technique
Production
Performance
Composition

Ballet lechnique
Jamlbchnique

Dance I I istory

Dance Appreciation

I thnic
Anatomy/Kinesioloby

38% each

35% each

32%

29%

26% each

SummatyDance Instructors Survey
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Rehearsal/Repertory
Related Arts 24% each

*The above arcas were almost always combined within a single course.

14. The following procedures are used to evaluate student progress in dance
programs and are listed by their frequency of appearance:

Subjective appraisal by instructor 79%

Writtcn tests 38%

Attendance records 35%

Skills tcsts 29%

Peer evaluation 24%

Performancc juries 18%

15. At thc elementary level, dance is reported as being taught most oftcn by
Dance Specialists (53%) and by Physicvl Education Instructors (44%). All
grades, K-8, wcrc reported to receive dance instruction. The most prevalent
wcrc grades 3 and 4, with K-2 following closely.

16. The most common source of funding support for dance programs was
reported as thc school's operating budget (97%). This was followed by
fundraising activities from thc studcnts and parents. Government grants,
performance revenue, tuition, and foundation support were listed as impor-
tant, but not primary sources of support.

17. Local artists were listed most frequently among dance resources existing in
the respective communitics (79%). Other important resources listed wcrc
college or university dance programs and Arts-in-Education programs (68%
cach), professional training schools (62%), community arts centers (56%),
and resident professional companies (50%).

18- 'The gymnasium was listed most often (62%) as the facility being used for
22. dance instruction and/or performance. Dance studios, m u lti-pu rpose rooms,

classrooms and theatres wcrc also used frequently. Fifty-nine percent of the
schools reporting stated that their facilities had resilient fk)ors. Adjacent
facilities to those used for dance instruction included toilets (53%), lockers
(41%), and showers (26%).

Live musicians were rarely reported as accompanying dance classes at the
elementary level, but appeared frequently as requests as a means of improv-
ing instruction. Only six percent of the schools answering the survey reported
using live accompaniment.

Annual budget figures for dance programs (excluding salaries) were generally
included in the schools' operational budgets and were largely unavailable.
'Mose that were listed ranged from $25.00 to $10,000.00 per year for 1986-
1989.
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Instructor Perceptions

23. The ability to explore and utilize time, space, and energy in the creation of a
dance work, conditioning of the body for use as an instrument of expression,
and the ability to perceive movement accurately and perform withkinesthetic
sensitivity were listed as the most important learner outcomes by the instruc-
tors surveyed. Professional preparation for a career in the field of dance was
considered the least important learner outcome.

A complete table rating the importance of the listed learneroutcomes follows.
Figures cited are listed by the percentage of thosc responding to the survey.

a. Ability to explore and utilize
time, space, and energy in the
creation of a dance work

b. Ability to perform with
sensitivity & conviction

c. Ability to perceive movement
accurately & perform with
kinesthetic sensitivity

d. Ability to think critically & to
appraise & improve one's own
work

c. Ability to discriminate between
various dance styles

f. Ability to understand the
cultural & historical
significance of dance

g. Conditioning the body for use
as an instrument of expression

h. Professional preparation for a
career in the field of dance

i. Ability to appreciate dance as
an evolving contemporary art
form (as an informed audience
member)

very slightly
impor- impor- impor- uniin- no

essential tam tant tam portant response

59% 24% 12% 5%

21% 38% 26% 15%

1% 47% 32% 1%

41% 21% 24% 12% 4%

18% 18% 29% 29% 5%

12% 18% 38% 9% 3% 23%

38% 32% 21% 2% 2%

8% 2% 11% 31% 38% 12%

16% 30% 33% 7% 13%

24. The three reasons wnsidered most important for including dance in the
school curriculum w^re that dance is intrinsic to the developmentof the whole
person, develops th... bmly as an instrument for creative expression, and
develops an appreciation of the art form.

'the following table summarins the responses regarding the reasons for
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including dance in the school curriculum as reported by the dance instructors
responding to the survey:

Dance ...

essential

very
irnpor-

tant
impor-

tarn

slightly
impor-

tant
unim- no

portant response

a. is intrinsic to the
development of the whole
person

b. develops the body as an
instrument for creative
expression

e. provides desirable physical
activity (fitness)

d. provides basic preparation
for dance related careers

e, provides training for
professional careers in dance

f. develops kinesthetic
awareness

g. develops mental and
physical coordination

h. develops rhythmic
sensitivity and musicality

i. provides performance
experience

j. enriches other studies

65%

68%

35%

15%

14%

50%

59%

50%

24%

32%

26%

26%

32%

15%

8%

32%

29%

29%

21%

26%

9%

3%

21%

18%

17%

15%

12%

18%

26%

24%

3%

35%

37%

3%

18%

9%

6%

15%

20%

3%

3%

2%

8%

3%

2%

6%

2%

8%

6%

k. transmits cultural heritage 24% 35% 26% 9% 6%

I. develops appreciation of the
art

41% 35% 12% 3% 9%

25. The length of dance periods and frequency of contact with students was
described as the problem most often experienced by dance instructors at the
elementary level. Disruptive students, lack of student motivation, and lack
of opportunities to continue professional development were also prevalent
problems. An inadequate background to teach dance was the least-men-
tioned problem facing dance instructors.

The following table indicates how frequently each of the problems listed
affected the individual instructors responding to the survey:

a. Low curricular status of dance
in the school

b. Thicher burnout

Always Often Sometin,es Never

6%

9%

48%

27%

21%

32%

24%

29%

471
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c. Disruptive students

d. Lack of motivation in students

e. Inadequate Budget

1. Large classes

g. Non-teaching duties

h. Lack of administrative
understanding and support

i. Inadequate facilities

j. Length of dance periods and
frequency of contact with
students

k. Lack of opportunities to
continue professional
development

1. Lack of job security

m. Lack of support for special
training of gifted students

n. Inadequate background to
teach dance

11% 14% 66% 9%

3% 15% 68% 12%

27% 14% 36% 22%

21% 18% 33% 26%

12% 15% 38% 35%

8% 13% 42% 35%

10% 25% 36% 27%

16% 39% 25% 19%

13% 22% 45% 19%

11% V, 23% 55%

7% 19% 33% 39%

12% 26% 62%

26. The characteristics considered most important in dance instructors were th,,

ability to inspire students, a positive attitude, control of the classroom, aod

the ability to direct the teaching focus tostudent needs.

The following table summarizes responses regarding teaching characteristics

a. lechnical ability

b. Choreographic ability

c. Knowledge of dance
history

d. Patience

e. Control of classroom

1. Positive attitude

g. Ability to inspire
students

h. leaching ability
(articulate in
movement and speech)

very slightly
impor- impor- impor- unim- no

essential tant tant tant portant response

12% 44% 32% 6% 6%

12% 44% 29% 6% 3% 6%

15% 24% 35% 15% 11%

82% 18%

82% 12% 3%, 3%

91% 9%

85% 15%

68% 24% 6% ,!r.,- it.
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i. Comprehensive
knowledge of subject
matter

j. Ability to direct the
teaching focus to
student needs

59% 26% 12% 3%

65% 26% 3% 6%

27. Evaluation of student progress was based mast often on effort and the
understanding of vocabulary and concepts. The importance of the following
criteria in evaluating student progress is iisted betow (by percentage of those
responding):

a. Artistic sensitivity

b. Choreographic
developmen t

c. lechnical development

d. Understanding of
vocabulary and concepts

e. Effort (dedication,
commitment,
consistency)

28. The following table is an illustration of the extent to which the individual
dance instructors agreed or disagreed with the listed statements:

very slightly
impo itrpor- itnpo r. talk- no

essential rant tant tant portant response

6% 56% 21% 15% 2%
21% 35% 18% 6% 20%

9% 24% 32% 24% 9% 2%
38% 38% 18% 3% 3%

56% 32% 6% 6%

Strongly
Agrce

Strot.,'y No No
Agree Disagree Disagree opinion response

a. Standardized assessment 9% 47% 15% 15% Q% 5%
practices favorably
influence the sLAus of
subjects in the school
curriculum

h, I support the development 3% 35% 35% 15% 6% 6%
of standardized tests
designed to evaluate
educational achievement
in dance

42
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c. Achievement in the studio 26% 44% 12% 3% 9% 6%
components of a dance
program (technique,
creative work,
performance) minnot be
adequately assessed
through standardized
testing

d. The dance curriculum at 9% 32% 24% 24% 9% 2%
my school needs to be
changed to provide a
richer aesthetic experience

e. If rcsources were not 18% 47% 32% 3%
available for formal classes
in history/aestheties,
would attempt to
incorporate aspects of
these arcas into my studio
classes

29. Proposed resources wcrc rated as follows in terms of their utility to the
individual dance instructors and their dance programs:

Abso- Not at
lutely Extremely Slightly all No

essential useful Useful useful useful response

a. A summary of the results of
this survey

b. General guidelines for the
teaching of dance as
curricular-based cducation

6%

32%

29%

38%

c. Guidelines for the
identification and training of
giftcd studcnts

d. Guidelines for assessment
and evaluation of students'
work

c. Guidelines for development
of a high school survey
course in thc visual and
performing arts, and
resource materials for thc
dance section of the course

f. In-service workshops for
classroom tcachcrs

g. 1n-service workshops for
dance specialists

12%

15%

21%

41%

41%

32%

41%

18%

32%

35%

SummaryDance Instructors Survey
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44% 6% 6% 9%

21% 3% 3% 3%

29% 12% 12% 3%

26% 9% 3% 6%

26% 9% 18% 8%

18% 6% 3%

12% 3% 6% 3%
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h. Intensive summer
workshops in the teaching
of dance as curricular-based
education

I. Specific lesson plans
designed to integrate
various aspects of the art
form

Instructional materials
(audio, video, film) which
integrate various aspects of
the art form

k. Annotated bibliography of
resources including texts,
films, music and slides

J.

47% 37.% 15% 3% 3%

44% 32% 21% 3%

38% 35% 24% 3%

41% 35% 15% 9%

Respondent Information

31. Of the respondents teaching dance at the elementary level, 88% hold
Bachelors degrees-32% of these degrees are in physical education and 27%
are in dance. These are followed by degrees in elementary education, history,
English, music, speech and theatre, and foreign languages.

Masters degrees were held by 56% of those responding to the survey-42%
of these were in physical education, 37% in dance, and 21% in education. Six
percent of those responding held doctoral degrees, none of which was in
dance.

32. Racher certification had been obtained by 79% of the respondents. Of this
percentage, 53% were certified to teach Health and Physical education, and
18% to teach dance. These were followed by certification in elementary
education, speech and theatre, visual arts, driver's education, English, history,
and fureign languages. Several of the instructors responding (37%) were
certified to teach in more than one area.

33 Professional experience among the dance instructors varied greatly by cate-
35. gory as is illustrated by the table below:

No
Yev No 1?esponsl

Professional dance training 50% 35% 15%

Professional choreographic experience 24% 65% 11%

Prokssional dance experience 1W 68%. 14%

36. The majority of instructors teaching dance are employed full-time ( 76% ) and
teach in only one school (56%). Most (49%) have been in thir present
Risk ions from one to five years and also have from one to five years teaching
experience prior to their prey...lit position. Only 9%. of the resimndents
reported more than 20 years experience in teaching dancc. Seventy-four
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percent of the dance instructors responding plan to continue teaching for a
least the next five years.

37. The most common job titles of the respondents teaching dance were dancc
specialist/instructor or physical education instructor.

38. Ninety-three percent of those responding listed from one to five hours of
preparation and instruction spent per day outside of school hours. The
remaining 7% listed "outside" preparation/instruction time as being from
6-10 hours per day.

39. Most of the respondents spent from 1-5 hours in dance instruction, and
another 1-5 hours in planning/conference sessions per week. Most common-
ly, the dar...:;.: instructors spent from 0-5 hours per work teaching non-dance
subjects, as well as another 0-5 hours spent in non-teaching duties. Of the
50% of the instructors reporting administrative duties, most spcnt from 1-5
hours per week at those duties.

The following table is a complete summary (in percentages) of the number
of hours spent each week in the activities listed:

Ikurs Per Week

Activity 05 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31 +

a. Dance instruction (classes,
rehearsals, etc.)

b. Planning/conference
sessions

c. Instruction in suhiects
other than dance

d. Non-teaching duties
(homeroom, lunch, hall,
etc.)

e. Administrative work*

35%

68%

43%

96%

71%

8%

27%

14%

4%

18%

20%

12%

8%

5%

5%

8%

14%

16%

19%

4%

5%

'figures based on 50% of the respondents who reported having administrative duties.

40. Most of the respondents teaching on a full-time basis listed their annual
income from teaching as morc than $25,000 before taxes. A table reporting
approximate annual incomes is listed below.

$15,001-20,(XX) 15%

$20,001-25,(100 32%

Over $25,000 44%
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41- The majority of dance instructors (88%) were of Caucasian origin; the
42. majority were also female (79%). An additional 3% fisted themselves as

Black; another 6% stated that they were of mixed race.

District Information

44 Thirty-five percent of the school districts reported employing dance spe-
46 cialists. Most of these employed from one to five specialists with the maxi-

mum number of dance specialists employed by any one district being forty.
The number of schools served by dance specialists within each district ranged
from two to forty. Most dance speciafists were responsible for teaching at
only one school per district. Some dance specialists were responsible for as
many as two to five schools in a given district, depending on enrollment and
the specific semester.

The total student population per district ranged from under 1,000 to over
250,000; thc number of students receiving dance instruction from dance
specialists ranged from 100 to over 15,000.

47. The following table indicates the average frequency and length of dance
classes for each grade listed:

Grade Level Frequency Length of Class Period

Kindergarten 1-3/week 30 minutes
First 1-3/week 30 minutcs
Second 1-3/week 35 minutcs
Third 3/week 35-40 minutcs
Fourth 3/week 35-40 minutes
Fifth 3-4/week 50 minutes
Sixth 4/weck 50 minutcs
Seventh Daily 55 minutes
Eighth Daily 55 minutes

The Secondary Summary

The following summary is based on results received from 76 schools with dance
instruction in grades 9-12.

School Information

1. Enrollment ranged from 3-869 students per grade with an average enroll-
ment of 405 students in each grade.

2. The number of teachers employed at each school ranged from 7-306 full-
time teachers and from 1-84 part-time teachers.
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Average Full-time 89
Part-time 42

3-5. Avo thirds of the schools reporting listed school days of seven or more hours.
M03I school days (43%) consisted of six class periods, with 26% of the schools
reporting seven class periods per day and another 28% reporting eight or
more per day. The length of class periods ranged from 40-95 minutes with
an average length of 53 minutes.

6. The ethnic makeup of students varied greatly. lhe average of the percent-
ages reported is listed in the table below.

Background Range Average

Caucasian 0-98% 64%

African American 0-99% 24%

Latin American 0-74% 13%

American Indian/Inuit 0-15% 2%

Asian/Pacific Islander 0-40% 6%

Dance Program

7. Of the 76 secondary schools responding to the survey, 60% stated that their
state's Board of Education required teacher certification for full-time dance
instructors; 31% stated that teacher certification was not a requirement for
dance instructors; and 9% had no knowledge of teacher certification as a
requirement for full-time dance instructors. In responding to the same
question regarding part-time dance instructors, 41% stated that their state's
Board of Education required teacher certification for its part-time dance
instructors; 41% stated that their state did not require teacher certification;
and 18% did not know their state's requirements.

Forty-five percent of those responding to the survey indicated that their state
offered teacher certification in dance; 40% stated that thcir state did not offer
teacher certification in dance; and 15% were unsure.

Of the 40% stating that their states did not presently offer teacher certifica-
tion in dance, 10% anticipated the possibility of teacher certification in dance
within the next two years, and 38% anticipated teacher certification in dance
within the next five years.

Note: States with teacher certification in dance as of October, 1989:

Arizona Secondary
Georgia K-12
Idaho Secondary
Illinois K-12
Maryland K-12
Massach u se t ts K-12

Surnmatyllance Instructors Suivey
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Michigan K-12
North Carolina K-12
Ohio K-12
Rhode Island K-12
'Rams Secondary
Utah K-12
Vermont K-12
Wisconsin K-12

8-9. The enrollment of male students in elective dance courses was far below that
of female students in those same classes.

10. Dance programs were most often incorporated into schools as a sequentially
developed curriculum, a component of the physical education program or an
extracurricular activity. The following table shows the frequency with which
dance was included in each of thc listed ways (more than one answcr was
circled per survey received):

As a sequentially developed curriculum 66%

As a component of the Physical Education Program 54%

As an extracurricular activity 54%

As a gifted/talented program 24%

As a part of othcr curricular disciplines such as geography,
history, social studics 12%

Other 30%

11. Of the schools responding, 56% offered a relatedfintegrated arts course. The
arts included in thcse courses in order of most frequent appearance were
music and drama/thcatre (100% each), visual art (83%), dance (76%), media
studies (51%), architccturc (15%), and "other" (5%).

12. Courses in fine arts arc required for graduation in 57% of thc secondary
schools reporting, with slightly over half (58%) .)f these being a result of a
state mandate. Forty percent of those with fine arts requirement for gradua-
tion required two semesters of fine arts; onc semester was required by 28%
of the schools; and 23% required more than two sematers.

The following table illustrates eourscs used to satisfy the fine arts requirement
(more than one answer was circled per survey):

Music 81%

Visual Art 81%

Dance 74%

Theatre 72%

Related Art 26%

Practical Arts 21%

"Other" 12%
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13. The components of the various dance curricula were often combined or
integrated into one or two general dance courses. The various components
of dance studies were most often separated at performing arts and arts
magnet schools.

Instruction offert 1 the various subject areas listed are shown in order of
their frequency of appearance in the table below.

Modern dance technique 94%
Jazz technique 87%
Performance 85%
Ballet "achnique 81%

Composition
Dance History

75% each

Rehearsal/repertory
Improvisation

71% each

Creative Movement 70%
Production 67%
Anatomy/Kinesiology 38%
Folk and Square Dance. 34%
Related Arts 30%
Ethnic 27%

Thirty-three percent of the schools reporting listed "other" subject areas as
part of their dance curriculum, lap dance constituted 46% of these "other"
classes, with musical theatre courses following at 19% of the total listed.
Additional extra courses included music, stretch and strengthen, Labanota-

tion, costume and make-up dcsign, aerobics, dance photography,
disco/street dance, gymnastics, terminology, and movement for athletes.

14. The following procedures used to evaluate student progress in dance pro-
grams are listed by their frequency of appearance:

Attendance records 92%

Subjective appraisal by instructor 82%

Skills tests 80%

Written tests 79%

Performance juries 39%

Peer evaluation 34%

Other (participation, dress code, concerts, etc.) . . . 14%

15. At the secendary level, dance was r.:ported as being taught most often by

Dance Spcciafists (81%), by physical education instructors (34%),
artists-in-residence (22%), classroom teachers and guest-artists/choreogra-
phers (9% each), and dance companies-in-residence (8%).

All grades 9-12 were reported as receiving dance instruction. No particular
grade received preference over any other.
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16. The most common source of funding support for dance programs was the
school's operating budget (80%). Fifty-five percent of the schools respond-
ing listed student fundraising as the next popular means of supporting their
dance programs. Donations from business and industry, fundraising ac-
tivities by parents, government grants, tuition, foundation support, and per-
formance revenues were also listed as providing financial support for dance
programs, but were not described as making significant contributions.

17. Local artists and college/university dance programs werc listed most fre-
quently among resources existing in each community (84% and 80% respec-
tively). Other resources listed (in order of frequency of appearance) included
rcsidcnt professional companies, community arts centers, professional train-
ing schools, and Arts-in-Education programs.

Facilities/Equipment
18 Dance studios wcrc listed most oftcn (81%) as the facility being used for
21. dance instruction and/or performance. Theatres and gymnasiums were also

used frequently (67% and 36% respectively) fordance instruction. Seventy-
four permit of thc sthools rcporting stated that thcir facilities had resilient
floors. Facilities adjacent to those used for dance instruction included toilets
(77%), lockers (73%), and showcrs (60%).

Live musicians regularly r ccompanicd dance cla&ses in 20% of the schools
responding to thc survey. The dcsire for live accompaniment was notcd
frequently by the remaining schools.

22. Budget figures for operations ranged from no funding except for salaries to
over $15,000. Most of the schools rcporting budget figures fisted either no
changc, or slight increases in thcir budgets over the !ast three ycars (40%
each); 20% of these reporting showed a decrease in budget figures over the
same period of time.

The following table illustrates budget ranges for the secondary schools re-
sponding to the survey:

$0-99 14%
$100-999 34%
$1,000-9,999 22%,
$10,000+ 1%
No Response 19%

Instructor Percytions
23. Conditioning of the body for use as an instrument ofcvression and the ability

to think critically and ' appraise and improve one' own work were listed as
thc most important learner outcomes by the instriictors surveyed. Profes-
sional preparation for a career in the field of dance was consitlered the least
important learner outcome.

50
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A complete table rating the importance of the listed learner outcomes follows.
Figures cited are listed by the percentage of those responding to the survey.

a. Ability to explore and utilize
time, space, and energy in the
creation of a dance work

b. Ability to perform with
sensitivity and conviction

c. Ability to perceive movement
accurately & perform with
kinesthetic sensitivity

d. Ability to think critically and to
appraise and improve one's
own work

e. Ability to discriminate between
various dance styles

f. Ability to understand the
cultural and historical
significance of dance

g. Conditioning the body for use
as an instrument of expression

h. Professional preparation for a
olreer in the field of dance

i. Ability to appreciate dance L.;
an evolving contemporary art
form (as an informed audience
member)

very slightly unim-
essen- impor- impor- impor- por- no

tit4! Cant Cant Cant Cant response

58% 25% 12% 5%

43% 26% 18% 4% 1% 7%

43% 30% 21% 4% 1%

45% 43% 8% 1% 3%

38% 37% 20% 4% 1%

28% 24% 32% 14% 1% 1%

72% 18% 8% 1%

13% 11% 30% 29% 16% 1%

41% 42% 13% 3% 1%

24. The three reasons considered most important for including dance in the
school curriculum were that dance develops the body as an instrument for
creative expression, is intrinsic to the development of the whole person, and
develops mental and physical coordination.

The following table summarizes the responses regarding the reasons for
including dance in the school curriculum as reported by the dance instructors
responding to the survey:
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Dance ...

very slightly unhn-
essen- impor- impor- impor- por-

fial tant tam tont tant
no

response

a. is intrinsic to the development
of the whole person

b. develops the body as an
instrument for creative
expression

c. provides desirable physical
activity (fitness)

d. provides basic preparation for
dance related careers

e. provides training for
professional careers in dance

f. develops kinesthetic awareness

46%

49%

48%

24%

20%

47%

37%

36%

22%

24%

21%

34%

11%

12%

23%

29%

26%

12%

4%

1%

17%

13%

4%

1%

3%

4%

16%

1%

3%

3%

3%

4%

3%

g. develops mental and physical

coordination

h. develops rhythmic sensitivity
and musicality

i. provides performance
experience

j. enriches other studies

61%

53%

41%

35%

28%

34%

30%

32%

7%

9%

18%

20%

1%

1%

3%

10%

4%

3%

3%

3%

k. transmits cultural heritage 26% 22% 32% 13% 4% 3%

I. develops appreciation of the art 53% 34% 8% 1% 4%

25. Inadequate financial support was described as the problem most often ex-

perienced by dance instructors. Teacher burnout, lack of student motivation,

and large class-size were also prevalent problems. An inadequate back-

ground in the field was the least mentioned problem facing dance instructors

on thc secondary level.

The following table indicates how frequently each of the problems listed

affected the individual instructors responding to the survey:

a. Low curricular status of dance
in the school

b. ltacher burnout

c. Disruptive students

d. Lack of motivation in students

e. Inadequate budget

1. Large classes

Always Often Soinetanes Ne,,er

9% 28% 36% 26%

5% 22% 65% 7%

I% 11% 61% 26%

5% 13% 68% 12%

40% 26% 23% 10%

14% 24% 46% 14%
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g. Non-teaching duties

h. Lack of administrative
understanding and support

i. Inadequate facilities

j. Length of dance periods &
frequency of contact with
Jtuderits

k. Lack of opportunities to
continue professional
development

I. Lack of job security

m. Lack of support for special
training of gifted students

n. Inadequate background to
teach dance

13% 30% 44% 13%

13% 22% 42% 21%

15% 16% 41% 28%
24% 21% 28% 26%

11% 17% 42% 29%

8% 8% 42% 41%
12% 18% 34% 36%

3% 6% 35% 55%

26. The characteristics considered most important for dance instructors to pos-
sess were teaching ability (articulate in movement and speech), the abihty to
inspire students, a positive attitude, and the ability to direct the teaching focus
to student needs.

The following table summarizes responses regarding teaching characteristics:

a. lechnical ability

b. Choreographic ability

c. Knowledge of dance history

d. Patience

c. Control of classroom

f. Positive attitude

g. Ability to inspire students

h. lbaching ability (articulate in
movement and speech)

i. Comprehensive knowledge of
subject matter

j. Ability to direct the teaching
focus to student nceds

very slightly unim-
essen- impor- impor- impor- por- no
tial tant tant tant tant response

30% 41% 25% 4%
29% 34% 32% 1% 4%
12% 24% 50% 12% 3%
68% 20% 9% 3%
75% 14% 8% 1%

82% 14% 1% 1% 1%

75% 18% 1% 5%
74% 21% 3% 3%

71% 22% 4% 3%

59% 36% 4% _ 3%

27. Evaluation of student progress was based most often on effort, understanding
of concepts, and technical development. The importance of the following
criteria in evaluating student progress is listed below (by percentage of t ')Se
responding).
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a. Artistic sensitivity

b. Choreographic development

c. achnical development
d. Understanding of vocabulary

and concepts

e. Effort (dedication,
commitment, consistency)

28. Most of the dance instructors responding were not in favor of standardized

testing for dance. The majority also felt their dance programs provided an

adequate aesthetic experience and would incorporate history/aesthetics into

their studio classes if there were no resources available for formal classes in

these subject areas.

very slightly unim-
essen- itnpor- impor- impor- por- no

tial tant tant tant tant response

25% 38% 28% 7% 3%

17% 34% 37% 9% 3%

42% 37% 16% 4% 1%

38% 51% 8% 1% 1%

76% 21% 1% 1%

The extent to which the dance instructors agreed or disagreed with each of

the following statements is shown in the table below.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Strongly No No
Disagree Disagree Opinion Response

a. Standardized
assessment practices
favorably influence the
status of subjects in
the school curriculum

b. 1 support the
development of
standardized tests
designed to evaluate
educational
achievement in dance

c. Achievement in the
studio components of
a dance program
(technique, creative
work, performance)
cannot be c.dequately
assessed through
standardized testing

5%

7%

46%

25%

20%

30%

37%

36%

16%

9%

28%

1%

18%

8%

5%

3%

7%

The dance curriculum
at my school needs to
be changed to provide
a richer aesthetic
experience

11% 21% 39% 22% 4% 3%
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e. If resources werc not 25% 54% 8% 1% 8% 4%
available for formal
classes in

history/aesthetics, I
would attempt to
incorporate aspects of
these areas into my
studio classes

29. Dance instructors expressed their dcsirc for thc development of resource
materials which included instructional materials that integrate various aspects
of the art form, an annotated resource bibliography, in-sem/ice workshops,
and general guidelines for the teaching of dance as curricular-based educa-
tion.

The following proposed resources wcrc ratcd in terms of their utility to the
individual dance instructors and their dance programs:

a. A summary of the
results of this survey

b. General guidelines for
the teaching of dance
as cilfTilar-based
education

c. Guidelines for the
identificrition and
training of gifted
studcnts

d. Guidelines for
assessment and
evaluation of students'
work

c. Guidelines for
development of a high
school survey course
in the visual and
performing arts, and
resource materials for
the dance section of
the course

Abso- Not at
lutely Extretnely Slightly all No

essential useful Useful useful useful response

8% 37% 41% 9% 3% 3%

17% 42% 30% 7% 1% 3%

7% 28% 38% 16% 8% 4%

9% 37% 42% 7% 3% 3%

20% 37% 30% 8% 1% 4%

f. Inservice workshops
for classroom teachers

g. Inservice workshops
for danc._ specialists

24%

39%

26%

33%

25%

17%

12%

5%

11%

3%

3%

3%
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h. Intensive summer
workshops in the
teaching of dance as
curricular-based
education

i. Specific lesson plans
designed to integrate
various aspects of the
art form

Instructional materials
(audio, video, film)
which integrate
various aspects of thc
art form

k. Annotated

J.

bibliography of
resources including
texts, films, music, and
slides

37% 28% 22% 7% 3% 4%.

21% 39% 22% 11% 4% 3%

41% 36% 18% 1% 4%

34% 37% 18% 4% 8%

Respondent Information

31. Of the respondents teaching dance at the secondary level, 97% held Bach-
elors degrees. Fifty-seven percent of these listed their major field as dance;
another 31% listed their major field as physical education. Other majors
listed included social sciences, biokw, music, English, foreign languages,
mathematics, economics, and arts management.

Masters degrees were held by 53% of those responding to the survey. Forty
percent of these were in dance, 26% in ph) ical education, and 19% in
secondary education. Several respondents listed degrees and/or majors in
more than one field.

32. leacher certification had been obtained by 84% of the iespondcnts. Of this
percentage, 61% were celified to teach health and physical education; 52%

wcrc certified to teach dance. Approximately 30% of those with teacher
certification listed certification in morc than onc field.

33- Professional experience listed by the dance instructors varied greatly by

35. category as is illustrated by the table below.

No
Yes No Response

Professional dance training 81% 19%

Professional choreographic experience 53% 46% 1%

Professional dance experience 51% 48% 1%

36. The majority of the responderw (82%) were employel ks dance instr uctors

on a full-time basis and taught at only One whoot (78%). Most had been in
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their present position from one to ten years (70%). Eighty-three percent of
the respondents had taught dance from zero to ten ycars prior to their present
position. A relatively small percentage (5-8%) had been teaching for over
twenty years. Of the dance instructors responding to the survey, 71% plan
to continue teaching for the next five years; 20% were unsure; and 9%
planned to stop teaching within the next five years.

37. The most common job titles for the respondents teaching dance were dance
instructor/department chair or physical education instructor.

38. The majority of those responding (84%) listed from one to five hours of
preparation and instruction time spent per day outside of school hours.

39. The following table is a summary of the amount of hours per week spent by
dance instructors for the activities listed:

flours Per Week

Activity 0-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31+
No

Response

a. Dance instruction 21%
(classes,

rehearsals, etc.)

b. Planning/conference 66%
sessions

c. Instruction in 19%
subjects other than
dance

d. Non-teaching 56%
duties
(homeroom,
lunch, hall, etc.

c. Administrative 49%
work

17%

21%

12%

3%

6%

9%

4%

8%

1%

6%

17%

1%

3%

15% 8% 14%

8%

59%

38%

38%

40. Most of the respondents listed their annual income from teaching as more
than $25,(X10 before taxes. A table reporting approximate annual incomes is
listed below.

No response 4%
$5,000-10,000 3%
$10,00115,000 1%
$15,001-20,000 13%
$20,001-25,000 37%
Over $25,000 42%

41- The majority of the dance instructors responding (83%) were of Caucasian
42. origin; the majority were also female (91%). An additional 5% identified

themselves as Black; and another 4% listed themselves as Asian.
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District Information

44 Ninety-five percent of the responding schools reported that their district

46. employed dance specialists, with most districts employing from one to five
dance specialists. The maximum number of dance specialists employed by
any district was fifty. The number of schools served by dance specialists per
district ranged from one to 117. Most dance specialists were responsible for
teaching at only one school per district.

The total student population per district ranged from approximately 2,000 to
over 200,000; the number of students receiving dance instruction from dance
specialists ranged from 10 to approximately 20,000.

47. Dance instruction was received at every grade level, with no grade receiving
preference over any other. The majority of classes (89%) met on a daily basis
for an average of 57 minutes.
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Appendix B
Dance Education Inventory

This inventory is designed to facilitate analysis of dance education programs. It

contains six parts.

Part One: Observation Guidelines

Part One directs attention to essential educational documents and processes

involved in the dance program including Mis.sion Statement, Objectives, Cur-

riculum CA:Intent, Instruction, Evaluation, Supervision and Administration, It is

intended for use by external or internal reviewers in thc assessment of dance

education programs and/or as a guide to thc initiation or development of dance

programs.

Part Two: Demographic Data

Part 1Wo of the inventory is designed to record quantitative data about teachers

and students.

Part Three: Students ofthe Arts Curriculum

Part Three is designed to secure information about students, the fine arts

offering and graduation requirements.

Part Four: Administrative Factors

Part Four is designed to gather information about class scheduling, faculty

compensation and teacher certification.

Part Five: Scheduling of Dance Courses andActivities

Part Five is designed to gather information about the course offerings in the

dance program.

Part Six: Dance Teacher's Resume

Part Six is designed to facilitate the collection of information about the prepara-

tion and experience of each dance teacher.

When the inventory is being used in an external review of a dance program, Parts

'IWo through Six should be sent to the school for completion prior to the scheduled

visit of the reviewers.

Dance Education Inventory
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Name of School

Part One: Observation Guidelines
11MINI

1=WRIONIIMMII

I. Mission Statement of Dance Education Program
Does the program have a written mission statement which includes programgoals?

Yes No

If Yes, when was it written and by whom?

lb what extent is it consistent with the goals of the school, the district, and thestate?

Reviewer should obtain a copy of the mission statement and interview thedance faculty to determine differences between the written statement andtheir expressed beliefs.

If No, reviewer should confer briefly with instructor(s) concerning theirbeliefs about the values ofDance Education and the mission of that particularprogram.

IL Instructional Objectives

A. Is there a written statement of instructional objectives for different grade
levels included in the program?

Ycs No

If Yes, reviewer should obtain a copy.

If No, reviewer should confer with instructor(s) regarding their concep-
tion of instructional objectives.

B. Are the objectivesconsistent with the mission statement?
III. Written Curricular Guides and Materials

(guidelines, units of study, lesson plans, course outlines, bibliographies, etc.)

Do written curricular materials exist?

Yes No

Are they consistent with the mission statement, program goals and instruc-
tional objectives? Reviewers should obtain copies of all existing curricularmaterial.
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IV. Dance Experiences in Which Students are Involved:

A. There follows a list of experiences sometimes provided in K-12 dance
programs. Check the experiences that are included in the program and
indicate the grade level.

1. Developing skills in improvisation

2. Creating movement studies individually
and in groups

3. Choreographing dances

4. Developing movement skills in ballet,
jazz, modern, tap, ethnic, folk, musical
theatre dancc, other

5. Performing in clam

6. Performing in the school

7. Performing in the community

8. Touring

9. Learning dances choreographed by peers,
teachers, guef.. artists

10. Learning dances reconstructed from a
notation sepre

11. Viewing live dance performances in the
school

12. Vicwiii 'ive dance performances in the
commul.ity

13. Viewing dancc on film and video

14. Describing, analyzing, interpreting and
evaluating compositions of peers

15. Describing, analyzing, interpreting and
evaluating professional dance
performances

16. Writing and reading dance notation

17. Reading about dance

18. Developing a vocabulary to talk about
dance

19. Developing skills in theatrical design and
technical production

20. Other

B. lb what extent arc any of the following topics included in the program:

1. Dance in its historical and cultural contexts

2. Careers in dance
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3. Dance kinesiology

C. What level of emphasis is placed on performance?

V. Instruction

A. Describe the instruction and student Warning in relationship to the
objectives for the class observed. Are the objectives of instruction clear?
Do the students appear to understand what is expected of them? If
appropriate, consider the following:

1. Variety of means used to increase perception (audio-visual aids,
videotaping of classwork, student demonstration, etc.);

2. Learning sequence designed to be developmentally progressive;

3. Individualization of instruction;

4. Valid and effective mcans of evaluating outcomes;

Chmate conducive to learning and interaction in the classroom;

6. leaching focus directed to student needs;

7. Instructor's c, fity to inspire and motivate students;

8. Instructor's of imaginative language;

9. Effective pacing of instruction;

10. Environment and modvation conducive to creative work;

11. Instructor's use of positive and negative reinforcement as appro-
pdate.

13. Iö what extent is the instruction focused on an idemiliable objective?

C. Are the experiences provided in this particular class related to previous
Warnings?

VI. Evaluation

A. How is student achievement assessed? (For example: assessment by
instructor, jury, peers; skills tests; written tests; class participation; re-
search papers; presentations). Reviewers should obtain samples of writ-
ten tests, student papers and videotapes documenting students' work.

13. What criteria are used by instructor, jury or peers in assessing student
achievement in

1. Performance

2. Creative work
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C. How is feedback given to students (conferences, grades, written evalua-
tions, etc.)?

VII, Administrative Structure/Program Leadership

A Program Organization

1. With what department is Dance affiliated within the school struc-
ture?

2. Describe the administrative structure within the dance program.

3. Does dance fulfill physical education or fine arts requirements?

Fine Arts Yes No

Physical Education Yes No

4. Is there a dance requirement?

Yes No

If Yes, describe.

5. Are students auditioned for dance classes or are classes open to any
student?

6. Are dance classes offered for special populations?

7. What factors influence the scheduling of dance chsses?

8. I what extent do schedule conflicts with other subjects reduce
enrollment in dance ckisses and activities?

9. I) what extent do performance commitments conllict with day to day
learning experiences in the classroom?

10. Does academic standing affect participation in any part of the dance
program? Explain.

11. What are tne administrative expectations of the dance program with
regard to performance?

B. Curriculum

What is the procedure for curriculum review and revision?

C. Personnel

1. How many dance specialists teach in the program?
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2. Who is responsible for the recruitment, selection, review and reten-
tion of dance specialists?

3. Are dance faculty eligible for tenure?

Yes No

If Yes, describe criteria for acquisition of tenure or attach tenure
document.

4. How and by whom are dance teachers evaluated?

5. What are the criteria for the selection of new dance specialists?

6. Are release time and funding available to dance instructors for
professional development?

Yes No

If Yes, chcck areas for which support is available:
CAmference fees and travel
Books and materials
Professional leave to attend conferences
Professional leave to present at conferences
Workshops and summer study
Other

7. How many classroom teachers teach in the thnce program?

8. Are clas.sroorn teachers who teach dance required to have had special
preparation?

Yes No
If Yes, which of the following?

a. One or more college dance courses

b. InFervice dance workshops

c. Summcr dance workshops

d. Studio classes

e. Other

9. Does the school administrator have a background in the arts?

Yes No

If Yes, describe.
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10. List pcsitions and terms of appointment for personnel other than
dance specialists and classroom teachers working in the dance pro-
gram (accompanists, production staff, etc.).

How are these positions funded?

Who is responsible for generating these funds?

D. Communication

1. What arc the established channels of communication between tea-
chers and school administrators?

2. What provision is made for communication among dance teachers?

Between dance teachers and other arts specialists?

Between dance teachers and other teachers?

E. Advocacy

Describe advocacy efforts on behalf of thc dance program directed
toward:

1. Colleagues

2. Principal and other administrators

3. Superintendent

4. Local school board

5. The state board of education and staff

6. Parents

7. Businesses

8. Community

VIII. Facilities/Productioa Resources/Transportation

A. What facilities are used by the dance program?

1. Dance studio(s) llow many?

2. Gym(s) llow many?
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3. Classroom(s) How many?

4.

--
Multi-purpose room(s) How many?

5. Theatre(s) How many?

6. Library

7. Computer Lab

8. Locker Rooms How many?

9. Showers How many?

10, Costume and general storage

11. Other (describe)

B. Do spaces uscd for dance activity classes have resilient floors? Describe
formal and informal performance space availability. How often are
these spaces available for performances? For rehearsals?

C. What is the extent of technical and audio equipment and technical
staffing? IIow are production equipment and staff areas funded?

D. If transportation to outside events is available, what is the procedure for
securing this transportation? How often are students transported to

outside events?

IX. Instructional Materials and Equipment

A. Describe the extent of the library holdings in dance (references, books,
periodicals). Are funds budgeted for the library dance collection?

13. Indicate available instructional materials and equipment by placing a

check in the blank provided.

1. Overhead projector

2. Slide projector

3. Videorecording and
playback equipment

4. 16mm projector

5. Audio equipment:

turntable

cassette player

reel-to-reel recorder

cassette recorder

compact disk

Available Shared Dance Only
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6. Piano(s)

how many?

7. Percussion instruments

8. Computers

9. Other equipment

10. Films

11. Videotapes

12. Recordings

13. Compact disks

14. Skeletal parts

15. Anatomical charts

16. Other instructional materials

C. If the program has films and videotapes, describe the extent of the
holdings or attach a listing of titles, if available.

D. What provisions exist for the maintenance and replacement of equip-
ment?

E. How is funding secured for new equipment purchases?

X. Budget (198S-89 Academic Year)

A. Iotal school budget

B. Allocation per pupil

C. 'Iotal dance budget (including instruction)

I). What percentage of the total dance budget was used for salaries?

E. I low are salaries of dance instructors determined?

E Attach an operating budget for the dance program for the 1988-89 year.

0. What percentage of funds generated by the program come from the
following sources? (Iotal should equal 10M.)

1. Budgeted tax funds

2. Concert admission charges

3. Parent organizations

Dance Education Inventory
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4. Funding from outside agencies

5. Other

H. What procedures are used to secure funding in G (2 through 5)?

XI. Program Development
Describe major problems encountered in the df velopment of the program
and their solutions.

XII. Program Goals
Describe arsv long-range and short-range plans for the continued develop-
ment of the program.

XIII. Perceptio...s of the Program

A. What are the perceptions of non-dance instructors regarding the dance
program?

13. Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the program as perceived by
the dance instructors.

C. Describe the strengths and weaknesses of the program as perceived by
the school administrator.

I). !low do students who are not enrolled in dance classes and who do not
participate in dance activities perceive ...

I. The dance program?

2. Dance as an art form?

E. I low do students who are enrolled in dance classes and dance activities
perceive ...

I. The dance pmgram?
2. Dance as an art form?

XIV. Reviewers' Perceptions and Conclusions

A. General strengths of the program:

13. Outstanding attributes:

C. Weaknesses of the program:

D. Factors contributing to program succes.s:

E. Relevant areas not previously addressed:
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Part 1Wo: Demographic Data

Name of School

Address

MEI

Phone Number

Year school opened

Number of years dance program has been in existence

A. The School

1. Number of teachers employed in thc school:

Part-time

What is the cumulative total of the percentage of time of part-time
teachers? (Example: 3 teachers at 50% each = 150%)

2. Ethnic makcup of the faculty: ("a" through "f" should total 100%. If
there are no faculty in any category, write ina "0".)

a. American Indian or Alaskan Native
b. Asian or Pacific Islander
c. Black, not of HISPANIC origin
d. Hispanic (yr

e. White, not of HISPANIC origin
f. Other (Specify)

3. Number of students enrolled in each grade of the school: (Ifno st udents
arc enrolled in a particular grade, write in a "0".)

K. 7.
1. 8.
2. 9.
3. 10.
4. 11.
5. 12.
6.

4. Ethnic makeup of the student Nxiy: ("a" through "f" should total
100%. If there are no faculty in any category, write in a "0".)
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a. AnierrAn Indian or Alaskan Native o>0......_,..
b. Asian or Pacific !slander %_......_
0. Black, not of HiSPANIC origin
d.. Hispanic
c. White, not of HISPANIC origin
f., Other (Specify) _____%

13. The Dance Program

1. Number of dance teachers employed in the schcd:

Part-time

What is the cumulative to,tal of the percentage of time of prt-time
teachers? (Example: 3 teachers at 50% each = 150%)

2. Ethnic makeup ot the dance faculty: ("a" through "f" should total 100%.
If there are no faculty in any category, Write in a "0".)

a. American Indian or Alaskan tqative
h. Asian or Pacific Wander
c. Black, no: of HISPANIC origin
O. Hispanic
e. White; not cif IIISPAN IC origin

Other (Specify)

3. Nuniner of students
kit no students are

enmtled tn a dance course or activity in the school:
enrolwd in a particular grade, write in a "0".)

7.

1

2. 9.

3. 10.

4. 1 1.

S. 12.

6,

[. Number o[ students enrolled for the current school term in ...

# of Maks # of Females

a. required dance courses

h. clative dance countes
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5. (For magnet schools) List number of dance majors and grade level(s):

# of Majors Grade Level(s) # of Majors Grade Lewis

6. Number of students enrolled in dance classes who have elected dance...

# of Males # of Females

a. for more than one semester

b. for more than onc ycar

7. Total number of students participating in the dance program: (Do not
count any student morc than once.)

8. Ethnic makeup of studcnts enrolled in dance class: ("a" through "f"
should total 100%. If there are no faculty in any category, write in a "0".)

a. American Indian or Alaskan Native
b. Asian or Pacific Islander
c. Black, not of HISPANIC origin
d. Hispanic
c. White, not of IIISPANIC origin
f. Other (Specify)
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Part Three: Students and the Arts Curriculum

1. 1I0w arc students selected for the school?

2. Are students categorized under special learning populations such as Gifted
and ialented, English as a Second Language, Hearing and Visually Impaired,
or Learning Disabled?

Yes No

3. Place a check mark next to the arts offered by the school.

Architecture
Dramaaheatre
literary Arts
Media Studies (film, photography, telecommunications)
Music
Visual Art
Other (Specify)

4. a. Are courses in fine arts required for graduation?
Yes No

b. If Yes, is this a state-mandated requirement?
Yes No

c. Semesters u fine arts required:
Less than one semester
One semester
'IWo semesters
More than two semesters

d. Subjects that may be used to satisfy the requirement
(ClitiCK ALL 11 IAT APPLY):
Dance
literary Arts
Music
Practical Arts
Related Arts
Theatre
Visual Arts
Other
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Part Four: Administrative Factors
W,,116,

1. Hours in each "school day" from the time classes begin to the time they end:

hrs/day

2. Number of class periods in each school day:

periods

3. Length of each class period:

minutes

4. a. If the salary scale for the dance faculty is different from that of other
faculty members, state dancc scale below.

b. Are dancc faculty compensated for after-school and weekend rehearsals?
Yes No

If Yes, give salary scale for compensation below.

5. State has teacher certification in dancc?
Yes No

6. State Board of Lducation requires teacher certification for...

a. full-time dance instructors?

b. part-time dance instructors?

Yes No

Yes No

7. Local school district has teacher certification in dance?
Yes No

Dance Education Inventory
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Part Five: Scheduling of Dance Courses and Activities

1. Provide the following information for each course or activity listed:

a. Does the school offer instruction in this subject area? If Yes,

b. Grade level(s)?
c. How many hours per week?
d. Length of class rriod?
e. I.ength of course?
f. Is it an extracurricular activity?

a.

Offered?
Yes

b.

Grade
levels

C.

/lours
per

week

d
Length
of class

e.

Length
of

course

f
&fru-
curri-
cular

1. Ballet Thehnique°

2. Modern Dance Technique'

3. Jazz Techni ue

4. Ethnic'

5. Folk

6. S uare

7. Ballroom

8. Production

9. Performance

10. Creative Movement

11. Rehearsal/Re rto

Dance I listo

Dance A reciation

14. Related Arts

15 Composition

16. Anatom /Kinesiolo

1
Improvisation

Dance Notation/Movement
Anal sis

19. Music:il Theatre

Dance Photography

Music tor Dance

Other
Please s Tit'

'List styles
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Part Six: Dance Teacher's Resumi

Name

Position (title)

School

I. List the following: (a)your academic degrees; (b) the conferring institution;
and (c) major field of study for each degree. Begin with the first degree aftcr
high school.

a. Degrees Obtained b. Conferring Institution c. Major Field

IL If you have teacher certification, in what subject(s) arc you certified to teach?

III. If you have received special recognition for your teaching, briefly describe:

IV. A. Have you ever had professional dance training? (For example,
American Dance Festival, Professional Studios, etc.)

Ycs No

B. If Yes, list thc places you have studied, thc year(s) you studied there, and
thc length of thc program.

Studio, Program or Workshop Year(s) Length of Program
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C. If you have choreographed and/or performed professionally, briefly
describe your professional experience:

V. A. What aspects of your academic and professional study have proven the
most valuable in preparing you for your present position?

13. If you have additional recommendations for the content of teacher
preparation programs, list below.

VI. A. Are you currently employed as a teacher full-time or part-time?
Full-time
Part-time

B. Do you teach in more than one school?
Yes No

C. For hew years have you taught dance in your present position?
Years

D. lir h(All many years did you teach dance prior to your present position?
Years

E. L Au plan to continue teaching for the next five years?
Yes

No
Don't know

VII. How many hours outside the "school day" do you spend in preparation and
instruction?

hours/day
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VIII. How many hours per week do you spend in the following activities during the
"school day?"

I lours/Week

A. Dance instruction (classes, rehearsals, etc.)

B. Planning/conference sessions

C. Instruction in subjects other than dance

D. Non-teaching duties (homeroom, lunch, hall, etc.)

E. Administrative work

IX. What was your approximate annual income from teaching in this program
(before taxes) in 1988?

Less than $5,000
$5,000-10,000
$10,001-15,000
$15,001-20,000
$20,001-25,000
$25,001-30,000
Over $30,000

X. What :ace do you consider yourself?

American Indian or Alaskan Native

Asian or Pacific Islander

Black, not of HISPANIC origin

Hispanic

White, not of HISPANIC origin

Other (Specify)

XI. What is your gender?

Male Female

XII. In what year were you born?

19
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Appendix C:
Reviewers' Biographies

Principal Reviewer: Rona Sande

Professor Rona Sande's administrativeexperience includes chairing the Depart-
ment of Dramatic Art, University of California at Santa Barbara, for a five-year
period and serving as Director of Dance at the same institution 1971-1989. She has
been a program reviewer and consultant for the National Association of Schools of
Dance since 1984, and a member of the Commission for Accreditation of NASD
1984-1988.

Site Reviewers

Fillmore Arts Center: Cheryl McWorter

A former principal dancer with the Joseph Holmes Dance Theatre, Ms. Mc .

Worter has been teaching dance and movement exploration at the Elementary and
Secondary levels in the Chicago Public Schools since 1973. She is currently the
direct^r of tiv: dance major program at Lincoln Park High School. She also serves
as a consultant for high school dance programs and as v workshop leader for
elementary and high school teachers. She is co-author of the dancc section of a
Comprehensive Arts Program for grades 1(-6 for the Chicago Board of Education.

Buffalo Academy for the Performing Arts: Judith M. Scalin

Ms. Scalin is currently Chairperson of Theatre and Dance at Loyola Marymount
University. Shc has also served as Dance Specialist at Danbury Elementary School
for the Orthopedically Disabled and as a faculty member at Mira Costa High
School. Shc has presented several papers and articles regarding dance education,
improvisation, and curricular developments in dance in statcwide conferences for
the state of California. Ms. Scalin has produced a video, Dance at Danbwy, featur-
ing children from the Danbury School for the Orthopedically Dirabled. Shc has
served on the Board of the California Association for Arts Educators; as an
adiudicator for both the Spotlight Talent Award for talented high school students
and the Bravo Award for outstanding teaching in the arts, grades K-12, pfescnted
by the Los Angeles Music Center; and as a panelist and membJr of the selection
team for curriculum development for the Los Angeles County High School for the
Arts.

Jefferson High School: Jacqueline Davis

Ms. Davis is currently Chairperson of the Department of Dance at SUNY
College/ 13rockport where she also teaches methods of teaching children's dance, a

Reviewers' Biographies
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dance education seminar, supervises children's dance classes, and coordinates

dance residencies shared by the dance department and local schools. From 1965-

1973, Ms. Davis taught dance in the Detroit Public Schools and was a Movement

Specialist at the Center for Innovation in Education (Pre-K through 8th grade) at

SUNY College/Brockport. Ms. Davis' lectures and workshops on dance for chil-

dren have included those for the Rochester School District Artists-in-Residence

Program, Regional New York State Associations of AAFIPER Conventions, and

the Laban/Bartenieff Institute of Movement studies. She has served on the Com-

missioner's Advisory Panel on the Arts in Education for the New York State

Education Department since 1986. She has also received several grants for Com-

munity Arts Residencies and Performances.

Duxberry Park IMPACT School: Peggy Schwartz

Peggy Schwartz is Five College Associate Professor of Dance and Coordinator

of Dance at Hampshire College, and the Director of Dance Education at the

University of Massachusetts/Amherst. She holds a Masters of Arts and Liberal

Studies degree in Dance and Movement Studies from Wesleyan University and a

Master of Science degree in Education from the State University of New York at

Buffalo. She taught dance for ten years in Buffalo public schools and was in-

strumental in developing and implementing a dance curriculum for the Buffalo

Academy for the Visual and Performing Arts; she was Chair of the Dance Depart-

ment of the Arts Academy for seven years. Currently, Professor Schwartz serves

on the Board of Directors of the Massachusetts Alliance for Arts Education and is

the National Representative of the United States to Dance and the Child Interna-

tional. She serves on e Working Group of the National Association of Schools of

Dance to develop videlines for teacher training in dance and has served as a

consultant to the National Arts Education Research Center. Her primacy teaching

areas include dance education, improvisation, composition, creative process studies

and modern dance.
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Case Study Observation Project in K-12 Dance Education

Principal Rona Sande
Reviewer: Division of Dance/Dramatic Art 981 Miramonte Drive #3

University of California at Santa Barbara Santa Barbara, CA 93109

Santa Barbara, CA 93106 (805)963-1768 (H)

Schools Selected for Observation

Fillmore Arts Center
35th and S Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202)282-0167

Site Cheryl McWorter
Reviewer: Director of Dance

Lincoln Park High School
2001 N. Orchards Street Mall
Chicago, IL 60614
(312)320-3600 (0)

Dates: January 16, 17, 18, 1990

Margaret Meenehan, Dance Instructor
Patricia Mitchell, Principal
Grades K-8, Cluster Concept

6732 South Oglesby Street
Chicago, IL 60649
(312)752-1919 (H)

Buffalo Academy for the Visual
and Performing Arts
333 Clinton Street
Buffalo, NY 14204
(716)852-8667

Hanna Raiken, Chair/Dance Program
David I less, Principal
Grades 5-12

Sitc Professor Judith Scalia, Chair
Reviewer: Dept. of Theatre, Speech and Dance

Loyola Marymount College
Los Angeles, CA
(213)642-2839 (0)

Dates: January 29, 30, 31, 1990

7230 El Manor Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213)216-6982 (H)

Reviewers' Biographies
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Mulberry Park Arts IMPACT School
1779 E. Maynard Avenue
Columbus, OH 43219
(614)356-6023

Site Professor Peggy Schwartz
Reviewer: Dir. of Dance Education

Five College Dance Program
Music Building
Hampshire College
Amherst, MA 01002
(413)540-4600, ext. 673 (0)

Dates: February 28, March 1, 2, 1990

Loren E. Bucek, Dance Specialist
Bill Dwyer, Principal
Grades K-5

108 Lessey Street
Amherst, MA 01002
(413)253-3948 (H)

Jefferson High School for the
Performing Arts
5210 N. Kerby Avenue
Portland, OR 97217
(503)280-5180, ext. 559/560

Site Professor Jacqueline Davis
Reviewer: Chair/Dept. of Dance

SUNY Brockport
Brockport, NY 14420
(716)395-2153 (0)

Dates: March 6Visit Middle Schools
March 7, 8, 9, 1990

Mary Folberg, Chair/Dance Program
Nathan Jones, Principal
Grades 9-12

14 Adams Street
Brockpo, NY 14420
(716)637-6646 (H)
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Appendix D:
Buffalo Academy for the Visual and

Performing Arts

1. Critique Guidelines

2. Dance History Course Ouq.nes

3. Examinations
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Appendix DE
Critique Guidelines

Thinking, Speaking and Writing about Dance:
Finding Words for Feeling and Form

(Grade 6)

"When I use a word it means just what I choose it to mean, neither more nor
less," proclaims Humpty Du mpty in Lewis Carroll'sillice in Wonderland. lb devel-
op a repertory of words that evocatively and accurately describe feeling and form is
an important step in thinking, speaking, and writing about dance.

Look at attached photo:

Read about it:

Willy rounded the corner and saw his fricnds Ibny and Rich dccp in conversa-
tion.

"You should have secn it! It was incredible!" exclaimed ibny.

"Seen what? Seen what?" asked Willy.

"It was something else!" added Rich.

"What was somcthing else?" inquired Willy.

"It was out of sight," remarked Rich.

"Out of sight? But you saw it, didn't you? "Iëll me, what did you scc?" asked
Willy, his curiosity growing.

"It was incredible," repeated limy. "I wish you could have been there."

"But I wasn't," Wiily pointed out.

Willy was getting annoycd. He had listened to his friends talk for several
minutcs. He could tell he had missed something special, but hc couldn't figure out
what it was. Had there been an accident? A fight? A street performance? He
wasn't surc. The things his friends were saying didn't tell him very much about what
had happened. Finally, he decided to ask some very specific questions.

"limy, who was here before I came by?"

13tdfalo Academy 85
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"There were four boys. They were about ten years old."

"What were they doing?"

"They v Ire dancing."

"What kind of movement were they doing?"

"They were doing fancy stunts. They ixiss-crossed their feet as fast as they
could, turned cartwheels, spun on their ha:tds, froze in strange positions."

"Were they moving all at once:-

"No. It was like a competition. They stood in a circle. One at a time, each
dancer entered the circle and :towed off what he could do. When he finished, he
strutted out of the circle as if to szy, 'Can you top that?' Then %mother kid entered

and did just that!"

Now Willy could imagine what the dance looked like! By asking pri .cise gins-

tions, he had helped his friends describe in words what they han just seen.

Check Your Understanding:

1. Why didn't Willy understand what his friends were talking about at first?

2. What could Willy imagine once his friends answered specific questions?

Think About It:

Have you ever said to a friend or relative, "I know what I mean; I just can't
describe it"? Whit was it you were trying to talk about? Why was it so difficult to

expre0

A radio sports :Innouncer must recreate the complex actions of a sports event

for people who are not there to see it. Ilow does he do it? What special vocabulary

does he use? Why don't we get similar "Now-by-blow" accounts of dance events,

or do we? Where would you look for them?
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After seeing a performance, think about these questions:

How did the dance make you feel?

How do you think it did that?

What did it make you think of?

If you had to describe it ia three words, what would they be?

What other interesting thins did you notice?

Guidelines for writing a review of a dance performance

All 7-12 grade dance majors are required to write two reviews per year of dance
performances seen outside of school (re-iiews of student concerts at BAVPA are not
acceptable). Please save tails outline for future reference. Use the following infor-
mation as a guideline only. Write in full sentences and paragraphs and try to be as
imaginative as possible in your writing. In other words, do not merely go down this
list and answer all these questions. Before writing, read 3 or 4 reviews in Dance
Magazine or a newspaper to have a better idea of what a good review entails.

1. Name of performer or dance company

2. Location and date of performance

3. Tides of dances

a. Number of dancers

b. Musicdid it relate directly or contrast the movement? Do you think it
worked well with the dance?

c. Discuss costumes, sets, special lighting effects if any.

d. What did the dance express? Do you think the choreographer was clear
at:out his/her ideas or was the dance confusing to you? Keep in mind
the idea that some dances are meant to tell a story, some just express a
mood and some are merely "movement for movement's sake."

e. Did thc dance hold your interest throughout? Were the beginning, mid-
dle and end of the piece equally grong?

4. Quality of performances

a. Technical ability and precision of dancers

b. Use of focus and f3cial expression

c. Use of dynamics

--
13utfak, Academy
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5. How would you evaluate the concert on the whole? Was the entire concert

a reasonable length?not too long as to leave the audience feeling restless,

or too short as to leave the audience feeling as if they did not get their money's

worth. Were the breaks between dances for costume and set changes exe-

cuted quickly? VVas there enough variety between the dances presented?
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Appendix D2
Dance History Course Outlines

Textbooks

Prime Movers, Joseph H. Mazo. New York: William Morrow, 1977.

History of Dance in Art and Education, Kraus and Chapman. New Jersey:
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1959.

The Vision of Modern Dance, Jean Morrison Brown, ed. Princeton: Princeton
Book Co., 1979.

Unit I INTRODUCTIONEARLY/FORERUNNERS
Delsarte, Dalcroze, wigman, von Laban, Fuller, Duncan, St.
Denis, Shawn

Readings: Vision Preface, Introduction, chapters on Duncan,
Fuller, Wigman, St. Denis, Shawn

Prime Moven Prologue, chapters on Fuller,
Duncan, St. Denis, Shawn

Films: Ruth St. Denis by Baribault (1)
Unit II PIONEERS OF MODERN DANCE

Graham, Humphrey, Weidman, Ilolm, Thmiris

Readings: Vision Introduction 43-47), chapters on
Graham and Humphrey

Prime Movers Chaptcrs on Humphrey/Weidman,
Graham

History p. 132-138 (I lumphrey/Weidinan, Graham
p. 143-144 (Holm)
p. 145-146 (lämiris)
p. 203-206 (Graham)

Films: Four Pioneers (2)
The Graham Ccmpany, Dance in America (3)
Day on Earth (4)

Unit III TIIE SECOND GENERAI1ON
Cunningham, Taylor, Nikolais, Lim6n, Sokolow, Ailey

Buffalo Academy
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Readings: VisionIntroduction (p. 83-87), Omningham (p. 89)

Prime Movers chapter on Cunningham, Nikolais
(p. 231-243), Taylor (p. 256-270), Ailey (243-256)

History p. 144 (Lim On)
p. 266-208 (Lim On)
p. 147-149
p. 201-203
p. 208-210 (Cunningham)
P. 210-213 (Nikolais)
P. 214-217 (Taylor)
p. 217-219 (Ailey)
p. 219-220 (Sokolow)

A Choreographic Offering (5)
The Cunningham Company, Dance in America (6)
Paul Taylor, Recent Dances (7)
Paul Taylor, Contrasting Dances (8)
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre (9)
Nikolais and Louis (10)

Unit IV INTRODUCTION TO THE POST-MODERNS
Brown, Dean, Monk, Paxton, Tharp

Readings: History p. 223-243

Film: Beyond the Mainstream (11)

Course Requirements:

Each of these will count for 1/3 of your grade

1. Quiz on each unit based on class nn:es, readings, films and videos.

2. Film journalminimum of 10 entries must be included. More may be
done for extra crcdit. Outline to follow will be distributed.

3. Essay on each unit is due on the last day of the unit. TEN POINTS WILL

BE DEDUCTED FOR EACII DAY LATE AND ESSAYS WILL NOT BE

ACCEPTED MORE THAN THREE DAYS LATE. IF YOU ARE ABSENT

FROM SCHOOL YOU ARE EXPECTED TO BRING IN YOUR WORK

THE DAY YOU RETURN TO SCHOOL.

IF YOU ARE ABSENT FROM SCHOOL ON THE DAY OF THE EXAM. YOU

MUST BRING IN A MEDICAL EXCUSE IN ORDER TO BE GIVEN A MAKE-UP

EXAM. IF YOU DO NOT YOU WILL RECEIVE A GRADE OF ZERO.

DECEMBER 12, 1989
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Dance History

Class Objective

lb inc:ease the student's understanding of LeSacre Du Printemps through a

comparative study of three specific choreographic interpretations.

1. Explore at least three choreographic versions of LeSacre Du Printemps (The

Rite of Spring) by three influential choreographers in dance history.

2. Develop a greater understanding:

a. of the time in dance historywhen each version was created,

b. of the choreographer,

C. of the choreographer's intent/message/ What is the RITE OF SPRING'?

d. of the choreography itself, movement vocabulary, movIment style,

c. of the costuming, performance, performers, music, etc. ... of Le Sarre

Du Printemps created by:
Vaslav Nijinsky
Paul lbylor
Plna Bausch

Requirements

1.

2.

class attendance and participation in discussions arc essential since this is a

comparative study class based on viewing video/films and open discussions of
the specific works in comparison. Numcrous absences will effect student's
final grade. A participation grade will be averaged into final grade.

acceptable work/study habits and attitudes

3. keeping a detailed notebook of class lectures and films (this will be graded)

4. completion of ALL assigned readings, written, and viewing assignments

Evaluation

Grading Policy 1000-900 pts.
890-800 pts.
790-700 pts.
690-650 pts.
640 pts. or below

- Superior clas.s work done
- Good class work done
- Fair class work done
Poor class work done

- Failing/unacceptable class work done

Grades are based on: 3(X) pts. - 3 neatly written papers (1(X) pts. each, details later)

150 pts, - notebook (1(X) pts./50 pts. reading assignment)
2(X) pts. - attendance/participation in class discussions
350 pts. - final paper, comparative paper of thc 3 choreographic

interpretations of Le Sacre Prinwmps
(dctails later)

1((X) pts.

_
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Appendix D3
Examinations

Dance Jury
Written Assignment

Grade 6

1. Composition/Choreography

Where do idees for dances come from?

Discuss your experiences with composition and choreography this year.
What were some of the approar ;les used to stimulate your creative ideas for
the composition studies you worked on this year? What is difficult about
creating your own dances? What is easy about creating your own dances?
What did you learn from these experiences? Of the composition studies that
you worked on this year which did you like the best and least, artiEtically and
why? What role does dance technique play in composition work? Why is it
important for dancers to cmtinually create their own dances?

11. Evaluation/Summary

In a thoughtful essay summarize your work in the dance department for the
past year. I low would you evaluate your work in the studio? What kinds of
experiences did you have in addition to ;our regular dance classes? Are you
going to he involved with any dance activities over the summer? If so, what
arc they? What are your goals for next year as a dance major?

92
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Dance Jury
Written Assignment

Grades 8 and 9

I. Dance Compasition
A Personal Assignmcnt

Discuss thc dance you've choreographed for your jury. Please include the
following:

A. What is the naturc of the dance? (storyline or abstract)
13. What style of dance did you choreograph in?

C. Using five adjectives, describe your dance.

D. What statements, if any, are you trying to make in your piece?

E. Using five adjectives describe yourself as a dancer/student cho. zog-
rapher.

E Why did you choose the particular music that was used in the piece?
G. What were the difficulties involved in doing this project?

11. What was easy at)out doing this project?

11. Evaluation

In a thoughtful essay summarize your work in thc dance department for the
past year. How would you evaluate your work? What kinds of experiences
did you have in addition to your regular dance classes? Are you going to be
involved with any dance activities over the summer? What are your plans for
next year?

Assignment is due on the day of your jury.

Buffalo Academy
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Dance Department .1i ury Written Form
1988 Grades 7 and 8

Directions: All students must answer both questions. All exams should be neatly

written in pen (blue or black ink only) and submitted at the beginning

of the period that you take your dance jury. Exams may not be handed

in late for any reason. The written exam will not be graded separately

but will be counted as a category in your dance jury.

I. Technique Class

Select one of the techniques (modern, ballet or Dunham) you have studied in the

Dance Department and outline a full class from beginning to end in that particular

technique. Your outline should include the following:

A. Begin your outline by listing the main objectives of the class.

B. Identify the exercises under the proper headings (for example, center floor,

on the floor, at the barre, etc.).

C. Discuss the fundamentals of movement and the principles of body alignment

and placement as they relate to the various exercises in your outline.

D. You tnay use stick figure drawings to help illustrate any keypoints you would

like to make. (This is not a requirement.)

II. Self Evaluation

Evaluate your work this year and your work as a dance student in general.

Writing in fall sentences and paragraphs (in other words, write an essay, not an

outline), discuss the following. Explain your answers.

A. lechnique class:

1. Do you use the corrections given to you in class?

2. I lave you improved this year? In what ways?

3. What are your strong points and weaknesses as a dancer? For example,

do you perform well? Discuss your technical ability in terms of use of

turn-out, use of feet and arms, alignment of torso.

4. Do you concentrate on what you arc doing in class? Do you learn the

movement being taught quickly and accurately?

5. Do you work to your fullest potential with maximum energy every day?

6. Do you consistently hand in written assignments?

7. Are you consistently prepared for class on time, in properattire with hair

up?

13. Discum any special projects you have participated in, in or out of school such

as classes, workshops, performances, lecture-demonstrations, etc? What did
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you learn from these experiences?

C. What are your goals for next year as well as your career plans? Include any

plans you may have for summer study or performances.

Buffalo Auldemy 1 0 0
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Written Jury Questions
Grades 10-12

Answer this question if you are performing
original choreography:

Writc a brief statement (approximately une side of a page) explaining yourintent as a choreographer. What did you mean for this dance to convey asfar as iaood or theme? Why did you choose the particular piece of music,the style of movement and the costume (if any)? (IO say "I chose this musicbecause I liked it" is not enough.) How does this music (or movement, orcostume) relate to what you, as a choreographer, are trying to express?

Answer this question if you are performing
choreography from the dance concert:

Write a brief statement (approximately one side of a page) describing yourexperiences as a performer in this year's dance concert. I low did you feelabout the rehearsal process? Describe any observations about performingas a soloist or working with a group or about dealing with costumes and lights.Did you learn anything new about yourself through this experience? Do youfeel that you grew as a performer? If so, how?

9(1
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NAME
AGE

Modern Dance Jury - Grades 7 and 8
1988

Ms. Wexler

Date
# of Years in Dept.

_

TECIINIQUE 4 3 2 1

1. Alignment/Placement

2. "Rumout/Parallel Positions

3. Use of back

4. Use of feet

5. Use of arms

6. Control/Strength

7. Accuracy of movement/rhythm

8. 1.1tcial expression/hair/attire

PERFORMANCE AND WRIVI'IN WORK 10

9. Working to potential

10. Application of technique

11. Use of space/directions

12. Rhythm/musicality

13. Dynamics/enera level

14. Written question

'Iota! jury grade;

Comments:

13ultalo Academy
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Ballet/Pointe JuryGrades 7-9
June 1988

Ms. Raiken

Name Agc Date

Grade # Yrs in dcpt. #Yrs of ballet training

BARRE WORK 50 nis.

Criteria Tested 5 4 3 2 1 Comments

CAgrect use of Pointe

Strength

lir...ianee

Effort

Thrn-out

Alignment

Placement

Articulation of feet

Performanceienergy

Port de bras

(DWI:NTS ON BARRE WORK

Strength

C1N1P.E H2OOR (15 pts.)
Point Work (6chappe,yas di bourrée, pirouette')

Prevision

Mastery of lechnique

*not all students will perform sur les pointes.

CENTIZI 11 MOR (I Opts.)
)ft Shoe

Pirouettes

Jumps

COMM FAIN ON ( WIRE FLOOR WORK

98
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Name

Jury Evaluation
Dance Department

Grades 8 and 9

Composition/Theory

Age Grade #of Years in Dept.

Creativity

Excellent
(20)

Good
(15)

Mir
(10)

Poor
(5) Comments

Technique Appropriate
to Level

Preparedness

Performance Quality,-.

Written Statement

Comments:

Faculty Signature Jury Exam Grade
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Jury Evaluation
Grade 9

Dunham/Modern Uchnique

Student's Name Age No. of years in dept.

L Barre (4Spts.)
5 4 3 2 1 Comments

Body Alignment/Placement

Feet Articulation

Body Isolations

Contraction Work

,

Pasture

Use of Parallel & "finned out
Positions

4pLengt h

Balance .

Performance Quality (energy
level, dynamics, timing)

II. Progressions (20 pts.)

PlaCement

Use of Potlivihms

Phrasing

Performance Quality

111. Summary ( I Spts.)

Understanding of Material

Appropriate to Level

Dress/Appearance

Approach to Jury (lass
(Performance Quality,
Attitude, Concentration

IV. Written (2Opts.)

Comments:

'final Jury I;.xam (irade

Iiiculty Signature

100
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Name

Ballet Worksheet
October 30th, 1989

ltanslate the following French words or phrases into linglish

1. en lair

2. tendu

3. Mid

4. ddgagd

5. cambrd

6. rond de jambe

7. en dedans

8. port de bras

9. sur-le-cou-de-pied

10. (tame

11. corps

12. en eroix

13. pas de vheval

ITTBuffalo Academy
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14. derriere

15. devant

16. echappe

17. passe

18. relevé

19. reverence

Write the order of exercises done at the barre in ballet class.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

('h lose one ballet exercise done at the barre. For that particular exercise explain
Inc different parts of the body that are used and developed.
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Name

EVALUATE YOUR WORK IN BALLET CLASS AT THE ARTS ACADEMY. AN-
SWER THE FOLLOW.NG QUESTIONS IN PARAGRAPH FORM.

What progress have you made since the beginning of the marking period?

What do you find particularly difficult to work on and why?

What have you learned about studying ballet since you have been taking it at the
Arts Academy?

Do you have any questions about ballet class that you have not been able to ask in
class?

What do you like to do the most in ballet class?
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Ballet History
Essay-50 pts.

Romanticism

I. Read the article: "ltue lb The Spirit" by Sheryl Flatow from Ballet News,

September 1984.

II. Using the knowledge that you have gained by studying thc Romantic Era and

the Romantic ballet, write your own contemporary scenario for a modern

version of ":iiselle." Be as creative as possible but stay true to the themes of

Romanticism. Your ballet should be in two acts as was the original ballet.

III. Write a justification for your concept or scenario. Use facts, information,
ideas, and philosophies of the Romantic Era! Usc this as an opportunity to

synthesize what yot, l:now. Include your own opinions and observations in

making comparisons and in drawing conclusions.

WR PRINT, OR 'I'YPE YOUR PAPERS As NtAn Y AS POSSIBLE. THIS IS PART

II 01:1'01 I R TEsT ALI PAP FRS ARE DUE ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 17111AI-1HE

BE(iINNING OF 3RI) PERIOD. NO EXCUSES!
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Name

Ballet History lest
9/29/89

I. Define the following terms. Write in complete sentences. (15pts.)

I. R.:naissance

2. Millet de cour

3. lerpsichore

4. Court dance

5. Dancing master

11. Fill in the blanks with the correct answer or answers. (35pts.)

I. The classic suite of court dances included:

2. In 1416 wrote a
treatise entitled The Art of Performing and Arranging Dances in which he
outlined the desired qualities of a dancer.

3. During the Middle Ages the had an
impact on the development of dance as it promoted a doctrine of
asceticism.

4. In 1533 left Italy to marry I lenri II of
France. With her she brought the rich heritage of the arts of the Italian
courts. This marked a shift in cultural activity from Italy to France.

5. is considered to he the lirsi
ballet de cour. It was based upon the story of Circe from I Iomer's

(). choreographed this famous
ballet de cour in 1581.

7, Members of the court were culled

8. In 1850 the first was
built which marked a change in the relationship between the audience
and the performers.

9. One of the composers of the Renaissance w.:s

10. The Renaissance spanned which three centuries? , &
centuries.

11. From 1661-1715 ruled France. I lis was
an monarchy.
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12. The maitre de danse rtsponsible for the fundamentals of ballet t( hni-
que was

n. In the famous ballet de cour, Ballet de la Nail, the king played the role
. From this role he got the nickname

14. In 1661 the and the
were founded by Louis XIV. Thus began the of dance and
music.

15. In the theatrical entertainments of the Renaissance the female roles
were played by

16. The first female dancer was . She appcared in
the ballet entitled in 1681. The French
phrase for first female dancer is

17. During the Baroque period there was a famous male dancer who had
the ability to stay suspended in the air when he jumped. This dancer was

18. was famous for hcr allegro work.
She is given credit for having been the first dancer to execute the
entrechat quatre.

19. Marie Salle was known for her in her dancing.
In 1734 sh,:choreographed the ballet entitled

20. In his Lewes sur la Danse et sur les Ballets,
wrote 15 lctters to an imaginary friend.

21. In looking for information about dance and dancers in the library you
can look in the and in

EXTRA CREDIT-3 POINTS: Define the following:
Ballet d'action
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Dance History Exam
January 24, 1990

Part I Short Answers 65 points

Write the correct answer on the exam booklet and number each question.

1. The summer dance festival in Lee, Massachusetts which was founded by
"led Whawn is called

a. Jacob.s Ladder c. Tne Spoleto Festival

b. The American Dance Festival d. Jacob's Pillow

2. The Post-Modern choreographer who is known for dances consisting of
minimalistic movement elements such as spinning, clapping, or jumping is

a. Laura Dean c. Meredith Monk

b. Trisha Brown d. Steve Paxton

3. Merce Cunninghim's method of putting together dances on the day of a
performance using phrases and sections of old dances is called

a. Happenings c. Events

b. Reconstructions d. Chance-dance

4. The style of art most closely associated with Loie Fuller is

a. Expressionism c. Abstract Expressionism

b. IArt Nouveau d. Surrealism

5. The composer of the music for both Humphrey's Day on Earth and
Graham's Appalachian Spring is

a. Aaron Copland c. Igor Stravinsky

b. Johann Sebastian Bach d. Norman Dello Joio

6. The set of Paul bylor's Lost Look consists of

a. silver mylar pillows c. a table and 2 chairs

b. mirrors d. there is no set

7. Isamu Noguchi designed sets for

a. Martha Graham c. Robert Rauschenberg

b. Merce Cunningham d. IIanya Holm

Buffalo Academy
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8. "Ile evolved a philosophy and method of pantomime designed to make
motion honestly expressive of emotion." This quote describes the work of

a. Emile-Jacques Dalcroze

b. Rudolf von Laban

c. Francois Delsarte

d, Mary Wigman

9. The first dance critic for the New York Tunes was

a. Francois Delsarte c. John Cage

b. John Martin d. Louis Horst

10. The title of Doris Ilumphrey's instructional texttxx* on choreography is

a. The Art of Making Dances c. The Arc Between Two Deaths

b. Pre-Classic Dance Krim d. A Primer for Choreography

11. The Post-Modern choreographer who has created works for the Joffrey
Ballet Company and thc American Ballet theatre, including Push Comes to
Shove for Barishnikov is

a. "Irisha Brown c, Laura Dean

b. "Rvyla Tharp d. Meredith Monk

12. The modern dance choreographer and teacher whose style most influenced
Alvin Ailey is

a. Paul bylor c. George Bakinchine

b. Lester Horton d. Jaspar Johns

13. The teacher who is best known for bringing the technique and philosophies
of Maly Wigman to America is

a. Ilanya ilolm c. "Panya I lolmes

b. Helen bmiris d. Ruth St. Denis

14. Before starting his own company, Paul bylor performed with

a. Denishawn

b. Charles Weidman

c. Alwin Nikolais and Merce Cunningham

d. Martha Graham and Merce
Cunningham

15. The costumes for Humphrey's Day on Earth and I imOn's Mere is a :nine
were designed by

a. Adolphine Roll c. Isamu Noguchi

h. Pauline Lawrence d. Jose I imOn
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16. The set for Cunningham's Rainforest consisting of silver, mylar pillows was
designed by

a. Robert Rauschenberg c. Jaspar Johns
b. John Jaspar d. Andy Warhol

17. Which of the "four pioneers" of modern dance do these words bcst
describe: "characterization, comedy, satire and pantomime?"
a. Charles Weidman

b. Doris Humphrey
c. lianya llolm

d. Helen Tamiris

18. Alvin Ailey's Cry can best be said to be

a. a tribute 'o the Baptist Church of the South

h. a dance inspired by the Civil Rights Movement
c. a tribute to mothers and motherhood

d. an abstract dance heavily influenced by jail

19. A Choreographic Offering was a tributc to
a. Jose limein

b. Martha Graham
c. Paul bylor

d. Doris Humphrey

20. The music. forA Choreographic Offering was

a. composed by J. S. Bach c. it %is in silence

b. commissioned by Jose LimOn d. composed by Aaron Copland

21. Freud and Jung were

a. composers

b. choreographers
c. philosopheys

d. psychiatrists

22. Kinetic Molpai and Labor Symphony arc two abstract works of
a. led Shawn c. Charles Weidman
b. Merce Cunningham d. Ruth St. Denis

23. Whose technique is bast d on the opposites of "tension and relaxation?"
a. Mary Wigman c. Martha Graham
b. Haciya Ilolm d. Doris Humphrey

24. "Acme Dance," nbe Farm," "The I louse," and "Grand Union" are all
a. titles of dances choreographed by Merce Cunningham
b. titles of dances choreographed by Meredith Monk

Buff:do Academy
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c. names of Post-Modern dance companies

d. titles of pieces of music composed by John Cage for Merce Cunningham

Match thc correct dance to each choreographer by writing thc name of the

dance in thc space next to the number of cach question. There are morc

dances than namcs of choreographers.

Cave of the Ikart

25. Alvin Ailey Passacaglia

26. Doris Humphrey Trend

27. Martha Graham The Serpentine

Ruth St. Denis Marche Slav

29. Merce Cunningham Me Cobras

30. led Shawn Revelations

31. Isadora Duncan Tbtemnal

32. Ilanya Ilolm Winterbranch

33. Loie Fuller Xochitl

Mercuric Tidings

Write the correct answcr on the cxam booklet and number cach question.

34. In 1416 wrote a treatise entitled The Art of

Performing and Arranging Dances.

a. Balthasar dc Beaujoyeulx c. Jean Georges Noverre

b. Dominico de Piacenza d. George Sam.:

35. The 16th-century aristocrat credited for thc shift of cultural activity from

Italy to France was

a. Dominico de Piacenza c. Thoinot Arbeau

b. Catherine de Mcdici d. Balthasar dc Beaujoyeulx

36. A Npular Renaissance theatrical entertainment that combined elements of

music, dance, and decor bound by a political theme was

a. Ballet Melodramatique,

b. Ballet divertissement

c. Ballet dc Cour

d. Court dance

37. The 17th-century French monarch responsible for the popularizAtion and

professionalization of ballet was

a. Henri II e. Jean Baptiste Lully

b. Phillipe Taglioni d. I.ouis XIV
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38. The 17th-century dancing master and theoretician responsible for codifying

the five positions of the feet used in ballet technique was

a. Pierre Ramcau

b. Pierre Beauchamps

c. Balthasar de Beaujoyeulx

d. Jean Baptiste Lully

39. In the Ballet de la Nuit, Louis XIV got his title "Le Roi de Soleil" from
dancing the role of

a. Agon c. Circe

b. Apollo d. Mercury

40. Thc Sarabande, Galliard, Courante, and Pavane are all examples of

a. Intermezzi

b. Entrcs

c. Ballet dc Cour

d. court danccs

41. The 17th-century dancer notcd for his ability to remain suspended en l'air

was

a. Jean Balon c. Jean Dauberval

b. Jules Perrot d. Augustc Vcstris

42. In 1734 Marie Salle choreographed the ballet entitled

a. Pygmalion

b. Prodigal Son

c. L'Amour et Mon

d. Parade

43. The first professional female danccr performed in which of the following

ballets?

a. L'Arc de Thomphe c. L 'Amour et Mon

Thomphe de L'amour d. Ballet Comique

44. During the reign of Louis XIV, I.:Academic. dc Danse and EAcademic de
Musique were run by

a. Jcan Rameau & c. Moliere & Pierre Beauchamps
Jean Baptiste Lully

b. Pierre Balthasar & d. Pierre Bcauchamps &
Jean Baptiste Lully Jean Baptiste Lully

45. The following was performed in 1581 and is considered to be the first ballet

a. Le Balkt des Polonais c. Le Ballet Masques

b. Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme d. Le Ballet Comique de la
Keine Louise
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46. The muse of dance is

a. 'Thalia

b. 'Thrpsichore

c. Polyhymnia

d. Urania

47. In Meyerbeer's opera Robert le Diable, the seed of the Romantic ballet was
the balletic insert

a. La Sylphide c. GiAle
b. Les Sylphides d. Ballet of the Nuns

48. La Sylphide was choreographed by

a. Jean Coralli

b. Phillipe Thglioni

c. Jules Perrot

d. Arthur St. Leon

49. The first ballerina to dance sur les pointes (on pointe) was

a. Fanny Elssler c. Lucile Grahn

b. Marie Ann Camargo d. Marie lhglioni

50. The first danseur to perform the role of Albrecht in Giselle was

a. Lucien Pctipa c. Jean Petipa
b. Marius Pctipa d. Jules Perrot

51. During the Romantic era the ballerina reigned supreme. One
choreographer continued to feature the male dancer in his works. 'Ibis
Danish choreographer was

a. Lew Christensen c. Adolphe Adam
b. Peter Martins d. Auguste Bournonville

52. The ballerina who created the original role of Giselle was

a. I.ucile Grahn c. Fanny Cerito

b. Carlotta Grisi d. Carla Fracci

53. The ballet choreographed to celebrate Queen Victoria's anniversary as well
as to celebrate the great ballerinas of the Romantic era was

a. Pas de Quatre

b. Rose Adagio

c. Sylvia Pas de Deux

d. I.es Sylphides
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54. The term ballet blanc refcrs to

a. Caucasian ballet companies c. racism in ballet

b. purity in ballet d. the traditional tulle costumes of the
Romantic era

55. The score for Giselk was composed by

a. Adolphe Adam

b. Maurice Ravel

c. Chopin

d. Pyotr Ilich lthaikovsky

56. Of thc following ballerinas of the Romantic cra, which danseusc was not in
the ballet Pas de Quatre?

a. Fanny Elssler c. Lucile Grahn

b. Fanny Cerrito d. Carlotta Glisi

57. The composer with whom Marius Petipa collaborated the most was

a. Pyotr Ilich lthaikovsky c. Igor Stravinsky

b. Lev Ivanov d. Serge Prokofiev

58. What ballet is not considered to bc part of thc classical triad?

a. Don Quixote c. The Nutcracker

b. The Sleeping Beauty d. Swan Lake

59. In the following excerpt from thc ballet The Sleeping Beauty, Princess
Aurora dances with her suitors

a. The Rose Adagio c. The Bluebird Pas de Deux

b. Puss 'n Boots d. The Sylvia Pas de Deux

60. In thc classical pas dc deux thc last section is called . In this
section thc ballerina and her partner come back together mad dance.

a. variations c. adagio

b. coda d. interlude

61. The "father of classical ballet" was

a. Lucien Petipa c. Jean Georges Noverre

b. Marius Petipa d. Louis XIV

62. In 1952
Named Desire.

a. Arthur Mitchell

b. John Butler

choreographed the ballet entitled A Streetcar

c. Donald McKayle

d. Valerie 13ettis

Buffalo Academy
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63. Arthur Mitchell founded the following dance company in 1968 as a means
to break discrimination in the ballet world

a. Ballet South c. Dance Theatrc of Harlem

b. The School of American d. DPII
Ballet

64. In the "60 Minutes " interview of A..hur Mitchell, he states that the tragic

death of inspired him to found a ballet company

featuring black dancers.

a. Ghandi c. John E Kennedy

b. Malcolm X d. Dr. Martin Luther King

65. Arthur Mitchell created the role of Puck in George I3alanchine's ballet

entitled

a. liveljth Night c. Serenade

b. A Midsummer Night's Dream d. Agon

Part H Essay 35 points

In a well organized and carefully written essay, compare the similarities and differen-

ces in the three choreographic interpretations of Igor Stravinsky's "Le Sacrc du
Printemps" created by Vaslav Nijinsky, Pina Bausch and Paul Thylor. Base your
comparisons on the following aspects:

1. Your understanding of each choreographer's movement style.

2. Your understanding of the choreographer's intent/the theme or meaning

behind each version.

3. How did cach version affect dance history? Why? When?

4. Your understanding of the music and its relationship to thc dance or vice

versa.

5. Costumes, lighting, set, props, ctc.

6. Your personal feelings, likes or dislikes. (Be specific and support your ideas

with examples.)

INCLUDE AN OUTLINE OF YOUR ORGANIZED LHOIJGI ITS.
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Appendix El
Dulxberry Park

Arts IMPACT Alternative School
=mairsMr.

Philosophy

Arts IMPACT is a teaching/learning approach in which the Arts are infused
deeply into the academic curriculum. This will be done by designing and using
situations to make learning more exciting, relevant and personal. The Arts (dance,
drama, music and visual arts) will act as facilitators of growth and learning in all
areas, for students, teachers and administrators. By fostering respect for the aca-
demics, the each other and ourselves, students will be guided to appreciate
and contribute to the beauty of the world.

1tachers will provide a creative academic atmosphere in which the Arts arc
infused deeply into the curriculum. In doing so, there will be a greater awareness
that the Arts arc an integral part of life.

Specifically, teachers will:

dedicate themselves to the academic curriculum and through incorporation
of the arts, will meet the needs and capture the interests of students;

encourage students to be self-directed, self-respected, self-controlled human
beings;

utilize parent and community resources beneficial to enhancing student
success;

commit themselves to the appreciation of Arts in the community;

accept individual differences in a airing, nondiscriminatory manner.

IMPACT develops positive attitude towards learning in students. Involvement
in Arts experiences stimulates and enhances the student's learning in the cla&sroom.

Some objectives enabling each student to develop to his/her fullest potential are:

to express hisTher own ideas and feelings creatively, confidently, and com-
petently.

to experience the joy which accompanies success, to strive constantly to
improve on past pe:formance, and to contribute to the succcss of others.

to become self directed, self-controlled, self-respecting, dignified human
beings.

to accept individual differences in a caring, nondiscriminatory manner.

Arts IMPACT Alternative School
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Arts IMPACT Alternative Elementary School

Overview of the School

Arts IMPACT is an approach to teaching and learning in which visual art, music,
dance, and drama are emphasized along with the basic subjccts.

Even though each art area st uletimes is taught as a separate subject, thc arts will
be used to bring together thc other subject matter areas. This school will be
concerned with achievement in all areas.

The Course of Study, mastery education, and city-wide testing will guide and be
part of instruction and evaluation.

The school will have about 400 students, K-5, assigned to self-contained class-
rooms. Normal pupil/teacher ratios will be maintained.

Students will be selected by lottery on March 31.

Examples of Some Special Features and Activities

Specialists will teach visual art, music, dance, and drama.

The school will make extensive use of the community's cultural resources:
Columbus Museum of Art, Columbus Symphony Orchestra, Ballet Metro-
politan and other dance organizations, Players Theatre of Columbus and other
drama organizations, and universities and colleges.

Students will have frequent contact with artists and their artwork through
participation in the Artists-in-Schools program sponsored by the Grcater Co-
lumbus Arts Council and thc Ohio Arts Council.

Studcnts will be involved with the performing and visual arts programs at Ft.
Hayes Career Center.

Students will study other cultures by doing research, writing plays, designing
stage settings, constructing masks, performing skits, dances, and plays, reading
history, and composing music.

The school will have an instrumental music program.

Students will learn concepts, such as color and composition, through a study of
photography.

Activities will be developed that recognize individual diffcrcnccs, further multi-
cultural awarcness and understanding, and provide success experiences which
will promote self-respect.

Although there will be emPhasis on relating the arts to other subject areas,
tcaching basic skills, such as rcading, writing, and mathematics, will be an
important part ol this school.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAII AIIIE AI'

COLUMBUS SCHOOLS AND THE EDUCANON CENThlt
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Appendix E2
K-12 Dance Course of Study

Columbus, Ohio, Public Schools

The following draft copy of the K-12 Dance Course of Study from the Colum-
bus Public Schools is a working document for the 1990-91 school year with
revisions due summer 1991 and final School Board adoption in the fall of 1991.
It is reprinted with permission of 'he Columbus Public Schools, 270 East State
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43215. The following individuals have contributed to
the document:

Columbus Public Schools
Marvenia Bosley, Curriculum Reform Manager

K-12 Dance Curriculum Writing Committee:

Loren E. Bucek, chair
Dance Educator
Duxberry Park Arts IMPACT School, K-5

Linda Yoder
Dance Educator
Fort Hayes Metropolitan Education Centcr
Grades 11 and 12
(vocational program)

with spedal thanks to:

Karen King Cavin
Dance Educator
Fair Avenue Arts IMPACT School, K-5

Doreen Jenk.s
Dance Educator
Indianola Elementary School
Beck Elementary School

Michael Garcia
Dance Educator
Fort Hayes Metropolitan Educator Center
Grades 9 and 10
(arts and academics program)

Lucy Venable, Professor
Department of Dance
The Ohio State University
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Philosophy

Dance is an essential component of the basic education of every child, provid-
ing unique opportunities for self-knowledge and access to a universal fundamen-
tal human endeavor: DANCE. The study of dance furthers the goals of
excellence in the Columbus Public Schools by providing an environment that in-
spires and empowers student performance, addressing the cultural diversity of
otir student population, and challenging students to achieve their full potential.
Dance in education provides students with alternative forms of communication
and ways of learning that integrate the mind's creative and critic..1 capacities.

Dance is a way of knowing; it is something to know and is best known through
the experience itself. Dance in education provides students with unique oppor-
tunities to communicate with others in a way that is different from any other writ-

ten, spoken or visual system.

Dance awakens a kinesthetic way of knowing that is both intuitive and rational
involving conscious awareness and decision making processes including: Percep-
tion, memory, inspiration, creation, transformation, interpretation, application,
synthesis, reflection and evaluation.

Dance has a body of knowledge and a history which can be shared, passed on,
added to and has existed in some form in every known culture. Studying the cul-
tural, historical and social contexts helps students to develop a deeper under-
standing of dance as an essential component of history and human experience.

In addition, dance is an immediate, joyous experience that actively engages
the individual in dancing, creating and responding. The student as dance-maker
plays with movement and its organization to create kinetic symbol systems that
adequately express internal thought, feeling, and experience.

120 K-12 Dance Course of Study
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Program Objectives

lb recognize and appreciate self and own potential to dance

To value the interrelationship of self and others through dance experiences

To understand dance as a means of communication and value dance as an art
form

To understand and apply basic movement skills and underlying principles in
order to develop kinesthetic awareness

1 lb understand the processes involved in dance making and apply them to the
creation of original dances

lb develop performance techniques to a level that permits confidence in his or
her performance of student and professional choreography

To understand and apply aesthetic principles to the analysis and evaluation of
student and professional choreography

lb understand the role of danze in society and how it has shaped and in-
formed cultures around tht Jobe

To understand and appreciate the historical significance of dance

lb read and write basic Motif Description, a form of dance notation

To apply self-discipline in directing own lifelong learning in dance

Appendix E2
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Grade

Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Dance Making

Building Context:
Cultural Historical
and Social Inquiry

Recognizes ways of moving various body parts

Explores aspect of shape with the body

Demonstrates moving in personal space, using large
and small kinesphere

Explores nonlocomotor skills: bending, stretching,
twisting, arching, turning, falling

Demonstrates traveling through general space while
in their own personal space

Explores basic locomotor skills: walking, marching,
running, hopping, skipping, galloping, crawling,
jumping, sliding

Explores the three levels of space: low, middle, high

Differentiates between motion and stillness

Demonstrates fast and slow movement

Sequences fast and slow movement

Demonstrates vibratory movement

Creates movement improvisations that correspond to
the mood or feeling of various types of music

Uses dance to tell a simple story that has a beginning,
middle and end

Improvises dance studies based on literature, poetry,
prose, music and props

Finds enjoyment in dance class moving along or with
others through the general space or in place

Recognizes that dance class is a distinct environment
with its own structure and behavioral expectations

Controls personal behavior to suit the dance class
environment

Recognizes that all people dance

122 126
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Grade

1 Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Dance Making

Identifies the range of motion of various body parts

Explores different bases ofmovement using support
(e.g., legs, arms, back)

Demonstratcs control in producing motion and
stillness

Demonstrates nonlocomotor skills: bending,
stretching, twisting, arching, turning, falling

Demonstrates locomotor skills: walking, running,
hopping, galloping, leaping, rolling, crawling, sliding,
skipping, jumping

Uses personal and general space, including level and
directional changes

Explores movement on straight, curved and angular
pathways

Names the three levels of space: low, middle, and
high

Demonstrates stillness in a variety of body shapes in
high, middle and low levels

Demonstrates slow and fast movement

Explores light and strong movement quality

Recognins fast and slow tempos in musical
composition.;

Performs a repeated pattern of locomotor or
nonlocomotor movements

Recognizes that an idea or concept can be translated
into movement studies that have a beginning, middle,
and end

Appendix P,2
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Building Context:
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Improvises in order to discover movements related to
specific props or ideas

Uses dance as a means to express a variety of
emotions

Expresses himself or herself through improvisations
based on characters and stories in picture books and
other materials

Explores simple movement sequences using live
sound accompaniment (e.g., self, percussion
instruments)

Moves freely in personal and general space without
interfering with other dancers

Demonstrates the ability to :ake turns moving and
observing others dance

Demonstrates the ability to take turns talking and
listening in group discussions about dance

Recognizes that dancers are members of communities

Aesthetic Inquiry Observes dances with a focus on his or her likes and
dislikes

Discumes a variety of dances viewed throughout the
year

124 K-12 Dance Course of Study
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Grade

1111111111117111INIMMOIMMIMMI

Objectives

Movement allis
and Underlying
Principles

Describes how various body parts can move in various
ways

Recognizes that various body pa:.ts can lead an action

Demonstrates how movement can expand and
contract

Demonstrates flexion and extension of various body
parts (e.g., ankles, knees, elbows)

Moves using simultaneous and isolated movement

Balanco in various ways (e.g., on one foot, two hands,
one hand and one foot)

Demonstrates symmetrical and asymmetrical body
shape design

Demonstrates the contrast of sustained and sudden
movement

Moves to even and uneven rhythms

Demonstrates repetition or making patterns of
movement

Recognizes steady beat with musical scores and self-
accompaniment

Demonstrates curved and angular shapes in motion
and stillness

Explores the directions of the body in spaci; (e.g.,
forward and backward, up and down and sideways)

Demonstrates movement using a variety of floor
patterns (e.g., curved, angular, straight, zig-mg, spiral)

Recognizes thot the body must be controlled for safe
movement
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Dance Making

Building Context..
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Combines simple movement phrases to make a dance

Executes basic nonlocomotor movement combining
two actions in a repeated sequence

Executes basic locomotor movement combining two
actions in a repeated sequence

Expresses himself or herself through improvisations
based on characters and stories from picture books,
fairy tales, folk tales and other materials

Demonstrates repetition or making patterns of
movement

Cooperates with a partner and in small groups in
movement experiences

Perceives himself or herself and others moving
through space, sensing appropriate distancing for
accurate execution of the movement through time

Recognizes that different people dance different
dances

Discusses occasions when dance is a part of family
activity (e.g., talks about the role of dance in his or her
family)

Aesthetic Inquiry Recognizes personal movement preferences

Expresses his or her opinion dbout dance in oral,
written and pictorial forms

Reading and Recognizes that therc are symbol systems to record

Recording dances

Identifies the symbols for levels (e.g., low, middle,
high) according to Motif Description

Identifies the symbols for directions (e.g., forward,
backward, sideways, diagonals) according to Motif
Description
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Grade

Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Dance Making

MIMIIPMEMMIk

Explores the use of size contrast in movement (e.g.,
open or closed; higher or lower; large or small)

Explores open and closed movement

Demonstrates how various body parts can support the
body

Demonstrates how various body parts can lead an
action

Demonstrates nonlocomotor skills (e g., swinging,
turning, spiralling, pushing, pulling)

Demonstrates direction changes while traveling in
general space

Moves through space in selected symmetrical and
asymmetrical body shape design

Fxplores pathway with various body parts within
individual kinesphere

Moves accurately to even and uneven rhythms

Explores time contrast in movement (e.g., slow/fast;
regular/irregular)

Demonstrates meter in movement (e.g., 2/4, 3/4, 4/4
time signatures)

Explores contrasts in movement quality (e.g.,
strong/light; sudden/sustained lyrical/percussive;
vibratory)

Performs a repeatud locomotor or nonlocomotor
movement u: ing selected pathways on the floor

Combines selected locomotor and nonlocomotor
movements to create a dance phrase (e.g., run, jump,
fall, roll)
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Building Context:
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Follows another individual's movement explorations

Creates dance studies based on personal emotions,
thoughts and ideas

Uses movement to create a character

Cooperates with others to create a dance story

Expresses himself or herself through improvisations
based on characters and stories from fairy tales, folk

tales, myths and legends

Recognizes movement phrases (patterns) as the basic

building blocks of a dance

Uses improvisation to make a dance

Observes and responds to work donc by others

Is cooperative in small groups

Identifies the role of dance in Columbus as it occurs
in both formal settings (e.g., dance companies,
festivals) and informal setting (e.g., street, social)

Reads about famous dancers and choreographers
throughout history

Performs selected dams from various cultures (e.g.,
Seven Jumps, Funga, La Raspa)

Aesthetic Inquiry Uses language to describe movement preferences

(likes and dislikes)

Recognizes that dance is movement selected and
organized to express ideas, thoughts and feelings

Discusses dance as a mcans of communication

Expresses personal responses to the movement of

others

Recognizes personal attitudes and assumptiuns about
gender roles in dance

Verbalizes movements in a simple movement phrase
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Reading and
Recording

Recognizes action strokes

Identifies the symbol for pause

Reads the symbols for level and direction

Recognizes that symbols can be used in a sequence

Appendix 1i2
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Grade

Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Compares and contrasts the various capacities for
movement of various body parts

Compares and contrasts movements led by various
body parts

Recognizes the role of concentration in movement
experiences

Performs movement in unison in a large group

Moves through space on a diagonal pathway of the
dance room

Demonstrates an awareness of different movement
quality combinations

Recognizes various approaches to phrasing in dance
based upon heartbeat, breath, acceleration, various
musical phrases

Demonstrates various rhythmic combinations within a
given metric schcmc

Recognizes accented and unaccented movements

Dance Making Improvises alone

Uscs improvisation to form a dance with a partner

Describes thc use of improvisation to form a dance
with a small group

Combines thc elements of pathway, shape, and level
to create dance studies

Recognizes thc rolc of improvisation in finding
movement material

Combines simple movement phrases to make a dance
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Building Context:
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Aesthetic Inquity

Reading and
Recording

Recognizes the importance of repetition in order to
remember sequences of movement in dancc

Use parts of speech as impetus for the development
of dance studies based on action and stillness (e.g.,
verbs, adverbs, prepositions)

Creates dance studies based on the relationships
between or among two or more dancers

Expresses himself or herself through improvisations
based on characters and stories from folk talcs,
poetry, selected books and current events

Shares and discusses ideas in a group

Leads others and adapts to the leadership of others

Performs historical dances of the 18th and 19th
century Ohio (e.g., Ring Shout, contra and square
dances, Chippewa Serpentine)

Recognizes the contributions of immigrant
populations on dance in Ohio

Discusses the role of dance in the state of Ohio as it
occurs in both formal and informal settings

Values the dances of other cultures (e.g.,
Senegal/Hong Kong, street/ballet)

Discusses famous choreographers and their particular
contributions to the field of dance

Explores moving in ways that are outside the
repertoire of personal preference

S:iares his or her ideas and contributes to group
collaboration in the creation of ensemble dances

Talks about why people dance

Identifies the symbols for pathway (e.g., straight,
curved, meandering)

Explores reading and recording various symbols (e.g.,
action strokes and pause)
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Grade

5 Objectives

MovementSkills Demonstrates selected dance ,.'irascs with accuracy in

and Underlying shape, time, space and movement quality

Principles Distinguishes sudden and sustained, light and strong,
percussive and lyrical, bound and free movement
qualities

Recognizes the specific usc of general space, direction
and focus can become dance

Identifies different movement quality combinations in
various movement phrases

Demonstrates varied rhythmic combinations within a
given metric score using locomotor and
nonlocomotor movement

Demonstrates various approaches to phrasing in
dance bascd upon heartbeat, breath, acceleration and
various musical phrases

Demonstrates movements that promote flexibility and
strength

Dance Making Explores a simple movement phrase in canon (round)

Combines tempos in a rhythmic dance study

Identifies main and supporting ideas of his or her own
dances

Works independently in the creation of dance studies

Expresses himself or herself through improvisations
based on characters and stories from poetry, books,
biographies and current events

Forms and extends a dance phrase, learning that
many dance phrases make up a dance composition

Uses repetition in order to retain the dance phrase
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Building Context
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Recognizes that there are many ways to create and
form a dance

Improvises with groups of individuals and uses the
improvisations to form a dance

Describes dance as selected movement to produce a
desired effect

Creates original dance compositions as an inte3ration
of his or her present sensibilities, interests, life
experiences and prior knowledge of traditional dances
of various cultures

Performs social dances of various cultures and time
periods (e.g., La Volta from thc Renaissance, the
Charleston from the 1920s, Funga from West Africa)

Resnonds freely to thoughts, ideas and feelings
through movement

Interacts appropriately with a peer group as ideas and
intentions of the dance are discumed, practiced,
edited and performed with others of the same peer
group

Performs dances of other cultures with an
appreciation for authenticity and cultural tradition

Recognizes dance related careers (e.g., dancer,
choreographer, teacher, historian, notator, critic)

Aesthetic Inquiry Describes similarities and differences between his or
her movement phrases and those of others

Identifies different forms of dance (e.g., ballet,
modern, ethnic)

Discusses similarities and differences between dance
movements

Forms a personal opinion thout the meaning of a
selected dance and supports it with specific
observations

Discusses a dance using descriptive language,
speculation of possthle meaning and personal
evaluatthn of other events.
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Reading and
Recording

Reviews a dance performance in writing descriptive
language, discussion of meaning and personal
evaluation of the event

Expresses a personril definition of dance

Recognizes the use of direction symbols with straight
paths

Identifies the use of symbols for direction and level
with straight paths

Explores reading and recording various symbols
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Grade

6 Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Identifies space, time and movement qualities
(energy) as elements of movement

Identifies the unique attributes of each of the
elements of movement (e.g., time encompasses
duration, tempo, rhythm, etc.; space encompasses
level, kinesphere, pathway, direction, etc.; movement
qualities encompass light/strong, sudden/sustained,
etc.)

Recognizes capabilities and limitations of the body

Demonstrates spatial awareness when performing
dance phrases

Demonstrates concentration in movement experiences

Identifies conditioning and injury prevention as two
main goals for daily exercise

Recognizes the need for warm up prior to each dance
experience

Executes a basic warm up specific to the type of dance
experience at hand (e.g., hallet-barre, modern-
floorwork, jazz-isolations)

Explores dance phrases as exemplars of various dance
forms (e.g., ballet, modern, jazz, ethnic)

Da nce Ma king Creates dance studies using the elements of
movement as the primary focus

Creates dance studies using a variety of musical
selections

Creates dance studies in silenec

Creates dance studies with self-accompaniment

Creates dance studies based on motif and
manipulation
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Building Context:
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Aesthetic Inquiry

Creates dance in small groups using group decision

processes

Manipulates floor patterns and the spatial
arrangement of dancers in group compositions

Executes dances from various cultures

Recognizes the influences of climate, geography and

occupation of a culture on the kinds of dances people

dance (form and style)

Identifies cultural, historical and social significance of

dances studied

Discusses the history of ballet, modern, jazz, tap and

social dances

Identifies careers related to dance performance:
dancer, choreographer, composer, lighting, designer,

costume designer, stage manager, critic, notator,

videographer

Forms a personal hypothesis about the meaning of

dance and supports it with specific observations

Recognizes that people have different movement
preferences, strengths and opinions about dancc

Explores the question, "Why do people dance?"

Formulates a personal definition of dance

Discusses reviews by professional dance critics

Reading and Identifies the symbols for flexion and extension

Recording Recognizes that the length of a symbol (e.g., action

stroke or pathway) determines the duration of a

movement

Reads and records basic Motif symbols of levels,

directions and pathways

Creates dance studies based on a selected motif

Combines various symbols to record original dance

phrases

- -
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Grade

7 Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Dance Making

Demonstrates movement phrases that involve
polyrhythmic structures (e.g., legs do a quick rhythm
while arms do a slower rhythm)

Demonstrates phrases that involve multiple changes
of movement quality

Adjusts space usage in relation to other dancers when
performing dance phrases

Identifies strength, coordination, flexibility and
endurance as goals for daily conditioning

Executes exercises specific to the development of
strength, coordination, flexibility and endurance

Reco;nizes the importance of sequence in warm-up
construction

Demonstrates correct alignment in the execution of
warm-up exercises

Executes the five basic aerial movements: leap, jump,
hop, sissonc, assemble and their variants (e.g., skip,
gallop, etc.)

Explores the subtleties of balance using a variety of
supports

Uses literature, music, drama, visual and media arts
as sources for ideas for original dance studies

Improvises dance studies generated from ideas (e.g.,
emotions, life experiences, traditional dances of
various cultures and current events)

Creates solo and group dance studies based upon
personal experiences and interests

Creates dance studies based on academic integration

Creates dance studies using props
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Uses a variety of methods to manipulate dancc
movement and phrases

Building Context: Identifies geographical, socioeconomic, political and

Cultural, cultural influences on dance

Historical and Recognizes the influence of social dances on the
Social Inquiry development of concert dancc forms

Aesthetic Inquiry

Reading and
Recording

Executes dances of cultural, historical and social
significance

Identifies landmarks in the history of dance

Identifies dance-related careers (e.g., teacher,
notator, historian, dance critic, dance therapist)

Speculates about his/her own career interests

Recognizes that there can be several interpretations
of any given dance

Explores elements of professional dance criticism:
description, interpretation, judgment and analysis

Describes the characteristics of various dance forms:
ballet, modern jazz, tap, and ethnic

Writes review of dancc performances including
interpretalive statements with analysis and description
to support them

Views various dance forms and engages in discumions
based on the predominant relationships or sequenced
phrasing

Identifies symbols for toward and away (e.g., from
person, object or place) using various locomotor and
locomotor movements

Explores sudden and sustained movement through
the use of Motif symbols

Reads and records original dance compositions using
the basic symbols of Motif Description

Uses movement ierminolog in his/her oral and
ten analysis of in-class work and professional

dances viewed
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Grade

8 Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Dance Making

Demonstrates control of space, time and energy when
executing movement phrases

Uses concentration, expression and projection when
performing

Demonstrates strength, flexibility, coordination and
endurance when dancing

Executes different types ofwarm-ups required of
various dance forms and styles (e.g., ballet-barre,
modern-floorwork, jau-isolations)

Explains the importance of exercise sequencing for
injury prevention

Explains why different dance experiences require
different types of warm-ups

Demonstrates balance using a variety of supports

Explores off-centered movement (e.g., tilts, spirals,
falls) in a variety of directions

Explores a variety of locomotor and nonlocomotor
turns

Directs a small group in the creation of an original
dance

Participates in structured improvisations

Creates dances using motif and manipulation

Executes a dance project from idea conception
through to the performance ofa completed dance
choreography

Critiques his or her own work and the work of others
in a constructive and supportive manner
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Building Context:
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquity

Recognizes that similar purposes for dance create
similar dance forms around the globe (e.g., farming

people make circle dances, warring people make line

dances)

Recognizes that ethnic dance encompasses many
diverse dance forms

Identifies the distinguishing features ofvarious ethnic

dance forms

Identifies education necessary for various dance

careers

Assesses his or her own abilities and interests vis-a-vis

a career in dance

Aesthetic Inquiry Discusses personal philosophy about the purpose of
dance

Reading and
Recording

Formulate.; a personal definition of dance

Analyzes professional dance criticism for statements

of descripiion, interpretations and judgment

Writes reviews of dance performances including:
descripticn, interpretation and evaluation based upon

observation and research

Identifies floor patterns as a part of a Motif score

Reads and records various Motif symbols
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Grade

9 Dance Survey Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Executes a variety of warm-up exercises specific to

dance forms studies

Explains the need for warming up prior to each dance

experience

Gi Identifies conditioning and injury prevention as two

main goals for daily exercise specific to dance

Identifies strength, coordination, flexibility and

endurance as goals for daily dancc conditioning

Executes exercises specific to the development of

strength, coordination, flexibility and endurancl in

dance

Explains the role of exercise sequence for injury

prevention

Balances using a variety of supports (e.g., one leg; one

leg and one arm; two arms and one knee)

Uses correct alignment in the execution of warm-up

exercises

Identifies space, time and movehient qualities as the

basie elements of dance

Executes movement studies focusing upon specific

elements of dance

Recognizes the role of concentration in movement

experiences

Controls motion and stillness in large group work by

not bumping into others or moving during freezes

Performs basic locomotor movements (e.g., run, leap,

hop, jump, slide, gallop, turn, fall) in a series and in

combination with each other in dance phrases
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Performs basic nonlocomotor movements (e.g., bend,
stretch, arch, twist, turn, fall) in a series and in
combination with each other in dance phrases

Executes a variety of movement phrases specific to
the dance forms studies

Dance Making Participates in structured improvisations

Uses improvisations as a method of dance
explorations

Building Context
Cultural;
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Constructs phrases of movement that have a
beginning, middle and end to solve specific movement
problems (e.g., low level, locomotor phrase using
floppy energy)

Expresses his or her interests and movement
preferences in the composition ofdance studies

Uses motif and manipulation

Executes dances of various cultures

Identifies the universal features of various ethnic
dance forms

Recognizes that why people dance determines the
form of dance (e.g., form follows function)

Identifies landmarks in the history of dance

Recognizes the influence of social dances on the
development of concert dance forms

Aesthetic Inquiry Analyzes how peoples' ways of moving and attitudes
about movement are shaped by past experieeces

Analyzes how movement preferences arc shaped by
subcultures and by the larger culture

Describes a dance event using descriptive vocabulary

Forms a personal hypothesis about the meaning of a
dance and supports it with specific observations
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Reviews a dance event including a description of
dominant features, discussion of meaning and
personal evaluation

Debates a variety of philosophical approaches to the
question, "Why do people dance?"

Reading and Identifies the symbols for body parts

Recording
Identifies dancc notation as a career in dancc

Identifies various symbol systems that have been used
to record dance throughout time

Explores basic motif symbols of levels, directions and
body parts
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Grades

10-12 Theory and Practice Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Dance Making

1111M111

Demonstrates warm-up exercises specific to all dance
forms (e.g., ballet, modern, ethnic, jazz, tap)

Executes exercises that are specific to each of the
goals for daily dance conditioning as: strength,
coordination, flexibility and endurance

Identifies proper warm-up sequence

Identifies his or her body's strengths and weaknesses
with respect to the goals of dance conditioning:
strength, flexibility, coordination and endurance

Identifies body planes: saggital (wheel), corona!
(door) and transverse (table)

Recognizes the relationship of body planes to the
center of gravity and the importance in locating and
analyzing movement

Identifies symmetrical and asymmetrical movement
and shape design

Executes basic actions involved in joint movement:
extension, flexion, abduction, adduction, rotation and
circumduction

Identifies major muscle groups, their location in
relationship to the skeleton and their role in
movement

Recognizes the existence of various theories of dance
conditioning and therapy including weight training
methods: Pi laws, Alexander, Feldenkrais and
Bartenieff

Concentrates on his/her work in both studio and
nonstudio dance environments

Applies his/her knowledge of the basic elements of
movement (space, time and energy) to create solo
and group dance studies
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Building Context..
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Aesthetic Inquiry

Applies knowledge of improvisation to making dance.

phrases

Describes a variety of approaches to the proccss of
dance making based upon dance form and intent

Uses various sources of literature, music, dance,
visual arts and popular media (e.g., film and/or video)
as inspiration for dance studies

Uses motif and manipulation in the creation of dance

studies

Uscs solo and group manipulation in the creation of

dance studies

Critiques his/her work and the work of others
constructively

Identifies dancers and choreographers and their
particular contributions to the field of dance

Identifies composers and visual and media artists who

have collaborated with choreographers of the past

and present

Distinguishes characteristics of exemplars in dance: of
various societies, cultures and historic periods as they

inform one's own creative work

Analyzes dance with respect to form and function

Identifies the distinguishing characteristics of various
dance lorms (e.g., ballet, modern, jazy., ethnicdance)

Identifies the values inherent in various dance forms
(e.g., ballet, modern, jail, tap, ethnic) as they

correspond to the distinguishing feature of that form
(e.g., ballet values defying gravity, which is why
ballerinas dance on thcir toes and males jump high)

Describes a dance event using vocabulary derived
from the elements of movement

WI ites reviews of dance performance including
description, interpretation and evaluation based upon
observation and research
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Reading and
Recording

Identifies the leading bow symbol

Explores the use of body part symbols with the
leading bow

Reads and records various Motif symbols

Reads and records Motif symbols as a tool for self-
checking his/her execution of movement and intent
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Grades

10-12 Composition Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Executes warm-up exercises using correct body
alignment

Demonstrates strength, flexibility, coordination and
aerobic endurance in technique classes in ballet,
modern, jazz and ethnic forms

Identifies the sequence of warm-up exercises in
various dance forms: ballet, modern, jazz and ethnic
dance

Demonstrates the use of concentration, expression
and proje4ion in dance compositions

Dance Making Applies his/her knowledge of the basic elements of
movement (space, time and energy) to create solo
and group dances

Uscs devices involving changes in space, time and
movement qualities not only as an end in itself, but
also as an underpinning for the creation of dance
compositions

Uses literature, music, visual and media arts as
sources for original dances

Recognizes compositional devices (e.g., accumulation,
augmentation, retrograde, diminution, transposition,
inversion)

Uses motif and manipulation to create original dams
(e.g., solo, duet, trio, quartet, group)

Applies a variety of approaches to the process of
dance making (e.g., improvisation, chance,
collaborative processes)

Creates dance studies based on personal thoughts,
ideas and emotions
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Makes appropriate decisions to support the
choreographic intent of a particular dance study to
execute the choreographic intent (e.g., number of
dancers, rehearsal schedule, use of sound/music,

lovement, costumes, lighting)

Participates in formal critiques of his/her work and
the work of others

Building Context: Researches at least one choreographer and his/her

Cultural, contributions to the field of dance

Historical and Considers the processes used by dance makers from
Social Inquiry other cultures

Aesthetic Inquiry

Reading and
Recording

148

Applies knowledge of cross-cultvral approaches to
dance making in his/her work

Identifies nationally and internationally significant
dance companies

Identifies the dominant characteristics of a dance

Identifies relationships among the dominant
characteristics of a dance and describes them orally
and in writing

Speculates about the meaning of a dance, formulates
a hypothesis and supports speculative and
hypothetical arguments with specific observations and
analyses of dominant characteristics

Formulates a personal definition of dance and
recognizes that it must change to accommodate new
information

Identifies the symbols for aerial movement

Explores reading and recording aerial movement

Develops his/her own Motif score using floor plans
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Grades

11-12 Dance Ensemble Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Appreciates the personal responsibility and discipline
he/she needs in order to achieve goals of continued
excellent physical training

Makes an accurate assessment of his/her own
technical strengths and weaknesses

Constructs a sequence of warm-up exercises specific
to his/her physical strengths and weaknesses

Executes a sequence of warm-up exercises specific to
the dance form to be executed

Analyas the importance of sequence in warm-up
construction and dance class structure

Demonstrates strength, flexibility, coordination, and
endurance in dance techniques

Dance Making Uses concentration exercises to enhance performance
technique and skill

Executes self discipline to complete choreographic
projects

Initiates ideas on his/her own

Demonstrates leadership in directing projects with
others

Uses a variety of resources to research choreographic
projects

Uses the composition devices of accumulation,
augmentation, retrograde, diminution, inversion ii,
the creation of original dances

Identifies them and variation in dance

Makes appropriate decisions for tht needs of a
particular dance and follows those through to
complete production of an original work
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Building Context:
Cultural,
Historical and
Social Inquiry

Incorporates cross-cultural ideas into at least onc

choreographic project

Uses a variety of choreographic approaches
appropriate to the form and intent of a dance

Describes the role of lighting, costuming and stage

design in the production of dance performance

Demonstrates performance skills in the performance
of original and repertory dances (e.g., concentration,
projection, characterization, expression)

Applies analytical skills to critiques of the work of self

and others

Develops a method to record choreographic plans

(e.g., journal, jot lists, webs)

Speculak c on a meaning of a dance based upon an

analysis of the elements of movement, distinguishing
characteristics, historical, social and cultural contexts

Applies his/her knowledge of the elements of
movement to recognize relationships among the
individual elements of the dance

Writes a review of a dance experience including

description

Shares personal definitions of dance

Uses Motif Description skills as appropriate to project
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Grades

11-12 Special Projects Objectives

Movement Skills
and Underlying
Principles

Executes warm up exercise appropriate to the
projects to be done

Initiates ideas on his/her own

Demonstrates self discipline and responsibility in the
execution of special projects

Identifies a variety of dance related topics of inquiry
(e.g., performance, choreography, injury prevention,
nutrition, notation systems, dance journalism, dance
history, dance education, technical production, video
dance)

Engages in self-assessment activities throughout the
process

Uses a variety of resources to research several dance
related topics of special interest

Chooses one topic of special interest to become a
special project

Executes a special project from inception to
completion using a variety of resources (e.g., library,
community resources, experts in the field)

Evaluates speci.si project experience

Uscs Motif Description skills as appropriate to his/her
project
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Appendix F
Jefferson RIgh School

1, Dance Career Seminar (Course Outline)

2. The Jefferson Dancers 1986 Repertoire and Tour
Schedule
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Appendix Fl
Dance Career Development Seminar

Course: Dance Career Seminar

Length: Full Year (Elective Credit/Career Education)

Grade Level: 9-12, By Instructor Approval

Course Description

This course is designed specifically to assist serious, professionally-interested
dance students in the decision-making process concerning careers in dance perfor-
mance or its related fields of employment. Students will assess their long- and
short-range dance career goals and interests in light of their skills, values, lifestyle
preferences and academic interests. They will obtain infcrmation about perfor-
mance/non-performance dance careers, thc world and nature of possibilities eithcr
in the immediate future or down the camr path. They will also learn and ex-
perience methods and skills for ob:dining work or conticuing their education in thc
dance field (i.c., writing effective resumés, making portfolios and videotapes, learn-
ing how to audition, researching companies and/or universities).

Methods of Instruction

This course will be taught as a lecture/laboratory/independent study experience.
Studcnts will meet with the instructor on a bi-weekly basis to discuss assigned
projccts and rcadings and to evaluate studcnt progress. All students enrolled in thc
course will mcct once a month for a lecture or panel discussion given by members
of the dance community in relation to thc focus of thc quarter (see course outline).
Studcnts will also develop a major projcct each quarter with instructor guidance
that will draw from readings, interviews, research and hands-on experience in a
dance related occupation. Students will be taught and encouraged to fine-hone
thcir research abilities while participating in bricf mentorship-type relationships that
will provide an actual feel for dance-related careers.

Course reading material will be drawn from such sources as: Dance Magazine,
The New York TimesArts and Leisure, Contact Quarterly, autobiographics and
biographies of working artists and publications specifically developed to explore
dance-related career options.
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Methods of Evaluation

Students will be graded on an A--F scale. Their course work will be divided into
three areas each quarter and each section will be evaluated by the instructor either
orally in the bi-weekly student meetings or through written work. The three areas
are as follows:

1. Bi-weekly reading or research assignments that will be discussed in depth with
the instructor. Students will be graded on the clarity of their understanding

of the ideas presented.

2. Participation in monthly lectures and panel discussions. Students will be
graded on their active participation with the professionals and the ideas they

present.

3. Quarterly written research/mentorship projects. The students' writing skills,

as well as their ahility to present and develop ideas, will be assessed.

Course Outline

This course is a one-year class. The year will be divided into four subject areas
in conjunction with quarterly divisions. Each quarter, students will explore in great
detail one particular aspect or approach to the dance profession. Incorporated into
each section will be thc district's concern for the eight items in career education
values, deosion making, life-style, community resources, working relationships,
occupational information, parental involvement and testing.

1. The University/Academic Avenue. The primary focus here will be to weigh

the choice of acquiring further training and academic standing in the univer-
sity rather than stepping directly into the field after high school.

2. Bypassing Further EducationThe Professional Chance. The concern
here will be to explore this choice and its options in relation to the previously
studied collegiate one. Students will look at all aspects of this choice from
finding compatible companies to dance in to auditioning skills.

3. Non-Performance Careers, Now or Later. There are many fulfilling dance-
related careers that can be approached now for added income while dancing
or later when performing is over.

4. In-Depth Exploration. After researching these three areas, students will
elect to return to the one most applicable to their projected goals and do a
mentorship with someone in that area who can further their insight and
options. Students could also elect to do iu-depth college research to prepare
them for applications in the fall if that is their goal.
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Appendix F2
The Jefferson Dancers 1986 Repertoire

Program A

Russian Sailors' Dance

Choreography: Greg Smith
Music: Russian Sailor's Dance from The Red Poppy, Reinhold Gliere

Ibis energetic piece was choreographed by Greg Smith, former artistic director
of Pacific Ballet Theatre, for thc Jefferson Dancers' appearances with the Oregon
Symphony Orchestra in the Symphony's Youth Concerts in 1985.

Games

Choreography: Donald McKay le
Music: Children's playground songs

This famous work depicts children at play, and while the innocence of childhood
is apparent, so too are more serious themes. Games of play, hunger, and terror are
woven into thc fabric of the dance. It features three female and four male dancers
accompanied by two singers.

Doina

Choreography: Royston Maldoom
Music: Pan Flute and Organ by Lenifer and Marcel Cellier

Thc slow, controlled, ethereal movement of this piece has an hypnotic effect on
the audience. The eerie music and translucent costumes help the subtle mesmeriz-
ing qualities of this dance, which is dedicated to women who wait.

Street Scene

Choreography: Brenda Bufalino, Mary Vinton Folberg, Julane Stites
Music: Richard Rodgers, "Slaughter on "Itnth Avenue"

This colorfully costumed work features the entire company. It is a montage of
dance styles including tap, modern, jazz, and pointe. It was set on the company this
past fall for their appearance with the Oregon Symphony in its pops concert
featuring the "Best of Portland."
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Technical Difficulties

Choreography: Raymond Sawyer
Music: Grand Master Flash and the Furious Five, Was (Not Was)

This is an original piece created by Mr. Sawyer especially for the Jefferson
Dancers. It captures the feel of the 1980s and depicts alienation, conformity and

the often violent feelings among the youth on the streets of New York City. With
the entire company forming a backdrop, three young men are featured.

The Act

Choreography: Mary Vinton Folberg, 13ev Me lu m, Deb Brzoska

Music: Selections from The Act, Liza Minelli, vocals

The Act has almost 6ecome the company's signature piece. The energetic
Broadway jazz-tap piece builds to its conclusion, a spectacularchorus line, bringing

audiences to their feet.

Program B

Schubertiad

Choreography: Paul Russell
Music: Franz Schubert
Musician: Robert Huffman

This romantic period piece features four couples,and two gentlemen, and four
ladies. The piece was choreographed this spring especially for the Jefferson Dan-

cers and is done to live musica pianist at a grand piano on stage. Paul Russell of

the San Francisco Ballet choreographed this work which depicts a social wening of

music and dance in Franz Schubert's time.

Adagietto

Choreography: Royston Maldoom
Music: Gustav Mahler

To the slow movement of Mahler's Fifth Symphony, this work describes an
emotional triangle between two men and a woman. Adagietto was the winner of the

1975 International Choreography as well as a major Gulbenkianaward in Berlin. It

is in the repertoire of several major companies including the Dancc Theatre of
Harlem. It is Mr. Maldoom's most famous work.

The Last Day

Choreography: Sean Greene
Music: Brian lino
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The solo from this dance was originallyset on bra Moose', a former Jefferson
Dancer, by Sean Greene, principal dancer with the Bella Lewitsky Dance Company,
in preparation for her performance in the National Arts Recognition and Talent
Search competition. The work has a dramatic solo in which the individual deals
with the desperation of The Last Day.

Rainbow Round My Shoulder

Choreographer: Donald McKay le
Music: Afro-American folk and work songs

Donald McKay lc, one of America's most prominent choreographers, is perhaps
best known for Raisin and Sophisticated Ladies. He set Rainbow Round My
Shoulder on the company during a two-week residency, winter 1985. This piece. his
most renowned work, is considered to be a modern dance classic and features seven
men and one woman. The dramatic, syncopated rhythm of the music is emphasized
in the strong, muscular movement by the men in a work gang. The female dancer
is an illusion to the men, representing the women in their lives. The piece is one of
the strongest in the repertoire and a favorite with dance audiences wherever it is
shown.

The Studio

Choreographer: Julane Stites

This year's "Studio" features the jazzchoreography ofJulane Stites. With music
from Bob James to Beethoven, these works feature the virtuoso jazz and ballet skills
of the dancers in the casual setting of a dance studio.

Network

Choreographer: Brenda Bufalino
Music: Jazz melodies arranged by Eddie Wied

Brenda Bufalino, who is partly responsible for the revival of tkip dancing in this
country, created this exuberant work which blends tapping, hoofing, jazz, and ethnic
dance in a demanding piece requiring a precise sense of rhythm, acute concentra-
tion and near perfect timing. The Jefferson Dancers are known throughout the
Northwest for their precision tap virtuosity, and they have a rip-roaring good time
with this piece.
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The Jefferson Dancers on Tour

Each spring, the Jefferson Dancers tour extensively. Performing in a variety of

settings for audiences of all types provides yet another dimension to the nationally

recognized dance program at Portlanci's Jefkrson High School. These students
have reached the advanced level of study and the on-tour performance is an

important element in their educational and artistic development.

Their touring schedule the past few years is an impressive one and includes

countless lecture-demonstrations and school assemblies throughout the state. In

the past, they have appeared in Victoria, BC, Seattle, and with the Oregon Sym-

phony Orchestra.

April 7 Gladstone, Oregon
Public Performance

April 14 Neskowin, Oregon
Lecture-demonstrations in schools

April 15 Portland, Oregon
Lecture-demonstrations at Glencoe School and Catlin Gabel

April 16 Jefferson, Oregon
Lecture-demonstration at Jefferson High School

April 17 Eugene, Oregon
Lecture-demonstrations in Eugene schools

April 18-19 flu lt Performing Arts Center, Soreng Theatre
Eugene, Oregon

April 21 Klamath Falls, Oregon
Lecture-demonstrations in Klamath Falls schools

May 1 Gallery Players Theatre
McMinnville, Oregon

May 5 Jefferson High School
All-school ARTS WEEK Assembly

May 9-10 Civic Auditorium
Portland, Oregon

May 22 Redmond, Oregon
Redmond Union High School Auditorium
Benefit Performance, Central Oregon
Community College
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